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PREFACE.

Compton Street, Soho.

The extraordinarily rapid progress which the recent

invention of lighting with coal gas has made in this

country, is perhaps without a parallel in the history of

the useful arts.

It was an invention not exempted from the misfortune

common to all innovations on established practises, of

encountering opposition, but it had the fortune common

to few, of obtaining an almost instantaneous triumph.

A single exhibition of the gas lights in actual use

was sufficient to determine the public judgment in favour

of the new mode of illumination ; to see was in this case,

indeed to believe.

a
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The legislature .responsive to the popular voice, and

forlified in its 'Responsibility, by the results of special

enquiries which were ordered to be made into the merits

of the invention, and in which I had the good fortune

to be professionally engaged, gave the most liberal and

decided encouragement to its adoption.

Capital, often wanting even in this opulent country for

undertakings of magnitude, came to the promotion of

the new art of procuring and distributing- light in over-

flowing abundance ; and already ere many years are

elapsed, such has been the rapidity with which the gas

light illumination has advanced, that there is not a city

and scarcely a town of any note in Great Britain, in

which the art of lighting by means of gas, has not been

i^arried into effect, or in which active measures are not in

progress, to participate in the benefit of this important

discovery.

When the art was yet in its infancy, I published a

Treatise, containing- a description of the apparatus and

machinery best calculated for illuminating streets, houses,

and public buildings, by means of coal gas, with remarks

on the utility, safety, and general nature of this new

branch of domestic economy, as far as then understood,

and practised in the metropolis.

The universal avidity for information on the subject,

more perhaps than any particular merit in the work
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itself, produced a demand in this coimtry for four larg-e

impressions of this work, in the course of a few years,

and I have also had the satisfaction of finding that the

Treatise has been translated into the French, German,

and Italian lansuag-es.

Since this work was written, however, the art of ma-

nufactiu'ing- and applying- coal gas, has undergone so

many material improvements, all combining to bring it

to a degree of simplicity, precision, and economy, far

surpassing every thing which the original mode of

practice exhibited, that I have felt I should be guilty of

an injustice to the constant demand which still exists for

my former Treatise, had I not made it my duty to publish

the work I now present to the reader ; superseding

altogether the former publication, l)ut superseding it

from circumstances of necessity, and with a view to good,

which I trust will be found not illusorj'.

The present treatise, as its little expresses, is intended

to exhibit the superior process of manufacturing coal gas

now employed in the metropolis and the provincial towns

of Great Britain, and to lay before the reader the eleva-

tions, sections, and plans of the improved Gas Light

machinery, which has stood the test of practice, and is

now in action at the most celebrated Gas Light Establish-

ments.

In the first and second part of the Treatise, I have, as

a 2
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introductory to the rest, given a sketch of the chemical

theory and production of Gas Light. I have pointed out

the leading objects of public and private utility, to which

the art of lighting- with gas has been, or remains to be

applied : and added such other facts and observations

as may serve to remove all doubt in the minds of the

reader as to the important benefit which this country in

particular, and the world at large, have gained by this

discovery.

In the third part I have stated the maximum quantities

of gas obtainable in the large way, from different kinds of

coal.

In the fourth part, I have given a description of all

the various forms and dimensions which the distillatory

vessels or retorts have successively assumed, as well as

of the improvements that have been made in the mode of

setting the retorts, with a view to saving them from undue

deterioration, and preventing any improvident waste of

fuel. I have here given a particular account of the dis-

tillatory apparatus now used at the most celebrated gas

works in the metropolis.

The fifth and sixth parts, lead the reader considerably

further into a knowledge of the economy and practice

of this art. They contain an account of a great variety of

experiments which have been pursued on a large scale,

in order to ascertain the most profitable mode of employing
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the retorts, the differences of opinion which have existed

among- practical men with respect to the degree of tem-

perature fittest to be applied, and the number of hours

at a time during which the retorts may most advan-

tageously be kept in action, with the particular results

which the experiments instituted into these points have

afforded ; and such other data, as will enable the reader

to adopt that mode of operation, which under every

circumstance of locality will be found most advanta-

geous.

The changes which have taken place with respect to

the retorts, have been before detailed in part fourth
;

but in order to give the mainifaftin-er a nearer insight

into the superior advantages attending retorts of the con-

struction lately brought into use, I have given in part

seventh, a detailed description of the horizontal rotary re-

torts, the application ofwhich has led to a more economical,

expeditious, and easy method of manufacturing coal gas

than heretofore practised. I have distinctly pointed

out the advantages which these retorts present, the par-

ticular results they afford, and the method of applying

them.

The purification of coal gas forms the subject of part

eighth. I have compared here, the apparatus for puri-

fying coal gas, as it was originally constructed, with

the improved machinery lately adopted, showing the
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inefficacy and defects of the former, and the decided supe-

riority which belongs to the latter.

The ninth part g-ives an account of the various im-

proved gas holders which have been invented, and now

are in action at the most recent establishments, for the

purpose of storing large quantities of gas. The im-

provements that have been made in this department of

the Gas Light machinery, are particularly valuable and

have contributed more perhaps than any other, to lessen

the expence of manufacturing gas for commercial pur-

poses.

In the tenth part, I have given a description of an

entirely new machine, called the gas-metre, or self-acting

guage, lately adopted at the Birmingham, Chester, and

other gas works, which measures and registers the

quantity of gas manufactured in any given time, from

any given quantity of coal, or consumed during any

period, by any number of burners or lamps. The great

services which such a machine must render both to the

manufacturer and consumer of gas, are particularly

pointed out, and illustrated to the manufacturer, by

serving as a complete check on his workmen as to the

quantity of work that ought to be performed, and to the

consumer, as an exact measure of the quantity of gas

he receives, and ought to pay for.

The eleventh part is appropriated to the description of
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another apparatus, called the governor, also of recebt

invention, and now in use at numerous establishments.

The design of this machine is, to regulate the pressure of

the gas, before it enters into the mains, the importance of

which must be sufficiently manifest. I have also pointed

out the application of this apparatus for regulating the

magnitude of the flames of gas burners and lamps.

The twelfth part treats on gas mains and branch pipes,

I have here stated the rules and practical proceedings

necessary to be observed, for applying and distributing

gas pipes to the greatest advantage.

The most efficient method of introducing the gas to the

interior of houses, forms the subject of part thirteen. All

the necessary instructions are here given to workmen, for

adapting the gas pipes, and insuring success at the least

cost, under every variety of circumstances.

The fourteenth part gives an account of the illumi-

nating power of coal gas—the quantity of gas consumed in

a given time, by different kinds of gas burners and lamps,

the relative cost of gas, tallow, and oil lights of different

intensities, and the most improved method employed for

ventilating appartments lighted by gas.

In the fifteenth and sixteenth parts, I have added an

account of the manufacture of carburetted hydrogen gas,

from coal tar, vegetable tar, and oil, with such other

observations as may enable the reader to form a proper
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estimate of the comparative advantao-e of mamifacturiuo-

gas from oil, or tar, under certain circumstances. I liave

here also g-iven an account of the manufacture of car-

bonate of ammonia, as now practised, from the ammonia-

cal liquor obtained in the Gas Light process, and of the

manufacture of other saleable products obtainable from

coal, namely
;

pitch, coal tar, and oil.

In conclusion I have to observe that my object through-

out has been to make the work a compendium of all the

best information which the practice of the art down to the

present moment has been able to aiford, embodying a

great number of data, with which I have been obligingly

favoured by gentlemen, the most practically versant in

the art, and for which I beg they will individually accept

this public expression of my thanks, and obligations, as

well as the results which my own labours in this depart-

ment, neither few, nor inconsiderable have furnished.

To supply the reader with a work of practical utility in

a most valuable, and growing branch of national eco-

nomy has been my object ; and I need scarcely add, that

the suffrages of the public to the zeal and industry at

least with Avhich I have endeavoured to obtain that ob-

ject, will be a source of infinite satisfaction.

FREDRICK ACCUM.

LONDON, 1819.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The Author of this work respectfully informs the public, that

ihey may be furnished with estimates, and plans for the building

of Gas Works, particularly adapted to the circumstances of the

places where they are to be established, and that he proposes to

superintend the erection of the works.

Mr. Accum also engages to supply the whole of the Gas
Apparatus ready for immediate use, and to guaranty its efficient

performance.

Or he will contract with any commitee, directory, or public

company, for Lighting with Gas, any Town, Manufactory, or

Building, upon whatever scale of magnitude, for an annual specific

sum.

Of the qualifications for the services which he thus proffers, he
would speak with diffidence. Such proofs as he is able to offer

of them, are to be found in the work here laid before the reader,

beyond which he would add no more than the flattering testimony
of approbation, with which his labours have been honoured, in

having been selected by His Majesty's Government to plan

and erect the Gas Works at the Royal Mint, and since

entrusted with the active management and superintendance of

that establishment.

Compton Street, Soho,

May 28, 1819.

The followng particulars are required to be stated by those

who are desirous of receiving estimates, concerning the compa-
rative economy of applying coal gas as a substitute for oil, wax,
or tallow light.

1. A plan of the place to be lighted with Gas, drawn to a scale

not less than one tenth of an inch, to ten feet. The design
must exhibit the particular spot, where the Machinery is to be
erected.

2. The kind of gaslights required, namely ; whether the lights

shall be equal in illuminating power to one, or more tallow

candles of a given weight, or equal to an argand lamp.

3. The number of lights.

4. The average time the lights are to burn, throughout the year.

5. The average price of coal, and rate of workmen's wages, at tiie

place where the light is wanted.
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PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING

PART I.

General JS^'ature and Advantages of the art of

procuring Light, hy means of Carburetted

Hydrogen, or Coal Gas.

J. HE new art of lighting houses, streets and

manufactories, with carburetted hydrogen, or coal

gas, is one of those modern discoveries on which

the admirers of science and the inhabitants of this

country in particular, have greater reason to con-

gratulate themselves, than any other invention or

discovery of the present age.

This art is so wonderful and important, it

speaks so forcibly by the effects it has already

B
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produced, that it cannot fail to increase the wealth

of the nation by adding- to the number of internal

resources, as long as coal continues to be dug in

this island from the bowels of the earth.

For if we distribute the catalogue of human

wants which a civilized state of society has intro-

duced, the production and sTupply of artificial

light, holds next to food, clothing and fuel, the

most important place. We might indeed exist

without it, but how large a portion of our lives

would in that state be condemned to a state

little superior in efficacy to that of the animals

around us.

If we could lor a moment suppose the privation

of artificial light, during the absence of the Sun,

it would follow as an immediate consequence that

the greatest part of the globe on which we dwell,

would cease to be the habitation of man. Whether

he could ensnare or overtake those animals upon

whose unprepared remains he would then be

compelled to feed ; whether he might store the

fruits of the earth for his winter supply—what

might be the physical and moral consequences of

a state of such desolation, may perhaps be conjee-
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tured, but no estimate can show its dreadful mag-

nitude.

How much do our comforts, and how greatly

does the extent of our power depend upon the

production and supply of artificial light. The flame

of a single candle animates a family, every one

follows his occupation, and no dread is felt of the

darkness of night. It might be a curious specu-

lation to enquire how far, and in what respect,

the morals of men would become degraded by the

want of this contrivance. But it is sufficient on

the present occasion, that, previous to entering

upon a dissertation respecting a new art of procu-

ring light, a train of ideas has slightly been

hinted at, which cannot fail to show its magnitude

and importance.

The progress of the new art of lighting houses,

streets and public buildings, by means ofthe inflam-

mable gas obtainable from coal, has been within

these few years uncommonly rapid. The number

of gas-lights already in use in the meti'opolis

alone, amounts to upwards of fifty-one thousand.

The total lengths of mains in the streets through

which the gas is conveyed from the gas-light

b2
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manufactories into the houses, now measures two

hundred and eighty -eight miles.

The gas-light illumination has also spread far

and wide through the country. Establishments

for the supply of the new lights are carried on

at Edinburgh, Glasgow, Liverpool, Bristol, Bath,

Cheltenham, Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester,

Exeter, Chester, Macclesfield, Preston, Kidder-

minster, and in many other towns and places of

Great Britain.

Every body is now convinced that pitcoal is ca-

pable of furnishing light superior to that obtained

from oil, wax, or tallow. The public attention is

awakened to the new value of coal, and will not

rest till the art of lighting with gas is pushed to

the utmost of its extent.

In order to arrive at a full and accurate know-

ledge of the many advantages attending the appli-

cation of carburetted hydrogen or coal gas, as a

substitute for candles or lamps, it may be neces-

sary, especially for the information of those readers

who have never personally witnessed this mode

of illumination, to take a brief preliminary view

of some of the leading objects of public and private
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utility, to which tl]ismode of procuring and distri-

buting* light may be applied, and of the extent to

which it is entitled to national encouragement.

The chief advantages attending the use of gas,

are superiority and uniformity of light, saving

of labour, cleanliness, safety and cheapness.

It must be difficult for a person wholly unac-

quainted with this art, to imagine with Avhat faci-

lity and neatness gas-lights are managed. The

gas being collected in a reservoir, is conveyed by

means of tubes, which branch out into smaller mmi-

fications, until they terminate at the places where

the lights are wanted. The extremities of the

branching tubes are furnished with burners,

having small apertures out of which the gas issues

with a certain velocity corresponding to its degree

of pressure. Near the termination of each tube,

there is a stopcock, oi* valve, upon turning which

when light is required, the gas instantly flows

out in an equable stream. There is no noise

at the opening of the valve, no disturbance

in the transparency of the atmosphere ; the

gas instantly bursts on the approach of a lighted

taper into a peculiarly brilliant, soft and beautiful
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flame ; it requires no ti'immingorsiiuflingto keep

the flame of an equal brig-htness. Like the light of

the Sun itself, it only makes itself known by the

benefit and pleasure it affords.

The gas flame is entirely free from smell. The

gas itself has a disagreeable odour before it is

burnt, and so has the vapour of ^^ax, tallow and

oil, as it comes from a candle or lamp newly blown

out. This concession proves nothing against the

flame of gas, which is perfectly inodorous.

The gas-light flame is perfectly steady ; a benefit

which persons accustomed to read or write by

candle-light, are particularly capable of appre-

ciating. With the other modes of illumination we

have never the light of the same intensity for two

minutes together, independent of that unpleasant

dancing unsteady flame which is so harassing to

the sight.

The size, form and intensity of the gas flame,

are regulated by simply turning the stop-cock

which admits the gas to the burner or lamp. The

flame may at command be made to burn with an

intensity sufficient to illuminate every corner of a

room, or so low and dim, as barely to be perceived.
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It is unnecessary to point out how valuable lights

of this description are in nurseries, stables, ware-

houses, and chambers of the sick. From the

facility with which the gas flame can be conveyed

in almost any direction, from the diversified size

and shape which it can be made to assume, there

is no kind of light so well adapted for ornamental

illumination.

The flame of coal gas is of a pure white colour,

and of a body full and compact. In large masses,

it becomes of the same flickering character which

is common to all flames of large dimensions, and

is owing to the agitation of the surrounding heated

atmosphere.

The saving of labour connected with the

employment of gas-light, may seem on a small scale

to be trifling ; but when it is considered that in

large manufactories, it is not unusual to find

several persons employed for no other purpose

than trimming the lamps or setting and snufiing

the candles of the establishment, the advantage

gained on this head by the use of a species of light

which require no sort of attention whatever, cannot

but appear very considerable.
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The cleanliness of the gas-lights is also a consi-

deration of no small importance, they are attended

with none of that spilling of oil, and dropping of

grease, which makes the employment of oil-lamps

and candles so injurious in many warehouses, shops

and private dwellings.

The flame of a gas-light compared in point of

brilliancy to that of a candle, is as the flame of a

common oil lamp, compared to the flame of a lamp

of Argand. The diff*erence between a street, on

the night of a general illumination, and any other

night when the street is under the dull glimmering

light of the ordinary oil lamps, is scarcely more

remarkable, than the difference between a street

lighted by gas, and one lighted by oil. While the

ordinary oil lamps may be said merely to serve the

purpose of making " darkness visible,^' the gas-

lights really dispel the dominion of night, and

diffuse a body of light so wide-spreading and

intense, as almost to rival the clearest moonshine.

The same brilliancy which makes the gas-lights

of such utility out of doors, in lighting the streets,

has been found of equal advantage in illuminating

the interior of private dwellings, and large public
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building-s, such ais churches, aud theatres, &c.

From a cluster of gas-lights, fewer by one-halfthan

the number of oil lamps and candles required for

lighting up a public edifice of this description in

the most ordinary manner, a body of light is fur-

nished which diiFuses through the whole, a degree

of mellow clearness which is not to be attained by

the greatest number of oil lamps, or candles, which

a due regard to respiration will admit of being

employed. As examples of this, we have only

to name the public theatres of the metropolis,

all of which are lighted with gas, and in a manner

which excites universal admiration.

It may perhaps be imagined that Avith a sub-

stance so injflammable, and amidst the blaze of re-

splendent flame which produces such beautiful

effects, there is a peculiar risk of accidents by fire,

but so far is this fi'om being the case, that gas-lights

are the safest of all lights. No danger can arise

from these lights in any way, but what is common

to candle lights and lamps of all kinds, and is the

fault of none of them. The gas-lights are in fact

a great deal less hazardous. There is no risk of

those accidents which often happen from the gut-
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tering* of candles, from sparks being detached, or

from carelessly snuffing- them. The gas-light

lamps and burners, must necessarily be fixed to

one place, and therefore cannot fall or otherwise

become deranged, without being immediately ex-

tinguished. And further, at any time by shutting

the main tube which conveys the gas to the

burners and lamps, all the lights in the house can

be immediately extinguished. In short, where

g-as is used, the master of the house, Avhen he has

turned the main stop-cock which convej s the gas

into the collateral branch pipes, may retire to rest

free from any of those apprehensions, which before

harassed him, lest a candle might have been left

burning, or lest the accidental dropping of a spark

might become the cause of enveloping himself and

family in destruction.

But the best proof of the great safety of the

new lights is, that notwithstanding upwards of

fifty-one thousand gas-lamps burn nightly in

London, we have not heard of a single accident

occasioned by them, though the lamps and burners

are generally carelessly managed, while we have

too often occasion to lament the effects arising
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from sparks of candles, or carelessness in snuffing

them.

Hence the fire-insurance-offices engage to insure

manufactories and public works, at a less pre-

mium, where gas is used, than when lighted by

other means.

The excessive expence of insurance, arising from

the numerous candles employed in most of the

first-rate manufacturing establishments, and the

combustible nature of the structure of the build-

ings ; the great difficulty of retrieving the injury

resulting to a well-organised business, from the

accidental destruction of the machinery, are con-

siderations alone sufficient to furnish the strongest

economical, as well as political recommendations,

for the adoption of the new lights in all manufac-

tories were work is done by candle-light.

We have as yet only adverted to the application

of gas in the more ordinary cases where light is

wanted, but among other special purposes to Avhich

gas-lights may be applied, it would be improper to

overlook thepeculiarly advantageous use which may

be made of them in the supplying of light-houses.

From the splendour and distinguishing forms
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which the gas-lig-lit flame is capable of assuming,

nothing can possibly be better calculated for such

a purpose ; and in point of economy, the employ-

ment of it would be attended with a saA ing of at

least one half of the ordinary expence of oil lights.

By means of a single furnace, as much gas may

be produced in three hours, as will furnish during

the longest winter night, a flame of greater bril-

liancy than is now furnished by any lighthouse in

Britain, or indeed in the world. The body of

flame may be increased to any size, merely by

increasing the number of burners ; and whatever

maybe the magnitude of the flame, it will continue

to burn, without becoming in the least clouded

by smoke, ' or the reflectors being in the least

obscured. Should these considerations lead, as it

is to be hoped they will, to the actual employment

of gas in the lighthouses around the British islands,

it will readily occur, that in proportion as the gas

would be found attended with less expense than

the present mode of lighting by oil, it would

enable the commissioners for light-houses, out of

the surplus means m hich would be thus placed

at their disposal, to multiply the number of light-
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houses, and thus to add most essentially to the

security of British navigation. Nor is it in the

case of maritime signal-lights alone, that the use

of gas is applicable, by its superior efficacy and

cheapness. The saving of expences to the country

which would be effected by the substitution of

coal gas, for oil and tallow in these and other

public establishments, is a consideration which

cannot be too much pressed on public attention.

The annual expenditure for lighting the barracks

of Great Britain alone, is said to fall little short of

fifty thousand pounds ; for less than one half of

which sum, they might be lighted by means of

g-as much better, and a great deal more safely.

Some idea may be formed from the practical saving

in this department—how great might be the total

saving, ^^ ere this new mode of lighting adopted

in all our national establishments.

In the case of the public arsenals, however, the

saving from the employment of coal gas is a consi-

deration of far inferior importance to the superior

security attending it. On the preservation of the

stores which they contain may depend in a time of

war the M'hole chance of success as:ainst the enemy
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nor can any body who has lived in this country at

such a time have forgot the feverish alarm with

which the people have frequently seen this security

endangered by accidents arising from the use of

moveable lights. Were coal gas exclusively em-

ployed in such establishments, the fixed position

which can be given to the burners, and the absence

of all danger from sparks must give a degTee of

security to those places from fire, far beyond what

they at present possess, even when superintended

with the greatest possible caution and fidelity.

The same remark is equally applicable to the

government offices, public libraries, museums,

in short, to all public establishments where the

national value of the articles preserved is such that

no possible means of increasing their security from

destruction should be neglected.

We have now to turn our attention to another

general point of view in which the introduction of

lighting by gas is not less an object of interest to

the public ; we allude to the application of gas as a

means ofheating as well as lighting. Mr. IMaiben*

* ^ Statement of the advantages to be derivedfrom coalga^.—p. 42.
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was the first who directed the attention of the

public to this subject ; he ascertained that gas from

coal gives nearly the same heat when put into

combustion, which is yielded by a third part of the

coal from which it is extracted. In other words,

it has been found that a quantity of fuel giving a

particular degree of heat, may be employed so as

to produce at the same time another substance

yielding nearly an equal degi'ee of heat in a different

and more manageable form ; a form in which it

can be preserved for any length of time, divided

into any portions, distributed in any direction,

consumed in an open fire-place, or in a stove con-

cealed in any shape ; a form in which the flame may

issue equally well from iron or fi'om stone-ware,

be instantly lighted up and instantly extinguished,

be made to burn as long or as short a time as may

suit us, and in any degree of intensity between the

most animating and brilliant blaze and its total

extinction ; be extinguished in one room, and the

next moment lighted up in any other ; in short

such a form, that by one proper arrangement from

the beginning, with the same portion of fuel, we

may at any time have the command of a chearful
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fire, an adequate and comfortable warmth in any

part ofour dwelling to which we may have occasion

to move, as manageable, and in this way as porta-

ble, as the taper by the touch of which it is kindled

.

To those who have been accustomed to see before

them a solid mass of burning fuel, this gas flame

may at first have the l^ss satisfactory appearance of

a fugitive blaze which we perceive nothing to sup-

port. But its uniformity and permanence will

soon banish this impression, while it is attended

with other advantages not inconsiderable with

respect either to comfort or convenience. There

are no coals to be carried in, no ashes to be

carried out ; there is no blowing', no sweeping of

cinders, no dust, no interruption ofservants ; there

is no excessive heat in one stage, no sudden

damping at another : we have the choice of any

temperature, and ^^ hich we can regulate with the

utmost ease. The fire itself is lively and pleasant

to the eye : inclosed in transparencies it receives a

degree of splendour not easily imagined. Nu-

merous applications of gas, as a source of heat for

airing rooms, and other purposes, have already

been adopted. It is used in kitchens for keeping
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meat warm, and for boiling" water ; in store rooms,

in picture galleries, in libraries, for maintaining

them at an equal temperature. By copper-plate

printers, it is used for warming their plates ; and

by jewellers and other artists, for soldering.

It remains further to be observed that the coal,

by yielding gas and other products, namely, tar,

pitch, and ammoniacal liquor, is not entirely lost.

It produces, besides light, an excellent fuel,

namely, coke ; and as a manufactory, or workshop,

generally requires heating as well as lighting,

there is a gain both ways. The manufacturer,

by distilling his coal instead of burning it as it

comes from the pit, saves his candles and im-

proves his fuel . One effort at the outset in erecting

a gas apparatus, will reduce his annual disburse-

ment for those two articles of prime necessity,

much in the sam. manner, though in a gTcater

degree, as the farmer gains by building a thrash-

ing machine and laying aside the use of the flail.

The coal is so far from being" reduced in con-

sequence of the gas-light process, to an useless

mass, that in many places immense quantities are

reduced to the state of coke for the purpose of ren-

c
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dering the coal a better fuel than it was in its na-

tural state ; for coke gives a strong and lasting heat.

It is equally valuable for kitchen and parlour fires,

and still more as a necessary requisite in some

important branches of manufacture, so that in

whatever quantity coke may be produced, it can

never want a good market. The demand for coke

jn this capital, since the establishment of the

gas - light works, has prodigiously increased.

Numerous taverns, offices, and public establish-

ments, which heretofore burnt coal, now use coke

to the total exclusion of coal ; and in almost every

manuiactory, which requires both extensive light-

ing and heating, gas and coke are now the means

jointly employed. A coke fire emits a very uni-

form and intense heat ; it produces no sparks, and

bnrns free from soot and smoke ; it requires no

trouble in managing, and to those who have the

misfortune of being plagued with a smoaky

chimney, affords the only certain cure.

Another valuable product is the tar which is

deposited during the production of the gas, this tar

when rectified by a slight evaporation, has become

an article of commerce. Large establishments,
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both of coal tar, coal oil, and pitch, are in full

action, and the commodities which they furnish

have become in great demand. The ammoniacal

liquor which the gas - light process affords, has of

late given rise to very important branches of

chemical manufacture, carried on upon a large

scale. But as the gasds at present supposed to be

the only object in view, for the sake of the light

which it yields, the other products being only

accidentally connected with its extraction, let us

leave the idea of profit on them out of the question,

and with the utrnost latitude of concession, recjuire

them only to stand as in part for a portion of the

coal employed in the process, we have still the

gas, an article which performs the functions of the

oil, the tallow, or the wax for which it is substi-

tuted ; and to the price of which we have no need to

call the attention of those who make use of them.

There remains onl} to be opposed on the other

side, the expence of the apparatus by which the

gas is to be prepared, and the lights maintained.

From the materials and the as orkmanship, with

the interest of the capital sunk, the expence in the

first instance, must be very considerable. But

c2
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where the quantity of light must be great, even

from cheap substances, or where, with a less

quantity of light, the substances from which it is

derived must be of the costliest kind ; such is

in either case the enormous expence of these

materials, that by superseding them and making

every reasonable allowance to the engineer who

erects the gas apparatus, the sum it costs, both

principal and interest, is soon liquidated, leaving

at last a total saving*, excepting the expence of

accidental repairs, which, from the durability of

the materials employed, seldom exceeds a trifling

smn.

The principal expence in the pursuit of this new

branchof civil and domestic economy, is therefore,

the dead capital employed in erecting the machi-

nery for obtaining and conveying the gas. The

floating capital, after the first cost incurred in

erecting the apparatus, is comparatively small

;

even if usurious interest is allowed for the first

cost of the apparatus, and its deterioration, the

saving must always be considerable, especially

if the number of lights furnished are compara-

tively in a small place.
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At the same time were we to offer advice to the

public on this subject, it would be, that no private

individual resident in London, should attempt to

light his premises, for thesake ofeconomy, with coal

gas by means of his own apparatus, whose annual

expence for light does not exceed forty pounds.

But when a street, or small neighbourhood is

required to be lighted the operation may be com-

menced with safety ; the sum required for erecting

the apparatus, and the labour attending the pro-

cess, together with the interest of money sunk,

will then soon be liquidated by the light and other

products.

Individuals have accordingly engaged success-

fully in the distillation of coal, and trade with

advantage in the articles produced by the process.

In like manner may the lighting of cities be

accomplished without the aid of incorporated

bodies ; and parishes may be lighted by almost as

many individuals as there are streets in a

parish.

The supplying of light to the street or parish

lamps alone, of any district of street lamps only,

can never be undertaken with economy in this

<*
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capital, nor indeed in any other; for the money

sunk in furnishing the mains or pipes only, must

always greatly exceed what any revenue from the

lighting- of the streets alone can compensate.

The most beneficial application of gas-lights

unquestionably is in all those situations where a

great quantity of light is wanted in a small place
;

and where light is required to be most diifused,

the profit of this mode of illumination is the least.

Hence, the lighting of the parish, or street-

lamps alone, without lighting shops or houses, can

never be done with economy.

It may be objected to the universality of our

conclusion that the price of coal differing very

much in different places will occasion a variation

in the expence of the new mode of lighting.

The price of coals can however have but little

effect upon the cost of the gas-lights ; because the

very refuse, or small coal, which pass through the

screen at the pit's mouth, and which cannot be

brought into the market, nay, even the sweepings

of the pit, which are thiown away, may be

employed for the production of coal-gas. It makes

no difference in what form the coal is used. This
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circumstance may contribute to enable coal-mer-

chants to furnish coals in larger masses, and as

they come from the mine, instead of increasing the

bulk by breaking- them into a smaller size, which

is a practice commonly followed.

The demand which the gas-light occasions for

inferior sorts of coal may hereafter contribute to

lower the price of the superior kinds, and keep a

level which cannot be shaken under any circum-

stances. It may contribute to prevent combina-

tions which do certainly operate to the prejudice

of the public, and sometimes put this great town

at the mercy of a few proprietors in the noptlu!

who deal out this commodity in any way they

please. The competition thus produced, it is

impossible not to consider as an advantage, which

would tend to prevent such combinations, and put

the inhabitants of London out of the reach of them.

The advantages which the coal trade must reap

from the introduction of the gas-light must be very

considerable. There is already less waste, but a

greater consumption of coal than formerly. The

lower classes of the community are scantily sup-

plied with firing ; and nothing but a reduction of
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price is necessary to increase to a very large

amount the average quantity of fuel consumed in

the country. The lightness of the coke produced

by the gas-light manufacture diminishing the

expence of land carriage, facilitates its general

diffusion—the comforts of the poor are becoming

materially auginented, and a number of useful

operations in agriculture and the arts are begin-

ning to be cairied on, which have been hitherto

checked by ihe extravagant price of fuel. If any

additional vent were wanted for the coke, it would

readily be found in the continental market ; coke

being- better suited than coal to the habits of most

European nations.

Many, and unquestionable as are the advantages

of this new mode of procuring and distributing

light, it was not to be expected that an invention

which went to impair a branch of trade, in which

a large portion of skill and capital had hitherto

been successfully employed should escape encoun-

tering very considerable opposition. On the first

introduction of the gas-lights, great but happily

unsuccessful endeavours were made to alarm the

public mind by dismal forebodings of the destruc-
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tion which would ensue to the Greenland trade, and

the consequent loss of a valuable nursery of British

Seamen. When impartially considered it will be

found that there was nothing more in this objection

than the common clamour that is always set up

against every new means of abridging labour, to

which had the public listened, an interdict Avould

have been laid upon the spinning and threshing

machines, the steam engine, and a thousand other

improvements in machinery.

Such clamour scarcely ever fails to be made

when the extension of machinery, the application

of inanimate power, and the abridgTnent of labour

consequent on either, is a matter proposed. We
are then sure to be told that the scheme of

mechanical or chemical improvement is pointed

against the human species, that it tends to drive

them out ofthe system ofbeneficial employment and

that, on the whole, the sum of the improvement is

not only a less proportion of good to society, but a

positive accession of misery to the unemployed

poor

Tl

good for an} thing, it would prove a great deal

The misfortune of this argument is that to be
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too much. It is not confined in its scope to any

particular species or defined extent of improve-

ment, but is equally proscriptive of all improve-

ments whatever. It is a principle for savage life,

not for a state of civilization. It takes for its basis,

that it is an advantage to perpetuate that necessity

for hard and incessant labour under which man

finds himself originally placed by nature, with all

the wants, privations, ignorance and ferocity,

which are attendant on that condition, and that

every discovery, invention, or improvement which

tends to abridge the quantity required of human

labour, and to augment the resources for living

and enjo}Tnent is a serious injury to society. The

advocates of this narrow theory do not go the

whole length of maintaining that diminishing

labour, and increase of substance, are in them-

selves positive evils, a position too absurd perhaps

for any one to uphold ; but they maintain what

ends in a conseciuence nearly as untrue, namely,

that neither the one nor the other is of any advan-

tage to societ)' at large. The palpable error of

this theory is, that it supposes that all improve-

ments which tend to supersede human labour, are
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necessarily made for the benefit of a few, and not

for the common benefit of the many ; that instead

of lessening to each individual the share of labour

requisite to obtain the means of his subsistence,

their only tendency is to lessen the value of each

person^s labour, and to oblige him to work more

in order to live equally well.

Now, however the existing state of thing's may

be in this country, or in other countries, arising

out of a variety of arbitrary circumstances, foreign

to the natural, and in all cases the ultimately

inevitable course of industiy, it is a matter ofjus-

tice, clear and undeniable, that every improvement

in societj^ ought to be the property of the man}-,

and not of a few ; and that it ought either to lessen

the quantity of labour necessary for acquiring the

means of living, or to increase the profit to be

gained by continuing the same quantity of labour.

Nor does there seem any reason for believing that,

in point of fact, the actual distribution of things

is so far from according with this principle of

justice as some superficial and prejudiced observers

are fond of representing. The labourer, or artizan,

may uoav work a greater numl^er of hours daiiv
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than he did years ago ; but how seldom do we

find this to be the case without his comforts being-

more tlian proportionally multiplied, and his

ultimate independence from labour essentially pro-

moted. In general, however, the fact is, if we

may give credit to well informed economists, that

the working' classes do not labour more than

formerly, and yet live, or at least have the means

of living- better ; and that by working even less

than formerly, they can obtain the means of living

quite as well

.

Let the real state of matters in this respect,

however, be as it may, the question comes to be one

merely as to the distribution of the produce of

nature and of art, and instead of opposing improve-

ments because they tend to encrease that produce,

the object of those who have really the good of

their fellow-creatures at heart, ought to be, to

encourage such improvements as much as possible,

but at the same time to obtain a correction of any

partiality or injustice which may have crept into

the distribution of their beneficial consequences.

It is not to be denied that all new improvements

v.hich interfere m ith and change the occupations
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and habits of the working- classes of people, must

at first expose them to inconvenience and distress,

against which it is in fairness the duty of society

to protect them ; but let not that temporar} incon-

venience and distress which can and ought to be

provided against, be held as an insuperable

obstacle to the adoption of an improvement the

ultimate tendency of which it is to better the con-

dition of mankind.

It is likewise true that the manufacturing classes

often suffer great want by the occasional suspen-

sion of employment, and sometimes actual oppres-

sion, by the demand for labour ; but that involves

a question more immediately connected with

political economy than the present subject.

It is not the machinery that is in fault in such

cases, but those speculators who occasion an inor-

dinate excess of emplo}Tnent, or those statesmen

who, with their folly, derange the great machine

of human interests and intercourse.

Every invention which tends to diminish the

labour of men must be a benefit to the species
;

and it is wicked to argue against the use of any

thing from its occasional abuse.
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If the application of mechanical inventions thus

tends to improve the humanity of the public, if

it reduces the necessity of hard labour, and dimi-

nishes the danger of many occupations which we

contend it does, they who contribute to this object

deserve our respect and gratitude.

It may be true that we have now no such minds

as those of Homer, or Bacon, or others of their

stamp ; but we should reflect that the circum-

stances which produced such characters are gone

by, and great faculties have found other objects

and other materials to work with.

The use of mechanical industry not only im-

proves and augments the comforts of domestic life,

but it also, perhaps, does as much to soften the

feelings of mankind towards one another as the

precepts of philosophy. It tends to engender a

detestation of hard labour, and to make the world

consider not what the labourer may be able to do

in tasking him, but what he ought to do without

detriment to himself. It efl'ects this by with-

drawing, to a great degree, fi'om observation, the

distressing spectacle of men and animals toiling

bevond their strength.
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It ought never to be forgotten, that it is to

manufactories carried on by machinery, and

abridgTQent of labour, that this country is indebted

for her riches, independence, and prominent sta-

tion among the nations of the world.

Authentic estimates have shewn, that the use of

machinery in Great Britain, is equivalent to an

addition to the population of upwards of one

hundred millions of adult persons

.

This immense accession of power, has enabled

this counti'y to 'vnthstand assaults, and to achieve

objects of political ambition, that appear almost

miraculous when compared with the geographical

extent and numerical population of the king-

dom.

Vn ith respect to what has been advanced as to

the probable injury that would result from the

general adoption of the o-as-lights all over the

country, to the Greenland trade, it may be observed

that the traffic might with more propriety be

called a drain than a nursery of the naval force.

The nature of the Greenland service requires that

the crew should consist of able bodied sailors

;

and being protected men. not subject to the
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impress law, they are rendered useless for national

defence. The nursery of British seamen is the

coasting trade ; and as the gas-light illumination

becomes extended it will increase that trade as

much as it diminishes the Greenland fishery.

Even on the extreme supposition that it would

annihilate the Greenland fisheries altogether, we

should have no reason to regi'et the event. The

soundest principles of political economy must

condemn the practice of fitting out vessels to

navigate the polar seas for oil, if we can extract a

superior material for procuring light at a cheaper

rate from the produce of our own soil. The con-

sequence of lighting our dwelling's and manufac-

tories with g^as can in fact prove injurious only to

our continental friends, one of whose staple

commodities, tallow, we shall then have less occa-

sion to purchase, although the new lights can

never supersede entirely the use of candles and

moveable lights.



PART II.

Outline of the new art of procuring light by

means of coal gas, and Theory of the produc-

tion of Gas Lights.

All substances, whether animal, vegetable, or

mineral, consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and

oxigen, when exposed to a red heat, produce

various inflammable elastic fluids, capable of fur-

nishing artificial light.

The gases thus obtained are called carburetted

hydrogen ; they produce, from their combustion,

water and carbonic acid. The species of car-

buretted hydrogen, procured fiom pit-coal, has of

late been called coal gas.

^Ve perceive the evolution of this elastic fluid,

during the combustion of coal, in a comirron fire.

D
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The coal, when heated to a certain degree, swells

and kindles, and frequently emits remarkably

bright streams of flame. And after a certain period

these appearances cease, and the coal glows with a

red light.

The flame produced from coal, wood, turf, oil,

wax, tallow, or other bodies, which are composed

of carbon, hydrogen and oxigen, proceeds from

the production of carburetted hydrogen gas, evolved

from the combustible body ^^hen in an ignited

state.

It must have been noticed at the same time, that

in the common mode of burning coal in a fire-

place, or stove, nearly the whole of this inflamma-

ble gaseous matter is lost. We often see a flame

suddenly burst from the densest smoke, and as

suddenly disappear ; and if a light be applied to

the little jets that issue from the bituminous part

of the coal, they will catch fire and burn with a

bright flame. The fact is, that the greater part of

the carburetted hydrogen g^as, capable of affording

light and heat, continually escapes up the chimney,

during the decomposition of the coal, whilst only
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a small part is occasionally iunited, and exhibits

the phenomena of the flame.

If coal instead of being- burnt in the way

now stated, is submitted at a temperature of igni-

tion in close vessels, all its immediate constituent

pai'ts may be collected. The bituminous part is

melted out in the form of coal tar, there is disen-

gaged at the same time a large quantity of an

aqueous fluid, contaminated with a portion of oil,

and various ammoniacal salts. A large quantity

of carburetted hydrogen, carbonic oxide, carbonic

acid, and sulphuretted hydrogen also makes their

appearance, and the fixed base of the coal, alone

remains behind in the distillatory apparatus, in

the form of a carbonaceous substance called coke.

An analysis ofthe coal is thus effected by the process

of destructive distillation. The products which

the coal furnishes may l)e sepemtely collected in

different vessels. The carburetted hydrogen, or

coal gas, when freed from the foreign gases may

be propelled in streams out of small apertures,

which Mhen lighted may serve as a flame of a

candle and then form what we now call Gas

Lights.

d2
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It is in this manner that from pitcoal a produc-

tion of our own soil, we pi'ocure a pure, lasting

and brilliant light, which in other cases must be

derived from materials in part imported from

abroad.

In order to apply this mode of procuring light

on a large scale as now practised with unparal-

lelled success in this country, the coal is put into

vessels called retorts and furnished with pipes

connected with reservoirs to receive the distil-

latory products. The retorts are fixpd into a

furnace and, heated to redness. The heat de-

velopes from the coal the gaseous and liquid

products, the latter are deposited into receivers,

and theformer are conducted through water in which

quick lime is diffused by ^^ hich the carburetted

hydrogen gas is purified. The sulphuretted hy-

drogen and carbonic acid which were mixed with

it, become absorbed by the quick-lime, and the

pure carburetted hydrogen is stored up in a vessel

called the gas-holder, and is then ready for

use.

From the reservoir in which the gas has been

collected, proceed pipes, which branch out into
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smaller ramifications until they terminate at the

place where the lights are ^^ anted and the extre-

mities of the branch pipes are furnished with stop-

cocks to regulate the floA\ of the gas into the

burners or lamps.

The production of g-as-lights, is therefore ana-

logous to that of flame produced from talloA^ , wax,

or oil. All these substances possess, in common

with coal, the elements of certain peculiar matters,

which are capable of being converted into inflam-

mable elastic fluids by the application of heat.

The capillary tubes, formed by the wick of a

candle, or lamp, serve the oflice ofthe retorts, placed

in the heated furnace in the gas-light process and in

which the inflammable gaseous fluid is developed.

The wax tallow or oil, is drawn up into these

ignited tubes, and is decomposed into carburetted

hydrogen gas, and from the combustion of this

substance the illumination proceeds. In the lamp as

well as in the candle, the oiU or tallow, must there-

fore be decomposed before they can produce a light,

but for this purpose the decomposition of a minute

quantity of the materials successively, is sufficient to
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give a «>ood light. Thus originates the flame of a

candle or lamp.

Nothing more therefore is aimed at in the gas-

light process, than to separate the immediate pro-

ducts which coal affords, when submitted to a tem-

perature of ignition in a close vessel ; to collect

these products in seperate reservoirs, and to convey

one of the products, the inflammable gas, by means

of pipes and brandling tubes, to any required

distance, in order to exhibit it there at the orifice of

the conducting tube, so that it may be used as a

candle or lamp.

The whole difference between the gigantic

process of the gas light operation, and the miniature

operation of a candle or lamp, consists in having

the distillatory apparatus at the gas-light manufac-

tory, instead of being in the wick of a candle or

lamp. In having the crude inflammable matter

decomposed previous to the elastic fluid being

wanted, and stored up for use, instead of being

prepared and consumed as fast as it proceeds from

the decomposed oil, wax or tallow ; and lastly, in

transmitting the g-as to any required distance, and
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igniting- it at the burner or lamp of the conducting

tube, instead of burning it at the apex of the Mick.

The principle of the gas-light manufacture is there-

fore rational, and justifiable by the general mode in

which all light is produced.

It only remains to be observed that while the

new and important use to which pitcoal may

thus be applied, affords a strong' confirmation of

what has been well observed, that of all subter-

raneous combustible substances, coal is in this

country by far the most important natural pro-

duction.* "It is connected not only with the

necessities, comforts and enjoyments of life, but

also with the extension of our most important arts,

our manufactures, commerce and national riches.

" Essential in affording warmth and preparing-

food, it yields a sort of artificial sunshine and in

some measure compensates for the disadvantages of

our climate. /

" By means of it metallurgical processes are carried

on, and the most important materials of civilized

life furnished, the agriculturist is supplied with a

* Davy on the Safety Lamp.
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useful manure and the architect witli a necessaiy

cement. Not only manufactories and private

houses, but even whole streets and towns are

lighted by its application, and in furnishing' the

elements of activity in the steam-engine, it has given

a wonderful impulse to mechanical and chemical

ingenuity, diminished to a great extent human

labour, and increased in a high degree the strength

and wealth of the country."



PART III.

Classification of Pit-coal, and ma.ntnum quan-

tity ofgas, obtainablefrom different kinds of

Coal.

We have stated already that pitcoal is in this

country the cheapest crude natural production

from which carburetted hydrogen g-as can be

obtained in the large way. It is that which yields

it in abundance, and which can with the least

trouble and expence be subjected to the operation

it has to undergo for the production of the gas.*

Nature has dealt this mineral out to us, with an

unsparing hand, and has provided mines of coal

A\ hich seem to defy the power of man to exhaust.

* Other Substances from which carburetted hydrogen gas, may be

economically obtained, are animal and vegetable oil, tar, both vegetable

and coal tar; pitch, resin, the essential oils obtainable from vege-

table and from coal tar, and the compact species of turf. On this

subject we shall speak hereafter
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The principle coal mines in England are those

near Newcastle and Whitehaven. The town of

Newcastle stands on beds of coal which extend to a

considerable distance round the place, and which

as far as concerns many hundred generations after

us, may be pronounced inexhaustible.

Pitcoal like all other bituminous substances is

composed of a fixed carbonaceous base in the state

of bitumen, united to a small portion of earthy

and saline matter, which constitute the ashes left

behind when the coal is burnt. The proportions

of these parts differ considerably in different kinds

of coal ; and according to the prevalence of one or

other of them, so the coal is more or less com-

bustible, passing by various shades fi'om the most

inflammable coal into blind coal, Kilkenny coal, or

stone coal, and lastly into a variety ofearthy, or stony

substances, which although they are inflammable

do not merit the appellation of coal.

All the vai'ieties of coal used in this couHtry <br

fuel may be divided into the following classes.

The first class comprehends those varieties which

are chiefly composed of bitumen only, which

take fire easily, and burn briskly with a strong and
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yellowish white blaze, which do not swell or cake

on the fire, and require no stirring, which produce

no slag, and by a single combustion are reduced to

light white ashes. Some of this species of coal

when suddenly heated crackle and split into pieces,

especially if laid on the fire in the direction of the

cross fi'acture of their laminae.

Cannel coal, deserves to be placed at the head of

this class ; next to this, we may rank all those

descriptions of coal known in the London market

by the names of Hartley, Cowpers Main, Tanfield

Moor, Eighton Main, Blythe, and Pont Tops. It

also includes the sort of coals found in several parts

of Scotland, called Splent coal, and some of those

raised on the Western Coast of England.

Most of the coals raised in Staffordshire ought like-

wise to be classed among this species of coal, but the

line of distinction between these, and the classes

subsequently named, cannot be accurately drawn

.

The following table exhibits the maximum

quantity of gas obtainable from the first class of

coal.*

* Own Experiment?, made at the Royal Mint Gas-Works.
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One Chaldron of Coal, produces Cubic feet of Gas-

Scotch Cannel coal 19,890

Lancashire Wiggaii coal 19,608

Yorkshire Cannel coal,

(^Vakefield) 18,860

Staffordshire coal,*

First variety ,-!• 9,748

Second variety, , . 10,223

Third variety 10,866

Fourth variety 9,796

Gloucestershire coal,+

First variety, (Forest of Dean, High

Delph) 16,584

Second variety, (Low Delph) . . 12,852

Third variety, (Middle Delph) . . 12,096

Newcastle coal,

First variety, (Hartley) 16,120

Second variety, (Cowper's High Main) 15,876

Third variety, (Tanfield Moor) . . 16,920

Fourth variety, (Pontops) .... 15,112

* They require a much higher temperature, than is necessary for the

decomposition of Newcastle coal.

t For the maximum quantity of gas produced from this and the

three succeeding varieties of coal, I am indebted to J. Gostling, Esq.

Proprietor of the Birmingham Gas Works.

X Most varieties afford a porous, and very friable coke.
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The second class of" coal, comprehends all

those varieties which contain a less quantity of

bitumel^, and a larger quantity of carbon than the

first class. They burn Avith a flame less bright and

of a more yellowish colour, and the last portion of

flame they are capable of yielding is always of a

lambent blue colour, they become soft after having

laid on the fire for some time, swell in bubbles and

pass into a state ofsemi-fusion, they then cohere and

coke, puff" up and throw out tubercidar scoriae,

with a hissing noise, accompanied with small jets of

flame.

In consequence of the agglutination and tume-

faction, the passage of air, if this sort of coal be

burnt in an open grate, is interrupted, the fire burns

as it is called hollow, and Avould become extin-

guished if the top of the coal were not from time

to time broken into with the poker.

The coke formed from this species ofcoal is more

compact than that produced from the first sort of

coal, and is well calculated for standing the blast

of bellows in metallurgical operations. In respect

to weight the second class of coal is considerably

heavier than those of the first class, the diflerence
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amounts to not less than from twenty - eight

pounds to thirty-three pounds in the sack of

coal. A chaldron of some varieties of this class

of coal, if the coals are in large lumps, weighs

upwards of twenty-eight hundred weight.

The usual denomination by which the second

class of coal is known in the London market, is that

of strong burning coal. The following varieties

are sufficiently known, RusselPs Walls-End

;

Bewick's and Craister's Walls-End ; Brown Walls-

End, Wellington Main, Temple Main, Heaton

Main, Killingsworth Main, Percy Main, Benton

Main, and some varieties of the Swansea coal.

The smaller kinds of coal of this class are

preferred by smiths, because they stand the blast

well. They make a caking fire so as to form

a kind of hollow, space or oven, as the workmen

call it. Some varieties abound in pyrites, and

others are intersected with thin layers of slate and

lime-stone. They require more heat for being'

carbonized than the first class, and the fluid

obtained from it by distillation, contains a consi-

derable portion of carbonate, sulphate, and hydro-

sulphuret of ammonia. They are well calculated
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for the production of coal gas ; the coke which they

produce is not very brittle, and will bear moving

from place to place, without crumbling* into dust.

The following table exhibits the maximum

quantity of gas obtainable from the second class

of coal.*

One Chaldron of Coal, produces Cubic feet of Gas.

Newcastle coal,

First varietj
,
(Russel's Wall's End . 16,876

Second variety% (Bewick and Craister's

Wall's End 16,897

Third variety (Heaton Main) - . . 15,876

Fourth variety, (Killingsworth Main) 15,312

Fifth variety, (Benton Main) . 14,812

Sixth variety, (Brown's Wall's End) 13,600

Seventh variety, (Mannor Main) 12,548

Eighth variety, (Bleyth) . 12,096

Ninth variety, (Burdon IMain) . 13,608

Tenth variety, (Wears Walls End) 14,112

Eleventh variety, (Eden Main) 9,600

Twelfth variety, (Primrose Main) 8,348

* Own Experiments, made at the Royal Mint Gas-Works.
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The third and last rlass of coals includes

those wliich are destitute of bitumen, being

chiefly composed of carbon in a peculiar state of

aggregation, evidently combined chemically with

much earthy matter. Coals of this class require a

still higher temperature to become ignited than

any of the former classes, they emit little or no

smoke. When laid on a fire they burn away with

a feeble lambent flame, indeed some varieties give

no flame at all, but burn merely with a red glow,

somewhat like charcoal, and at length become con-

sumed without caking. They leave a small portion

of heavy ashes.

When submitted to distillation they afford little

or no tar ; of a consistence almost resembling

pitch, and a gaseous fluid chiefly composed of

gaseous oxide carbon and hydrogen gas. It is

scarcely necessary to add that they are altogether

unfit to be employed for the manufacture of coal

gas. The Kilkenny, Welch, and stone or hard coal

belong to this class . They require a strong draught

when burnt in an open fire-grate, and the large

quantity of gaseous oxide of carbon which they

furnish during their combustion is extremely often-
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sive. This is particularly the case with Kilkenny

coal. The Welch stone or hard coal is better

adapted for culinary purposes, and there is reason

to believe that this species of coal might be ren-

dered useful in the smelting- of iron ore, by a

slight modification in the metallurgic process em-

ployed for extracting the metal from its ore, but to

eradicate prejudice, and to alter established prac-

tices is a work which nothing but time can effect.

This species of coal is sent all over the kingdom ;

it is well calculated for the op'erations ofdrying malt

and hops, and its small coal or culm has been found

a more economical fuel, than Newcastle and Sun-

derland coals, for the burning of lime and bricks,

and for all other processes where no blazing fuel is

required.

The following table exhibits the maximum cjuan-

tity of gas obtainable from this class of coals.

One Chaldron of Coal, produces Cubic feet of Gras.

Welch coal. First variety, from

Tramsaren, near Kidwelly,* . . 2,116

* Tlie coal for these Experiments was supplied gratuitously, to the

Gas Works of the Royal Mint, by Sir W. Paxton of Middleton Hall.

E
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Second variety, from the yard vein at

the same place 1,656

Third variety from Blenew, near

Llandillo 1,416

Fourth variety from Rhcs, near

Ponty Barren 1,272

Fifth variety from the \^ale ofGwen-

drath 1,292

Sixth variety, from ditto, .... 1,486

When we consider the before mentioned varieties

of coal in an economical point of view, as fuel to

be used in the gas-light process, for heating the

retorts, it appears from a series of experiments that

have been made under my direction, that the

second class of coal comprehending those varieties

^vhich contain a larger quantity of carbon than

"itiinien (p. 45,) afford the most economical fuel,

they act less on the grate bars, and fire bricks of

the furnace than those varieties which take fire

easily ^nd burn briskly with a strong blaze. A

mixture of Welch Stone coal, and Newcastle coal

forms an excellent economical fuel, where an intense

glowing fire is required.



PART IV.

Form and dimensions of the Retorts originally

employed for manufacturing Coal Gas.

1 HE proper mode of constructing the retorts

in which the coal is distilled, and the art of ap-

plying them form an object of primary importance

in every gas-light establishment. According as the

manufacture is conducted in these respects with a

due regard to physical pri ciples, depends the

quantity of g^as which can be obtained in any given

time, from any given quantity of coal, the con-

sumption of fuel requisite for the production of

that quantity of gas, the degree of deterioration to

w hich the distillatory vessel is subjected, the quality

in some measure, of the gas itself; and, as the

ultimate result of a 1 these circumstances, the cheap-

ness at which the gas light can be furnished to the

consumer.

e2
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The essential influence of these various particu-

lars on the value of the art of lighting with coal

gas, has led to much assiduous enquiry to ascertain

that sort of construction and mode of operation in

respect to each of them which may be most advan-

tageous. And in no branch of the new art of pro-

curing light, has a greater variety of plans of im-

provement been submitted to the seveml directing

boards of gas works, or more labour and expence

been incurred in experiments conducted on a large

scale, to ascertain the relative merits of these plans.

Nor is there any part of the gas-light process in

which a greater number of material alterations

have been put in practice.

In the earlier periods of lighting with coal gas

the retorts employed at some of the gas-light esta-

blishments in the metropolis, were hollow cast-iron

cones from six to seven feet in length. The

greatest diameter of the cone mIucIi formed the

mouth of the retort, measured from twelve to

fifteen inches, and its smallest diameter at the

vertex from nine to ten inches.

At other gas works the form of the retort was a

parallelopiped fi'om six to seven feet long, the
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horizontal, and vertical sides Avere respectively

to each other, as 20 to 15 inches. The angles of

these retorts were slightly rounded. Fig;. 16, plate

V. exhibits a vertical section of this retort.

Again at other establishments semi-cylindrical

retorts, placed horizontally upon their flat surfaces

were employed; fig. 18. pi. V. The leng-th of these

retorts was from five to six feet, and their vertical

and horizontal diameters were to each other as

6 inches, to 18 inches. And at a few establish-

ments, ellipsoidal retorts, fig. 17, plate V. were

used ; these measured from five feet and a half, to

six feet in length, their major and minor axes bore

diffierent proportions to each other at different esta-

blishments. At the first adoption of these retorts,

the proportions varied but little from the cylinder,

but subsequently the difference between the major

and minor axes became gradually increased till at

last the major axis has become to the minor axis,

as 20 to 10 inches, and at some gas works the

proportions are as 25 to 10 inches.

With vessels ofthese forms the distillatory process

was carried on for some jears, and the quantity of

fuel employed to decompose a given quantity of
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coal by means of them, amounted to from thirty to

thirt} -six per cent.

When the dimensions of the retorts were in-

creased, both the quantity of fuel and time required

for the decomposition of a given quantity of coal

was in a far greater ratio ; and the operations of

charging and discharging the retorts, very trou-

blescme.

Retorts of smaller dimensions have likewise been

tried, but the more frequent charging and dis-

charging, which they require, occasioned such a

waste of time and labour, and such intermissions,

in the temperature necessary for the process of

distillation, (besides being attended with other

disadvantages which will be afterwards explained),

that they were speedily discontinued at the gas

works where they had been adopted.

The use of conical retorts, as w ell as of those of

a semi-cylindrical and parallelopipedal form, has of

late been discontinued in most establishments.

The conical shape not only diminishes the capa-

city of the vessel, but also renders it incapable of

being heated economically.

From two comparative series of operations
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made on a large scale, and continued for upwards

of six months with conical and cylindrical retorts,

with a view to determine the comparative poM^er of

these vessels, it has been proved that the same

quantity of gas which can be obtained by means of

forty conical retorts, may be procured in the same

time and with the same quantity of coal and fuel,

by means of thirty-four cylindrical retorts.^?

Similar experiments have been undertaken,

to determine the comparative action of semi-

cylindrical and parallelopipedal retorts, f The

latter, when kept in action day and night, do not

long retain their shape ; their sides collapse, their

capacity becomes diminished, their angiilar form

causes the heat to act upon them unequally, in

whatever manner it may be applied, in conse-

quence of which they suffer more deterioration

in some parts than in othei's. Besides, they require

a much larger proportion of fuel for decomposing

* These Experiments were made at the commencement of the new

art of lighting with gas, at the Westminster Chartered Gas Works, by

Messrs. Grant and Hargraves.

t At the Birmingham Gas Works.
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a cet-tain quantity of coal than the cylindrical

retorts.

Semi-c} lindrical retorts, with the base of the

retort bent inwards, so as to give the vessel a

kidney-shaped form, have likewise been tried.

But this shape is still less advantageous ; they

could not be made to work unifonn, they required

more heat, and their deterioration was more rapid

tlian cyiindrical retorts. They could not be kept

fit for use when worked day and night, more

than about five months. And with regard to

ellipsoidal retorts, it must be confessed, that the

experiments that have as yet been made upon a

large scale to ascertain their powers, are not of

a natvue to enable us to decide on their merits.

No experiments have been carried on with retorts

of this description in the metropolis for a suffi-

cient length of time, with that care and attention

which the subject demands, to ascertain their

comparative power. From what however has been

done, there is reason to believe that ellipsoidal

retorts, might be found more advantag'eous, than

those of a cylindrical form now in use. An ellip-

soidal retort, 20 inches by 10 in diameter, and six

feet Ions', A^eighs 14 Cwt.
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The reader will thus observe, that of all the

forms of retorts which have been hitherto fairly

tried, upon a large scale, it has been satisfactorily

ascertained, (excepting only as to the ellipsoidal

retorts), that the cylinder is the best form for

decomposing coal in masses, from five to eight or

ten inches in thickness.

It is perhaps needless to state that in making

experiments on the comparative value of the best

form of cast-iron retorts, it is obvious that the

operations should be continued for some months

uninterruptedly ; no conclusion can be drawn that

may become practically useful in the large way,

from processes carried on for a few weeks only.

It is absolutely essential that the comparative trials

be continued for months together, and that the

inferences be taken from the total quantity of coal

used during that period, compared with the total

quantity of gas obtained, the deterioration of the

retorts, and the time and labour expended.

Proceeding on erroneous data, many have

persuaded themselves of having noticed that

parallelopipedal and semi - cylindrical retorts last
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long-er fit for use than those of a cylindrical shape,

an assertion of which subsequent trials, conducted

in the manner just stated, has clearly shown the

fallacy. Enough has been done at the different gas

w orks in the capital to settle this point, and there

is now but one opinion amongst those who are

best qualified to judge of the subject. Every body

who has made the trial on a large scale, is con-

vinced as already stated, that the best form of the

retort for manufacturing coal gas where the process

is conducted on the plan of decomposing coal in

masses or layers of from four to eight inches

in thickness, is a cylinder six and a half feet long,

and one foot in diameter, and accordingly retorts

of this shape and dimensions are now used in all

the best regulated gas establishments in the me-

tropolis.

A cylindrical retort of the description before

named, w^eighs about nine and a half to ten hun-

dred M eight. These and all other shaped retorts

are furnished with a moveable lid or cover having

a conical edge to fit the mouth-piece ; the cover

is rendered air-tight, not as formerly by grinding,
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a mode which was costly, but by the interposi-

tion of a thin coat of loom, between the lid and

the mouth of the retort.

The mouth-piece forms a separate part of the

retort. It is bolted and screwed to a flanch which

terminates the mouth of the retort, so that when

the retort is worn out, the mouth-piece may be

detached and applied to new retorts.

There are now in action 620 cylindrical retorts,

at the tAvo chartered Gas Works^ in the metro-

polis ; and the total number of retorts at all the

London gas establishments amounts to 960.

AppUcaiion of heat.—Flue Plan originally

adopted.

It must be obvious that the durability of the

distillatory apparatus, greatly depends on the

manner in which the heat is applied, to effect the

decomposition of the coal contained within the

r Westminster Station - 250 Retorts-

* Westminster Gas Works, -x Brick Lane ditto - - 190 ditto

V. xXorton Falgate ditto - 50 ditto

City of London Gas Works, - Dorset Street, - - .. l.'^O ditto

620
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retort. If the heat be very intense the whole vessel

is rapidly destroyed. If it be too languid, the

distillatory process is protracted, and much fuel,

time, and labour wasted to no purpose ; and the

retort is speedily deteriorated, if the heat acts upon

one part of it more than upon another.

The different kind of retorts of which a descrip-

tion has been given in the preceding' pages, were

originally heated by means of flues passing under

and over them. The retorts were placed hori-

zontally and fixed in brick-work. One fire-place

at the extremity ofthe mouth ofthe retort where the

coals are introduced, and whence the coke is

withdrawn, was allotted to every two retorts in the

series.

At the commencement of the new art of pro-

curing^ light the quantity of fuel as before stated,

necessary to decompose a given quantity of coal

,

amounted to from thirty to thirty-six per cent of

the coal decomposed ; that is to say, it required

from thirty to thirty- six parts of fuel to decompose

one hundred parts of coal. This quantity has

been much lessened by a better mode of setting

the retorts, and it is now the general opinion that

X
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the operation of decomposing- coal, by means of

cylindrical, parallelopipedal, or semi-cylindrical re-

torts, must be considered as well conducted when

one hundred parts of coal are decomposed by

twenty or twenty-five parts of fuel. This appears

to be the minimum quantity of fuel, that can be

employed for the complete decomposition of coal

by means of these retorts, and with the least dete-

rioration of the distillatory vessel.

The follo^^ing• statement A\ill exhibit what has

been done in this branch of art.

Report OR a course of Operations^ made with

sets of 66, of 30, of 116, and of 64 retorts,

worked on the Flue Plan.

In order to determine the relative value of the

best method of setting cast-iron retorts, it w?&

deemed necessary to ascertain whether three retorts

might not be heated, instead of two, as before

stated, by one fire-place and branching flues. To

determine this the following processes were carried

into effect.
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Process I.

Sixty-six cast-iron cylindrical retorts, of the usual

size, namely, six and a half feet long, (exclusive

of the mouth-piece) and one foot in diameter, in-

ternal dimensions, where set on the plan of three

retorts to one fire-place, at the Westminster gas-

work station, and a series of 30 similar retorts

were erected at another station belonging to the

same company, at the East end of London.

The experiments w ere pursued with every degree

of justice in the detail, the retorts were kept in

action day and night for upwards of four months,

and the results noted down with exactness. The

final reports from the two establishments were

found to concur in showing that nothing was to be

gained by this method over that previously in use.

The time occupied for the distillatory process

was not abridged. The consumption of fuel was

greater—no larger quantity of gas was obtained

from the quantity of coal carbonized. The pro-

duce with regard to coke was in the usual ratio,

and the retorts were destroyed in about one third

less time than when only two were heated by one

fire-place.
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Process II.

The apparently conclusive results of these expe-

riments did not, however, prevent another set of

experiments from being made on the same prin-

ciple, extended even a degTce farther. The problem

now proposed to be solved, was, whether four re-

torts might not be heated with economy, in a man-

ner which had been found already wasteful with

respect to three, that is, whether four instead of t>^ o

retorts might not be heated economically by means

of one fire-place.

On this plan one hundred and sixteen cylindrical

retorts of the usual dimensions were again erecied

at the Westminster gas establishment, and sixty-

four at another station belonging to the same

chartered company. These retorts were kept in

action in the best possible manner night and day,

and the results, as might have been anticipated,

only served to confirm the facts already established

by experiment with three retorts.

Nothing- Avas found to be gained ; and so far

from their being any saving in respect of fuel and

wear and tear of the retorts, the waste beyond that

which takes place on the plan of two retorts to one
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fire-place, was increased to nearly twenty-five per

cent., accompanied by a corresponding acceleration

of injury to the retorts.

It was still imagined, however, that the g-reat

waste of fuel and the ultimate unfavourable result

of these proceedings, ^vhich were repeated with as

little success at several other g-as-works in the

metropolis with parallelopipedal retorts, and at

other works with retorts of a semi-cylindrical form,

set in a way different from that pursued at the

Westminster station, might probably have been

owing to the unavoidable circumstance, that the

heat was not made to act upon all the retorts em-

ployed uniformly in each series of four retorts,

but in a manner so variable that one, or even two

of the series would become destroyed and rendered

useless, while the others continued uninjured in a

sound and working state.

The excessive waste of fuel was occasioned, we

are told, by the number of injured retorts, which

became useless, and were nevertheless required to

be kept red hot to no purpose ; for it was actually

found that when one retort of a series of four

became injured, the same fire which had heated
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the M hole four, still required to be kept up to

maintain in action the remaining three of the series,

and so on with respect to the whole range, till

ultimately when there might remain only eighty

retorts actually in use, as many fire-places were

required to be in full action as would have been

sufficient to serve for one hundred retorts.

Attempts accordingly were now made to get over

this supposed cause of the losing results, already

obtained from the plan of four retorts to one fire-

place, by a new series of similar operations, in

which the retorts were fixed in such a manner, that

those which happened to become injured during

the process, might easily and immediately be with-

drawn without materially disturbing the rest, and

replaced by new ones. The waste of fuel was, it

is clear, greatly lessened by the expedient
;

yet

still upon the whole there was no such variation

from the general results obtained by the preceding

experiments, as to justify the adoption of this plan

of increasing the number of retorts worked by one

fire-place, on any principle of sound economy.

The great obstacle, as the reader will at once

perceive, to working more than two retorts,
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no matter whether cylindrical, or of any ofthe other

forms before named, with economy, by means of

one fire-place, evidently arose from the difficulty of

conducting- the heat by means of flues around

the series of retorts, in such a manner that

the heat shall act with equal force on all the

retorts.

!t is almost needless to state, that the construction

of the fire-places, and the direction of the flues for

applying the heat to the retorts, were varied by

different workmen, who prided themselves on being-

able to aid the object in view, but the result always

showed even that when the draft of the fire-place was

well obtained, the action of the heat upon the series

of retorts could not be distributed equally and kept

up uniformly, except at a great expence of fuel and

vast deterioration of the distillatory vessels. The

retorts always became injured more in some parts

than in others. The concentration and rapidity of

the draught of the fire, beyond a certain velocity was

always found highly injurious to the retort, and this

observation has been since amply confirmed.

In a well constnicted furnace, the deterioration

of all the retorts in the series is uniform over the
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whole vessel ; no part of the retort is burnt out, as

the. workmen call it, sooner than another part;

and T^ henever the contrary happens, \^ e may pro-

nounce the fire to be badly applied. When there

is such misapplication of the heat, the manufac-

turer cannot depend upon the duration of the dis-

tillatory vessel ; he is always in a state of uucer-

taintj' with regard to their ^\ ear and tear, and it

not unfrequently has happened, under such cir-

cumstances, that a whole series of retorts have

become suddenly deteriorated,

Ove?i plan lately adopted.

The results Ijefore detailed, with regard to the

mode of setting cylindrical retorts suggested the

propriety of an entire change in the mode of

applying the heat, and this was at length fully

carried into effect by the adoption of ovens, or air

furnaces, in which the retorts are equally exposed

to the action of heat on all sides. Mr. Rackhouse

has the merit of having first can'ied into effect this

method, since generally known by the name of

the oven plan.

f2
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The first experiments with these ovens were

made on only one retort, exposed in an oven to

air intensely heated ; but they were afterwards

repeated on two, three, four, and five retorts, suc-

cessively. The retorts suffered the action of heat

thus applied, exceedingly well ; their deterioration

was uniform, and the quantity of fuel required to

work them, was found ahvays to be in a direct

ratio to the number of retorts employed. These

experiments were carried on for upwards of nine

months, and it was found, that with five retorts

in one oven, so that the heated air could act upon

all of them equally, without the flame being* directed

forcibly upon them, this plan had a decided advan-

tage, in point of economy, over every other method

previously adopted. Each oven, containing five re-

torts, is heated by means of three fire-places, and al-

though it is true that the number of retorts is less by

one, than what could have been heated by three fire-

places, on the original plan of two retorts to one fire,

yet still this method has been found to be far more

productive. The front wall of the oven may be

readily taken down so that a retort, when damaged,
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may be withdrawn, and replaced without uiate-

riallv disturbino- the rest.

The oven plan of applying heat has l^een found

equally advantageous for parallelopipedal and semi-

cylindrical retorts.*^-

Description of the Retort Oven.

Fig. 1, plate IV., represents a transverse section

of one of the retort ovens now in action at the

Westminster Chartered Gas -Light Company's

Works ; similar ovens are likewise in use at the

City of London Chartered Gas-Light Works, and

in many other provincial gas establishments.

Fig. 2, plate IV., exhibits a longitudinal section,

and fig. 1, plate V. shows the front elevation of the

oven, built about ten feet above the ground, upon

* The only gas-light establishment of great extent in the metropolis,

at which parallelopipedal retorts are still in use, is the South London

Gas [Forks. But it is solely owing to the very peculiar care

and economy with which all the details of this establishment are

conducted, under the immediate superintendence of a few active, skil-

fiil and scientific proprietors, that they are able to compensate for the

loss, which in all ordinary cases is inseparable from the employment

of vessels of that description.
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piers or arches, which saves brick-work and allows

a stage or platform to be erected in front of the

fire-places of the ovens. See fig. 2, plate IV.

Between the back part of the ovens and the wall

of the building in which they are erected, is left

an empty space of a few inches to prevent the

heat of the oven being communicated to the

wall, as is seen at Y in fig. 2, plate IV.

The whole interior of the oven, as well as the

horizontal flue w hich pass underneath the crown

of it, near the upper tier of retorts, is lined with

fire bricks. The uppermost part or crown of the

arch is constructed of large fire bricks of such a

shape as will allow to flatten the upper part of the

arch as much as possible, in order to contract the

space between the two upper retorts and the crown

of the arch of the oven

.

R. R. fig. 1, and 2, plate IV. and fig. 1, plate V.

are cylindrical retorts, placed horizontally in

the oven, the lower series are either supported by a

large fire-brick, placed edgeways underneath the

retort, or by means of a stout wrought-iron

pillar, as shown in the design. The two upper

retorts are supported by wrought iron straps, T, T,
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T, fig. 1, and T, fig-. 2, plate IV. The straps pass

through the brick-work of the upper part of the

oven, as shown in the designs, and they are

secured with screws and nuts to an iron bearing'

bar, the extremities of which are supported by

the outer walls of the oven. Each retort is

furnished at the extremity opposite to the mouth-

piece, with a short projecting piece or tail let

into the brick-work of the oven, as seen in the

design, fig. 2, plate IV.

M. Fig. 2, plate IV. shows the mouth-piece of

the retort with its cross bar and hand-screw ; and fig.

6, plate V. shows the mouth-piece drawn to a larger

scale. E. is the hand-screw, with its cross or

bearing bar D, which passes through the projecting

arms C. C. The lid of the mouth-piece has a

conical edge, so that it fits close when pushed into

its place by means of the hand-screw E. Fig. 7,

plate V. is the lid which closes the mouth-piece ;

the handscrew E, fig. 6, presses the lid close, to

render it air-tight, a thin stratum of loom luting

being first applied to the orifice of the mouth-

piece.

F. fig. 2, plate IV., is the fire-place, with the
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ash-pit Eof the oven. The door of the ash-pit is

provided with three slits covered within b} a register

sHde, to regulate the admission of air as occasion

may require.

The fire passes freely and uniformly round all

the retorts, and the whole cavity of the oven ac-

quires an equable temperature, which it retains,

if the w orkman takes care to admit as little air as

possible, through the register door of the ash pit,

w hen the upper part of the arch, or crown of the

oven has acquired a bright cherry red heat.

We have stated already that in front of the oven,

is a platform, as represented in the sketch, fig. 2,

plate IV. In the floor of this platform, and directly

underneath the mouth-piece of the retorts, all of

which project beyond the brick-work of the oven,

is an opening covered with an iron trap door ;

through this door the red hot coke, discharged

from the retorts, is suffered to fall below the stage

or platform into a cellar, or other fire-proof place,

that it may not annoy the workmen. O, O, fig. 1,

plate V. denotes this opening through which the

coke falls.

P, fig. 2, plate IV., and P. P. fig. 1, plate V. is a
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pipe proceeding perpendicularly from the upper

part of the mouth-piece of each retort, the other

extremity of which descends into the horizontal

hydraulic main H, which is shown in fig. 2, plate

IV. and plate V., supported upon iron columns.

This pipe serves to convey away the liquid and

gaseous products which become disengxiged from

the coal in the retort during the distillatory pro-

cess.

The liquid substances, namely the tar and ammo-

niacal fluid, collect in the hydraulic main H, plate

IV. and v., which is furnished with a perpendicular

diaphragm or partition plate to cause a certain

quantity of the liquid deposited in it to accumulate

to a certain height, and thus to seal the perpen-

dicular pipe P. The liquid cannot flow out of the

horizontal pipe H, till it rises to the level of the

diaphragm. This arrangement is distinctly shewn

at H. fig. 2, plate IV., where the diaphragm or parti-

tion plate is seen in the section of the hydraulic

main, together with the extremity of the perpendi-

cular pipe P., descending into the fluid contained

in the hydraulic main.

K, Fig. 1, plate V. is the discharging pipe, con-
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nected with the upper part of the horizontal main

H : it serves to convey away the gaseous and liquid

products from the hydraulic main H. By means

of this pipe the tar and ammoniacal fluids are

conveyed into any convenient reservoir, called the

tar cistern, which is perfectly air-tight, and from

this vessel the liquid may be drawn of by means

of a pipe or stop-cock. The extremity of the pipe

which communicates with the liquid, is bent down-

wards, so that no air can enter the vessel : this ar-

rangement is shown at fig. 3, plate I!.

It is essential that the condensation of the vapo-

rous fluids should be fully completed before they

reach the tar cistern. To effect this, there is

usually allowed a considerable distance to interv ene

between the discharging pipe K, fig. 1, plate V., and

the reservoir destined to receive the condensible

products ; or the pipe is made to pass through a

vessel containing water, called the condenser, which

acts in a similar manner as the refrigeratory of a

common still . It is obvious that it is immaterialhow

the condensation of the vaporous fluid is eflfected
;

it is essential, however, that the condensation

should be complete before the liquid tar and am-
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moniaoal fluid reach the reservoir destined to

receive these products.

The gaseous fluid which accompanies the con-

densible products, are then made to pass into the

lime machine, of which \^e shall speak hereafter,

in order to be deprived by means of quick-lime

and water, from the portion of sulphuretted hydro-

gen and carbonic acid gas which was combined with

the g^as. And when this has been accomplished,

the purified gas is conveyed into the gas-holder,

where it is stored up for use. This part of the

operation will be rendered more obvious hereafter.

In some establishments, the hydraulic main is

furnished with two discharging pipes, the one

carries away the condeusible fluid, into which the

perpendicular pipes P, fig. 2, plate IV. dip, whilst

the other serves to convey away the gaseous fluids

to a condenser, in order to deposit the vaporous

portion of condeusible liciuid it may contain, and

from thence the gas passes into the purifs ing appa-

ratus, or lime machine. X, fig. 2, plate IV., is

a small screw plug, which, when opened, restores

the equilibrium of the air within and without the

retort previous to the lid being taken off", to pre-
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vent the loud report, which otherwise happens

when the lid or cover of the retort is suddenly re-

moved. To avoid these explosive reports which

had become a nuisance to the neighbourhood of gas

works, the practice of gradually withdrawing the

lid of the retort, and at the same time presenting

a lighted torch has been adopted at some works,

which fully remedies the evil.

The number of retort ovens at the Westminster

Chartered Gas Works' Stations, amounts to four

hundred and ninety.



PART V.

Difference in the quantity ofGas evolved during

different periods of the distillatory process^

and economical considerations resulting there-

from in the manufacture of Coal Gas.

±N conducting the decomposition of coal, the

evolution of the gas is far from being, with regard

to quantity, uniform during different periods of

the distillatory process. The formation of the gas

is more rapid in the beginning of the process, and

gradually slackens as the operation proceeds. The

gBS also differs in its chemical constitution,

at different periods of the process ; although

in the case of large supplies, this difference is of

little consequence after the gas is purified in the
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usual manner. The former consideration, however,

has given rise to various modes of operating, of

which it will be proper to take some notice.

It must be obvious, that in proportion as the

mass of coal in the retort becomes carbonized or

converted into coke, the exterior surface becomes

a gradually increasing obstacle to the action of

the heat upon the interior or central part of

the coal remaining to be decomposed. The heat

required on that account must be more intense,

and kept up to no purpose, and the extrication

of gas becomes slower and slower, as the opera-

tion proceeds.

The loss occasioned by this rapid diminution ofthe

means employed, is serious in every point of view,

in regard as well to the quantity of fuel used and

time wasted, but it is unavoidable in the opera-

tion of decomposing coal in masses or layers from

5 to 10 inches in thickness, and must be a great

drawback on the value of the gas-light discovery.

The loss of fuel, it is obvious, must be just in

proportion to the quantity of carbonised matter, or

coke, which is kept hot to no purpose, awaiting

the decomposition of that portion of coal, which it
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is the very means of protecting from becoming

decomposed.

A striking" exemplification of this statement

will be seen in the following table, exhibiting

the result of the progressive produce of coal

gas, obtainable, in a given time, by means of cylin-

drical and pamllelopipedal retorts.

Experiment icith one cylindrical Retort, con-

taining tivo bushels of coal.

Hours of the distillatory process Quantity of Gaa produced.

First hour . . .
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Experiments^ with eighteeii cylindrical Re-

torts, containing one chaldron of coal.

Hours of the distillatory process Quantity of gas produced.

First hour, 2000 cubic feet

Second hour . . . , . 1488

Third hour 1400

Fourth hour 1301

Fifth hour 1208

Sixth hour . . . . , 1000

Seventh hour .... 897

Eighth hour 691

9985

This experiment was made with retorts set on

the flue plan.

The coal employed was (Bewick and Craister^s

Wall's End), Newcastle coal.

* Communicated by Mr. T. S. Peckston, of the Westminster Gas

Works.
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Experiment icith thirty-six parcdlelopipedal

retorts, each containing two bushels of coalj^

Hours of the Distillaton- Process Quantity of Gas produced.

Ill the first hour 4,058

Second hour 3,028

Third hour 2,871

Fourth hour 2.526

Fifth hour 2,380

Sixth hour 1,971

Seventh hour 1,754

Eighth hour 1,450

20,038

The same heat as we have seen from the preced-

ing table, p. 79, which is necessary during the first

hour of the operation, for the evolution of one

hundred and fifteen cubic feet of gas, is required

in the eighth hour for the production of no more

than forty-two cubic feet, being a decrease in effect

of nearly two-thirds.

* Own Experiments.

G
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When larger retorts are employed for decompo-

sing coal in masses, from five to ten inches in thick-

ness, the loss of heat is in a much greater ratio.

In the hope of remedying in some measure the

evils thus distinctly ascertained to arise from the

undue thickness of the masses of coal subjected to

the distillatory process, there have not been want-

ing manufacturers who have had recourse to expe-

riments on a large scale, to ascertain with certainty

whether they might not be gainers ])y suffering the

distillatory process, when the retorts are charged

with two bushels of coal, to proceed only for the

space of six hours, instead of eight. But the result

of these experiments, as will be presently explained,

has shown satisfactorily that it is more profitable

to keep up the distillatory process for a period of

eight hours, with the retorts fully charged, than to

abridge the operation by terminating it at the end

of six hours.

Others again, have imagined, that it would be

more economical to decompose a less quantity of

coal at once, or to decrease the thickness of the

stratum of coal in the cylindrical, or in any of the

before named retorts ; but then again, serious diffi-
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culties occur in the practice. The more frequent

charging of the retorts and kiting on the covei*s,^

which such a mode of operating require, occasions

a prodigious waste of fuel, time and labour. A

greater number of retorts and more workmen must

likewise be employed, in order to produce the requi-

site cjuantity of gas daily, w hich the manufacturer

is called upon to supply ; more space of ground is

required, and more dead capital must be sunk in the

establishment. The more frequent and sudden

alterations of temperature w hich the retorts neces-

sarily suffer, by the more frequent introduction of

cold coal, renders them extremely liable to become

injured ; and it is almost impossible to maintain

a number of retorts thus worked, at an uniform

temperature.

From various statements, which I have been

favoured with, in confirmation of my own observa-

tions on the best method of working cylindrical

retorts, it may suffice to lay before the reader the

result of a series of operations instituted by one of

the largest and best conducted establishments in

* When the cover is ground on, air-tight, the cost of the retort is

much increased.
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this country ; the public-spirited and indefatigable

directors of which have done more in the way of

extensive, costly, varied and long continued ex-

periments, to improve the new art of lighting with

gas, than any other similar body in the kingdom
;

and without whose exertions the gas light illumi-

nation would never have reached the state of per-

fection it has attained.

Report on a course of Experiments made to

ascertain the comparative Economy'-^ ofmanu-

facturing every iceek, 857,667 cubic feet of

gas, by means ofCylindrical Retorts variously

worked.

Gas LigJit and Coke Company''s Works,

Westminster Station.

Fehruary 8th, 1819.

Sir,

Enclosed are the result of a series

of experiments made under my direction with a

view of ascertaining the relative value of the

different modes ofworhing cast-iron cylindrical

* The cost of materials and price of labour in this estimate, as well

as in all subsequent statements, is given such as they actually were,

at the time, Avhen the experiments to which they refer were made.
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retorts, from which you icill perceive that it is

more economical to work eight hours charges, as

the workmen call it, that is to say, to suffer the

distillatory process to go on for eight hours,

when nearly two bushels of coal are contained in

each retort, than to discontinue the operation at

the end of six hours.

I am icith respect.

Sir, Yours, ^c.

T. S. Peckstojs.
To Mr. F. Accum,

Compton Street) Soho.

Process Jl.

Number of
Days the
Retorts
were

worked.
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Expenditure of Process A.

Coals, decomposed, 103 chaldron 12

bushel, at^2. ll.v. 6c?. the chaldron,

(27 Cwt.) ^286 2

Small Coal, 43 chaldron, 14 bushels,

used for fuel, at £2. 2s. the chaldron 91 2 4

Wages of two additional workmen

(not required had the retorts been

worked at eight hours charges,)

at £1. 16*. each man, the week . 3 12

Total expenditure, ^.360 17

Products ofProcess A..

Coke, 103 chaldron, 12 bushel, at

.£1.75. the chaldron .... J 139 10

Breeze, or small coke, 6 chaldron,

9 bushels, at 18*. the chaldron . 5 12 6
>

Tar, 7| tons, at ^6. the ton . . . 46 10

Ammoniacal liquor, 1864 gallons,

at l^d. the gallon 11 13

Gas, 857,667 cubic feet, at 15*. the

thousand cubic feet 643 5

Total for products, .£846 10 6
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Hence the amount of expenditure for procuring

857,667 cubic feet of gas, is .£360. 17^.

The value of the saleable products ^846. lO*.

6d.

And the average proportion of gas obtained

from one chaldron of Newcastle coal, 8,300 cubic

feet.

Process B.

Number of

Days the

Retorts
were

worked.
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Expenditure of Process H.

Coal, decomposed, 85 chaldron, 27

bushels, at £2. lis'. 6d. the

chaldron J220 16 1(M

Small Coal, 21 chaldron, 16 bushels,

used for fuel, at £2. 2s. the chaldron 45 8

Total expenditure, .:€. 265 17 64

Products of Process B.

Coke, 100 chaldron, at .^ei. 7s. the

chaldron J 135

Breeze, or small coke, 3 chaldron, at

18*. the chaldron 2 14

Coal tar, 6 Tons, 8 Cwt. at £ 6. the

ton 38 8

Ammoniacal liquor, 1536 gallons, at

Ud. the gallon 9 12

Gas, 857,667 cubic feet of, at 15*.

the thousand cubic feet . . . 643 5

Total for products, ^\828 19
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From the result of this process it appears, that at

the expence of 265/. 17* 6^
; the vakie of the

products obtained is <^828, 19*.

By comparing the two preceding processes, A

and B, it will be observed that the same quantity

of gas was generated each day, notwithstanding

there were fewer retorts in use, and less coal decom-

posed by process B, than by Report A, and that

the expence of fuel, when the distillatory process

was continued for a term of eight hours, was consi-

derably less. Also, that the proportion of gas

obtained from a chaldron of coals, was greater

than when the process was continued for only six

hours.

Hence, if from the products of

process A, £. 846 10 6

we take the products of process B, J. 828 19

The difference is, £.17 11 6

which, being subtracted from the difference be-

tween the expenditure, as specefied in the process

alluded to, namely
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Process A, . £.360 17

Process B, . . . 2G5 17 6^

The difference is. . £. 94 19 5^

Less ... 17 11 6

And leaves a balance of ^.77 17 Hi
in favour of working eight hours charges, for

one vi^eek, and producing a like quantity of gas,

as had been obtained by working six hours

charges.

Thus, having compared the quantity of coals

actually used when \\orking six hours charges,

with A^hat ^Aas used to produce a like quantity of

gas from eight hours charges, I shall next point

out, in process C, the quantity of gas obtained

when working the same number of retorts for a

period of eight hours which had been worked at

the process of six hours.
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Process C.

Number of

Da\s the

Retorts

were
worked.
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Products ofprocess C.

Coke, 124 chaldrons, at i£ 1 7s. the

chaldron .^ 167 8

Breeze, or small coke, 4 chaldrons, at

18*. the chaldron 3 12

Tar, 8 tons, at c£. 6 the ton . . . . 48

Ammoniacal liquor, 1945 gallons, at

l|c?. the gallon 12 3 14^

Gas, 1,070,000 cubic feet, at 155.

for a thousand cubic feet . . . 802 10

Total for products ^1033 13 li

RECAPITULATION.

Products by process C. <£1033 13 It

Products by process A. 846 10 6

Difference £ 187 2 7i

Expenditure by process A. £ 360 17

Expenditure by process C. 331 14

Difference £. 29 3

From the above recapitulation it will appeal',

that by working equal numbers of retorts, at six

and at eight hours charges, the balance is consi-

derably in favour of the latter method ; for, from

the foregoing statement, there appears to be on
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the practice of the latter method an increase of

saleable products amounting to

^187 2 71

obtained at 29 3 less expence

;

consequently there is a

balance of . . i;216 5 7i. in favour of

working- the retorts, as stated in process C, oa er

that method shewn in process A ; and in such pro-

portion, let the number ofretorts worked be ivhat

it may, an advantage will always be gained in

this mode of manufacturing coal gas, by ivorking

the retorts at eight hours charges, as the workmen

call it, in preference to adopting the shorter

process.

From a series of operations made* with twenty

parallelopipedal and with twenty cylindrical retorts,

worked for one month, it has been ascertained that

the decomposition of coal is most economically

conducted when each retort is charged with 100

pounds of coal, and the distillatory process be

continued for eight hours. Two men, one by day

and one by night, can attend nine or ten retorts.

* By H. ^Morrison, Esq. and Self; the coal used, was Newcastle

(Bewick and Craister's Walls End) coal.



PART VI.

Temperature best adaptedfor working Cylin-

drical Retorts.

There is perhaps no subject in the art of manu-

facturing" coal gas, on Avhich practical men are less

agreed, than they are on the temperature most

economically to be employed for the production of

coal gas in the large way. It must be sufficiently

evident, that cast-iron retorts, when worked at a

low temperature, will last longer, than when ex-

posed to higher degrees of heat.* Hence, accor-

ding to some operators, the economy of the process

consists in saving the retorts, at the expense of a

* It is essential that the retorts should be kept in constant action

nirrht and day, or at least never allowed to go below a red heat. The

first portion of oxide which forms upon the surface, when allowed to

cool, cracks and falls off, leaving a new surface to be acted upon the

next time it is heated. By thus being every day heated and cooled, a

retort will be speedily destroyed.
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diminution, even though considerable, in the quan-

tity of gas obtained ; Avhilst, according to others,

it is more economical to obtain the largest possible

quantity' of g'as at the expence of any consequent

injury to the distillatory vessel.

The truth appears to be ^ holly with neither of

these extremes, nor indeed in any absolute general

rule which can be ventured on the subject.

The degree of temperature proper to be adopted

in gas works, where the method of decomposing

coal in masses, or layers from four to eight inches in

thickness, and upwards, is practised by means of the

cast-iron retorts, of which a description hcis been

given, p. 53, chiefly depends on circumstances of a

local nature, with regard to the price of coal and la-

bour, so that where in one place it may be more pro-

fitable to employ a very high temperature for the

production of the gas, it may be in others quite the

reverse.

The utmost therefore that can be done on this

head, is to state what these circumstances are, and

to shew the value which belongs to them under

every supposable situation.

In this metropolis, and in all other places where

coal and labour bear a hiifher price than probably
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elsewhere in this country, and where saving of time

is also an object of primary importance, it is clearly

established, that the manufacturer Avho pursues the

method of decomposing coal in masses from five to

eight inches and upwards in thickness, by means

of cast-iron retorts,^J^ will consult his interest best,

by employing such a high temperature for the

decomposition of the coal, as will produce in the

shortest time the greatest possible quantity of gas,

from a given quantity of coal, without regarding*

the unavoidable deterioration of the retorts. But

in places where coal and labour is cheap, it will be

his interest to save the retorts at the expence of

the coal. But that this fact may not rest on

mere general assertion, I shall subjoin for the

satisfaction of the reader a few statements of ex-

periments made upon a large scale for the pur-

pose of ascertaining these facts.

* The Retorts should be manufactured of what is called in com-

merce, iron of the second process. The best cast-iron of this kind, is

of a light grey colour, its fracture is granulated and dull, it receives a

dent from the blow of a hammer. The cast-iron which exhibits a dark

grey or black colour inclining to blue, and presents granular concre-

tions, readily friable, and therefore unfit for vessels intended to stand

a lonff continued heat.
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Jlnnual Creditor and Debtor Accoujit of

manufacturing daily from 50,000 to 102,000

cubic feet of gas, at the price ivhich coal

bears in the metropolis.—The operation being

commenced with new Retorts, and the retorts

being left in a fit icorking state.

The first of the following' processes was conducted

on the principle that coal and labour, being of an

high price, as in London, it is most economical to

obtain the greatest possible quantity of g^s from a

given quantity of coal in the least possible time,

without any regTird to the injury done to the dis-

tillatory vessel.

The second process is intended to illustrate the

correctness of that principle, by shewing that aa here

coal and labour are at the high prices stated in the

first process, it is a losing system to work the

retorts at a lower temperatui'e, in order to make

them last longer.

In some respects a similarity will be observed

between these experiments, and those already given
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in page 85, but besides their having reference to

the separate and distinct circumstance of the high

prices of coal and labour in London, it will be

found that they also differ from the former state-

ments, in exhibiting, not merely the expence of

working-, but the original cost of erecting the retorts,

as well as the expence of replacing them.

Process I.

The quantity of gas to be supplied each night,

was 50,000 cubic feet.

In order to produce this quantity, thirty cylin-

drical retorts, each containing two bushels of New-

castle coal, were put in action. The temperature

at which the retorts were worked, was a bright

cherry redness, at which they produced at the rate

of ten thousand cubic feet of gas, from a chaldron

of Newcastle coal.

To work the retorts, three workmen by day and

three by night, were required.

The retorts were charged three times every

twenty-four hours. The first total expence of

erecting the retorts, was <;£.23 each, and it was

found, that when worked night and day, they could
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not, with the utmost care, be made to continue fit

for use for more than from five to six months
;

hence, a double set of the original number of

retorts was requisite each year.

The whole annual operation pureued on this plan

stood as follows :

Cost of sixty retorts, thirty at work

and thirtj^ to spare, with brick-work

foundation, iron coke hearth, perpen-

dicular pipe connected with hydraulic

main, see P, fig. 2, plate IV., at ^23.

each i;M380

Six workmen, three during* day-

time, and three at night, at .^1.6^.

each the week 405 12

Coals, 1825 chaldron, requisite for

producing the gus, at £2. Ss. the

chaldron 4380

Wear and tear of grate bars, fire-

shovels, tongs and rackers ... 42

456^ chaldron of Coal for fuel, £.2

Is. the chaldron .^.935 6 3

Total expence, i;\7142 18 3

h2
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Brought over £. 7142 18 3

Subtract the market

price of saleable Coke*

produced bythe process,

viz. 1825 chaldron, at

£ 1. 3*. the chaldron £. 2098 15

456< chaldron of small
4

Coke or Breeze, at ten

shillings the chaldron . 228 2 6
2326 17 6

There remains c^.4816 9

for the annual expence of maintaining the appa-

ratus on this construction.

Process II.

The next experiment made was, to ascertain the

contrary practice of operating, namely the mode of

working the retorts, on the principle which holds

out, that it is more economical to be satisfied with

a less quantity of gas than what the coal is capable

* The tar and ammoniacal liquor afforded by the process, not being

nlways saleable articles, are omitted to be charged in the estimates.
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of furnishing, because by so doing the retorts

become less deteriomted and remain for a longer

time in a state fit for use.

The quantity of gas to be supplied each night,

was, as in the preceding process, fifty thousand

cubic feet.

The number of retorts required to produce that

quantity, was forty-two, and to make them last

twelve months instead of six months, as in the

preceding process, it was necessary to work them

at a temperature, at which a chaldron of coal

produces from seven thousand, to eight thousand

cubic feet of gas.

The result of this operation was as follows

;

Cost of forty-two retorts, with

brick-work foundation, cast-iron coke

hearth, perpendicular dip pipe, con-

nected with the hydraulic main, at

£.23 each i;^ 966

Eight workmen, four by day and

four by night, at£ 1.6s. each the week £ . 540 16

Carried over £.lb06 16
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Brought over £. 1506 16

2555 chaldron of Coal, requisite

for producing- the gas, at £.2 Ss. the

chaldron ^.6123

Wear and tear of grate bars, fire

shovels, tongs and rackers .... 42

638 chaldron of Coal for fuel, at

<£ 2. 1*. the chaldron 1307 18

ct.8979 14

Deduct the market

price of 2555 chaldron

of coke, produced by

the process, at £1.3s.

the chaldron.. . . ^.2938 5

638^ chaldron of

small coke, or breeze,

at 10s. the chaldron. . 319 7 6
£. 3257 12 6

There remains for the annual ex-

pence of maintaining the apparatus .^.5722 1 6

Subtract the annual expence of

Process 1 4816 9

The balance in favour of Process I. is .^.906 9
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Process Jl.

In the following- additional processes, the retorts

when begun to be worked, were also new, and were

left in a fit working state. The quantity- of g-as

required to be produced daily, Mas 102,000 cubic

feet.*

The retorts were worked at a temperature at

which they produced 10,000 cubic feet of gas from

the chaldron, (27 Cwt.) of Newcastle coal.

To sixtj-eight retorts, twice re-

placed, at ^15. each .... .£.2040

Deterioration of grate bars, fire

shovels, tongs, and mckers . . . . 91 16

3723 chaldron of coal for obtain-

ing the gas, at £2. 8^. the chaldron 8935 4

930 chaldron, 27 bushels of Coal,

for fuel, at £ 2. 1*. the chaldron . . 1908 9

14 Men dit £1. Qs. each, the week,

being 7 for the dav, and 7 for the night 946 8

Carried over c£. 13,921 8 9

* These Experiments were made at the Westminster Gas Works,

under the superintendance o_f Mr. Clegg, to whom I am indebted for

this communication.
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Brought over £. 13,921 8 9

Deduct the market

price of 3723 chaldron

of saleable coke, at ^1.

3s. the chaldron . . ^.4281 9

930| chaldron of small

coke, or breeze, at 10s.

the chaldron .... 465 7 6
£. 4746 16 6

Cost of obtaining, 37,230,000 cubic

feet of gas £.9174 12 3

Process B.

Producing 8000 cubic feet of gas, from the

chaldron of Newcastle coal.

Eighty-five retorts, once replaced

at J. 15 each .._.... ^.1275

Deterioration of grate bars, fire

shovels, tongs and rackers . . . . 1 17 16

4653 chaldron of coals for obtaining

the gas, at £2. 8*. the chaldron . . 11,167 4

11631 chaldron of coal for fuel, at

£2. 1*. the chaldron 2385 13 9

Carried over ct.14,945 13 9
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Brought over £. 14,945 13 9

Eighteen men at ,^1. 6s. each man

the week, being nine for the day, and

nine for the night 1216 16

^.16,162 9 9

From which deduct

4653 chaldron ofsaleable

Coke, at ^.1 3.^. the

chaldron ....£. 5350 19

1163| chaldron of

small coke, or breeze,

at 10s. the chaldron . . 581 17 6
.^.5932 16 6

Cost of obtaining 37,230,000 cubic

feet of gas, according toprocsss B, c£. 10,229 13 3

Deducf the cost of Process A, 9174 12 3

Balance in favour of Process A. ,^.1055 1

The reader will have no difficulty in calculating

from the preceding experiments, every variation

which can possibly take place, as to the degree of
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temperature most economically to be employed in

consequence of a variation in the pricesof coal, coke

and labour.*

Comparat'we facility with which the decompo-

sition of different species of Coal is effected.

The temperature necessary for the decomposition

of different kinds of coal, varies. Some species of

coal are more readily decomposed, and require a

less portion of fuel than others ; they yield up their

maximum quantity of gas, in an almost equal stream

from beginning to end, and no extraordinary in-

crease of temperature is required to terminate the

distillatory process. Other kinds of coal require a

different treatment; the temperature necessary to

* The average cost at which coal gas can be manufactured on a

large scale in London, is seven shillings the thousand cubic feet,

deducting not only the interest of the capital sunk in erecting the

establishment, rent and taxes, the cost of the coal, labour, wear and

tear of the machinerj^ and superintendence, but all other necessary

and incidental expences that may occur.
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complete their decomposition requires that the

heat should be considerably increased as the process

advances ; and without this condition the evolution

of the gas would cease altogether.

A striking proof of this statement may be seen

when Newcastle or Sunderland coal are attempted

to be decomposed at a temperature which is suffi-

cient for the decomposition of Scotch Splent coal,

or Lancashire \^ iggan coal.

The decomposition of the latter, will be fully

effected when the distillatory vessel exhibits to the

eye a dull cherry redness, and the evolution of the

gas at such a tempemture will take place in torrents

from beginning to end. In order, on the other

hand, to complete the decomposition of Newcastle

and Sunderland coal, the heat must be increased

as the process proceeds, and the production of the

g^s will be extended far beyond the time required

for decomposing a like quantity of Scotch, or Lan-

cashire \\ iggan coal, when exposed to the same

degree of heat.

It must be allowed, however, that few experiments

have been yet made on this subject. I have reason
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to believe that all those varieties of coal which

afford an incoherent friable coke, are decomposed at

a much lower degree of heat, than such as produce,

when treated under like circumstances, a ponderous

compact coke. And if we give credit to the asser-

tion of those workmen, whose business it is to

manufacture a given quantity of gas by means of a

certain quantity of coal delivered to them, it would

appear that coal which affords gas abounding in

sulphuretted hydrogen, is the kind of coal most

easily to be decomposed. This, as far as it regards

the decomposition of Scotch Splentor cannel coal,

is certainly true. No species of coal affords gas at

a lower temperature, and of none is the gaseous

product more loaded with sulphuretted hydrogen

gas. The subject is important and deserves to be

pursued
;
particularly in places where coke is not,

as it is in the metropolis, and all places where coal

bears a high price, next to gas, the primary article

to which the attention of the manufacturer of coal

gas ought to be directed.

The following are the result of a series of expe-

riments on the subject made at the Westminster
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Gas Works,* the same temperature being employed

throughout the process.

Varieties of Coal. Ratio of time in Decimals.

Scotch Splent or Cannel coal .... 1,00

Newcastle coal, (Nesham) 1,04

Gloucestershire coal

Forest ofDean first variety (Low Delph) 1,08

Newcastle coal.

Second variety, (Middle Delph) . . 1,09

Third variety, (Heaton Main) . . 1,15

Fourth variety, (Brown's WalPs End) 1,18

Fifth variet)
,
(Hutton's Low main) 1,30

Sixth variety, (Tyne JMain) . . . 1,54

Warwickshire coal,

First variety, 1,60

Second variety, 1,65

Third variety, 1,68

* Communicated by Mr. T. S. Peckston.
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Horizontal Rotary Retorts, lately brought into

usefor manufacturing coal gas.

The many disadvantages attendant on the plan

of decomposing coal in masses from five to ten

inches in thickness, as already sufficiently exposed

in the preceding parts, had naturally the effect of

developing a principle of manufacturing coal gas,

Mhich practice has now fully established, namely :

that to decompose coal, in thin layers from two to

four inches in thickness, is to obtain the greatest

quantity' of g-as from a given quantity of coal at the

least expence.

Mr. Clegg was the first person who pointed out to

the public the advantages that must accrue from this

mode of opemting, and to him we are indebted for
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the construction of an apparatus, the great inge-

nuity and superiority of which, entitles what is

called the horizontal rotary retort, to all the merit

and praise that belongs to the character of an

original invention.

The numerous and great advantages of this dis-

tillatory apparatus, the rapidlyincreasing adoption of

it,^ and the almost certain prospect which exists of

their ultimately superseding all former methods of

decomposing coal, make it proper that I should lay

before the reader, as full an account as my limits

will permit, of the construction and operation of

this retort, and the mode of applying it ; and this

becomes the more necessary on account of the many

important improvements which the apparatus has

undergone since its first adoption,! and of which

no description has yet been laid before the public.

* Retorts of this description have been lately adopted, in the Gas

Works at Bristol, Birmingham, Chester, Kidderminster, and at many

other provincial Gas Establishments.

f An account of the original construction of the rotary retort may

be seen in the Repository of Arts, No. CLXX\% 1816, page I. and

also in the Journal of Science, Vol. II. page 133.
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The following- account will render the construc-

tion of this retort sufficiently obvious:

Description of the Horizontal Rotarii Retorts

at the Royal Mint.^

The horizontal rotary Retorts at the Royal Mint,

arehollow cylinders, eight feet six inches in diameter

and 15 inches high, arched a little at the top. They

are made of w rought-iron plates, half an inch thick,

rivetted together in the manner of a steam-engine

boiler ; A, A, A, fig. 2, plate III. exhibits a perpen-

dicular section of the rotary retort. In fig. 1, plate II.

the retort is seen fixed in the brick-work ; a, fig. 1,

plate II. shews the mouth of the retort, through

which the coals are introduced, and from whence

the coke is withdrawn. It is also shown in per-

spective at B, B, B. fig. 2. plate MI. The mouth

is closed with a cast-iron door fitted on air-tight by

grinding.

The door is connected at its upper and lower

extremities, with a frame and adjusting rod, see

B, B, fig. 1, plate II., and also plate VII.. by means

of which it may readily be slided down below the

* The retorts lately erected at the Gas Works, at Birmingham,

Chester, Bristol, &c. are similar to those at the mint.
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mouth of the retort, when the coals are to be intro-

duced, or coke is to be withdrawn. To the upper

extremity of the rod B, fig. 1, plate II., is fixed a

lever, loaded with a counterpoise weight C, to

balance the door, and to render the opening and

closing of it e£isy and expeditious.

The mouth-piece and its door is three feet

long', and nine inches wide ; it projects nine

inches beyond the brick-work or furnace in which

the retort is fixed, as may be seen at fig. 1, plate

II.

The fire-place, which is on the opposite side to

that of the mouth of the retort, heats only one-third

part of the whole capacity of the retort to that de-

gTee which is proper for the complete and mpid

decomposition of the coal, while the remaining

parts, which are not over the fire-place, and to

which the fire flues do not extend, are kept at a

lower temperature.

The flues are directed under about one-third of

the area of the bottom of the retort, and after having

passed over one-third part of the area of the top of

the retort, they pass into the chimney. Fig. 1, plate

VI., exhibits the direction of the flues ; A, A, the
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flues, and the fire-place. The whole retort is

guarded from the contact of the fire, which would

soon destroy it, by fire-bricks ; it notwithstanding-

speedily receives the full eifect of the heat, and

retains its temperature when once heated for a long

time. Fig. 1, plate II., exhibits one of the retorts

fixed in its furnace, A perspective view of three

retorts may be seen in fig. 2, plate VII.

Through the centre of the retort, passes perpen-

dicularly, an iron shaft D, as shown in the section

of the retort, fig. 2, plate III., and also in fig. 1,

plate II. The lower extremity of the shaft re-

volves upon the bottom ofthe retort, in a cup-shaped

cavity, while its upper extremity passes through the

roof of the retort, where the latter is made air-

tight by means of a pipeE, fig. 1, plate II., and E,

fig. 2, plate III., closed at the top and surrounding

the shaft, and hence the shaft must always pre-

serve its centre.

To the lower extremity of the shaft is keyed

a box or centre piece, (technically called a rose

centre,) F. fig. 2, plate III. It is also seen in the

perpendicular section of the retort, fig. 1, plate II.

From this shaft radiate twelve wrought-iron arms,
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G, G, fig". 2, plate III.,* fixed in sockets made in

the box. These arms are elevated three inches

above the bottom of the retort, and extend to nearly

within its whole inner circumference. They are

wedge-shaped, and their greatest diameter is at right

angles to the base of the retort, so that the weight

of the arms rests on the axis. They are inter-

sected by two concentric rings, as will be seen on

inspecting fig. 5, plate III., which exhibits the plan

of the retort, together with the iron arms, G, G,

and concentric rings. The centre of figure 5,

shows also the plan of the rose centre F, fig. 2,

plate III., into which the arms are keyed.

Between the arms are placed twelve shallow iron

trays or boxes, destined to contain the coal from

which the gas is to be obtained. They are formed

to the segment ofa circle, hence the whole series of

them when arranged in the retort, exhibits a shallow

circular tray, \^hich, when motion is given to

the shaft, may be made to revolve within the retort.

* In the horizontal rotary Retorts at the Chester, Birmingham and

Bristol Gas Works, which are twelve feet six inches in diameter, there

are fifteen arms. At some Gas Works the arms are made of cast-iron.

i2
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Fig. 12, plate III. exhibits one of the shallow

trays, or coal boxes in perspective.

It will be obvious, that by the motion of the

shaft, any number of the trays or coal-boxes can

readily be brought from the coldest, into the hottest,

and from the hottest into the coldest part of the

retort.

H, tig. 1, plate 11., and a, plate III., or H, plate

VII., is a perpendicular pipe situated at the margin of

the retort, close behind the mouth-piece, and conse-

quently in the coldest part of the retort. It serves

to carry off the distillatory products evolved from

the coal, and causes part of the vaporous tar, which

becomes condensed in it, to trickle back again

upon the coal in the retort, in order to become

converted into gas, when the coal on which it falls

becomes situated over the fire-place.

This pipe is furnished at its upper extremity with

a hydraulic valve
.^
J. fig. 1. plate II. It consists

simply of an inverted cup X, applied over the

upper open extremitiy of the perpendicular pipe

H, and submersed into a cup formed of a portion

of larger pipe, surrounding the pipe H, con-

taining tar. The smaller, or inner cup X, is repre-
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sented in the design raised out of the liquid con-

tained in the outer cup J, to show an aperture Y,

made in the smaller or inner cup ; the use of m hich

will be mentioned hereafter. The inverted cup

X, is furnished with a chain, one extremity of

which is fastened to the upper extremit\ of the cup,

the other passes over a small wheel, and descends

through the roof of the building, as shown in the

design.

K, fig. 1, plate II., or KK, fig. 2, plate VII., is

a branch pipe proceeding laterally from the per-

pendicular pipe H ; it communicates with the

hydmulic box L, fig. 1, plate II. N, is a pipe

which proceeds from the hydraulic box L ; it

senses to caiTy away the g-aseous and liquid

products to their places of destination. The liquid

products, namely, the tar and ammoniacal fluid,

become deposited in the tar cistern, fig. 3, plate

II., into which the pipe N terminates. The tar

cistern is furnished with two floats Y Y ; the one

serves to indicate the quantity of tar, and the other

the quantity of aqueous ammoniacal fluid contained

in the vessel. These fluids may be drawn off
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without admitting air into the vessel by the stop-

cock and bent tube, exhibited in the figure.

The shorter pipe N, which proceeds from the tar

cistern, fig. 3, plate II., and communicates with the

purifying apparatus or lime machine, fig, 2, plate

II., serves to convey the gaseous fluid, which accom-

panied the condensible liquids deposited in the

tar cistern, back ag-ain into the lime machine,

or purifying apparatus, fig. 2, plate II., the con-

struction of which, together with the conveyance

of the gas from this vessel to its place of destination

will be stated hereafter.

L, fig. 1, plate II., or fig. 2, plate VII., is

an iron flap table, placed level with the bottom of

the mouth of the retort. It is convenient to hold

several coal trays ready charged with coal in a state

fit to be introduced into the retort.

The fire-place, flues, and ash-pit of the furnace,

in which the retort is fixed, are sufficiently obvious

by mere inspection of fig. 1, plate II. The front

elevation of the retort is seen in fig. 2, plate

VII., which exhibits three horizontal retorts ; two

of which have the door of the mouth-piece slided
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down, and one with the door in its place, or shut.

The circular ring* seen in this design, at the top of

each retort, which rests on iron-bearing bars, the

extremities of which are let into the end walls

of the furnace, serves to support the roof of the

retort by means of bolts, proceeding from the inner

side of the roof. This arrangement is likewise

shown in the section, fig. 1, plate II.* At the

bended part of the perpendicular pipe H, fig.

1, plate II., is seen a bonnet, or cover, which closes

an opening made into the pipe H, through which,

by means of an iron rod, the lower extremity of

the pipe H, may, from time to time, be examined,

to guard ag'ainst an incrustation of decomposed tar

or carbonaceous matter that might happen to accu-

mulate in that part of the pipe. The upper part

of the pipe H, above the bonnet at the bended part,

requires no examination.

h, fig. 2, and 6, fig. 5, plate III., is the flanch of the

• A more economical method of supporting the roof of the retort

has lately been adopted hy Mr, Clegg. It consists in giving the roof

the form of an inverted arch, supported on the Catenaria plan, by

two bolts only, placed at the most elevated extremity of tTie arch and

secured to an horizontal beam.
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retort ; c, fig*. 2, plate III., the flancli ofthe mouth-

piece ; c/, the cutter, or wedge, which draws the

mouth-piece close ; e, the cross bar, against which

the cutter c?, bears, to render the mouth-piece air

tight
; y, fig. 2, one of the eye-bolts or arms which

support the cross bar e; it is also seen at e, in the

plan of the retort, fig. 5, plate II. In this figure

b is the flanch of the retort, and c the door.

These few particulars will be sufficient to enable

the reader to understand the construction of the

retort ; its action is as follows.

taction and JMatiagement of the Horizontal

Rotary Retort,

When the retort is heated to the proper tempe-

rature for the decomposition of the coal, the door

is slided down, and the coal boxes charged with

small coal are slided into the retort from the table,

L, fig. 1, plate II., one by one, so that each box

rests firmly upon the concentric rings placed be-

tween the arms of the retort; the door is then

slided up again into its place and rendered air-

tight by means of wedges.

When the whole circle fig. 5, plate III. is thus filled
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with coal-boxes, (the coal should be spread in

the boxes, in layers two or three inches in depth,)

it is obyious that of all the tweWe boxes, four only

can be situated directly over the fire-place, while

the remaining eight are placed right and left to-

wards the door of the retort. The coal in the

former boxes receives the full effect of the heat,

(see the plan of the fire flues of the retort, fig. 1,

plate VI.,) while the remaining eight boxes to which

the fire does not extend, are less heated. The coal

in the four boxes which are in the hottest part of

the retort becomes rapidly decomposed, whilst the

coal in all the other boxes is gradually heated,

and consequently deprived only of moisture, pre-

vious to being subjected to the gTeatest heat. The

box which is situated under the condensing- pipe

H, plate II., near the entry door, receives the

condensed tar w hich trickles doT\Ti the pipe H.

Now let us suppose that the coal in the four

boxes over the fire place is fully decomposed, which

will be the case if 32t pounds of coal are in each

box, in two hours, the workman then turns the

shaft E, fig. 1, plate II., one-third part of the cir-
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cumfereiice of a circle, by pulling- towards him by

means of an iron hook the nearest iron arm thatmay

happen to be opposite to the door ; this moves those

boxes which at the commencement of the opera-

tion were over the fire-place, toAvards the coldest

part of the retort, namely, towards the door

which is opposite to the fire-place, and a second

series, or four of the adjacent boxes, are brought in

turn into the hottest part of the retort, or over the

fire-place, from whence the preceding boxes were

removed.

When the coal in the second series of boxes has

been tvko hours in the hottest part of the retort, its

decomposition will be completed ; the workman

therefore turns the shaft again one-third part of

a circle, and a third series advances in their place,

while at the same time the first series becomes

situated opposite the entry door of the retort, from

whence they may be withdrawn and exchanged

for an extra set of trays, ready charged with coal

and placed on the iron table for that purpose.

In thismanner the operation proceeds. One-third

part of the whole charge of coal within the retort is
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always in the act of becoming decomposed ; another

third part is gTadualh heated, and totally deprived

of moisture, previous to its being exposed to the

temperature necessary for its decomposition ; and

the remaming third part placed in the coldest part

of the retort, receives that portion of tar, which

escapes decomposition, and trickles down the per-

pendicular pipe, in order to be decomposed when

the coal upon which it falls becomes situated over

the fire-place. Hence the quantity of tar obtained

from one chaldron of Newcastle coal, when decom-

posed by means of an horizontal rotary retort, seldom

amounts to more than sixty or seventy pounds,

whereas the same quantity of coal when decomposed

by means of cylindrical or parallelopipedal retorts,

yields never less than from one hundred and fifty, to

one hundred and eighty pounds. An horizontal

rotary retort, twelve feet six inches in diameter, and

fifteen inches high, furnishes in the ordinar} way of

working every twentj-four hours, fifteen thousand

cubic feet of gas, when five trays of the retort

are charged with three bushels of Newcastle coal.

The weight of the retort is three tons ; its capa-

city, one hundred and fifty cubic feet.
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The Indraulic valve described page 116, senes

merely to restore the equilibrium, between the

gas within the retort, and the atmospheric air

without, previous to the opening of the door of the

mouth of the retort. To effect this the workman

raises the cup X, by means ofthe chain, so that the

small hole Y, in the cup X, becomes raised out of

the tar in the cup L, and he closes it ag^in when

the retort is charged : this operation requires

two minutes. We have stated already, that the door

of the retort is gTOund air-tight, and hence it

requires no luting.

Jldvantages of the method of manufacturing

Coal Gas hy means of Horizontal Rotary

Retorts.

The advantages of the mode of manufacturing

coal gas by means of horizontal rotary retorts, con-

sist in a saving of fuel, time, labour, and machi-

nery, a gain in the cjuantity of gas, and increase

in the quantit}^ of coke.

Saving offuel.—The mass of coal subjected to

decomposition being reduced from the dimension
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required in the old plan (by means of cylindrical

retorts) to the narrowest available limits, there

being no outward crust of coke to be kept red hot

for hours to no purpose, while the decomposition

of the interior mass of coal is going" on ;—the coke

itself being as soon as formed removed from the

source of heat, and applied while cooling, to warm

up a fresh supply of coal next in order of becoming

decomposed, instead of being discharged in a red

hot state, into the open air, as requires to be done

in the practice before detailed—the whole fuel in

short being necessarily and beneficially expended

—

the saving of coal employed as fuel in this respect,

is exactly the gaining of all that is lost on the plan

of employing cylindrical or any of the retorts be-

fore described. Hence one chaldron of coal is

decomposed at the gas establishments where hori-

zontal rotary retorts are in action by means of

twenty per cent of fuel, and at some establish-

ments an expert stoker Mill work the retorts

with fifteen per cent of fuel.

Saving of time.—The saving of time does not

merely amount to what is consequent on the spee-

dier decomposition of the coal, and the saving of
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that heat which formerly required to be kept up a

length of time to no adequate purpose ; it also in-

cludes all that is gained in consequence of the

revolving motion to which the coal is submitted,

superseding, as has been already mentioned, the ne-

cessity of discharging the coke in an ignited state

from the retort.

When the coke is removed, as previously ex-

plained, page 72, red hot from the cylindrical,

parallelopipedal, semi-cylindrical or ellipsoidal re-

torts, the charging of the distillatory vessel with

fresh coal produces such a sudden reduction of

temperature, that from three to four hours inevitably

elapse before the retort is again in a full working

state, and to this circumstance the workmen (per-

haps very justly) attribute the frequent sudden

injury which the distillatory cast-iron vessel sus-

tains.

Another striking advantage of the new mode of

decomposing coal is, that besides saving the time

which is wasted in keeping up an intense tempe-

rature unnecessarily the revolving apparatus pre-

vents entirely the loss occasioned by these three or

four hours of unnecessary cooling of the distillatory
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vessel. For each series of trays, or coal boxes,

containing the ignited coke, of the horizontal

rotary retort, being suffered to cool within the

retort before the coke is discharged, and being

placed in contact with a fresh supply of coal, the

temperature of the retort is kept up uniformly the

same from beginning to end.

Saving of Labour.—In consequence of the

superior facility with w Inch the mode of decom-

posing coal in thin layers and removing the coke

as fast as it is formed is effected, the saving in

point of labour is very great. The charging and

discharging ofthe retort isperformed in two minutes.

Hence one chaldron of coal may be decomposed by

means of three horizontal rotary retorts, each

twelve feet six inches in diameter, and with the

attendance oftwo men, in eight hours, and produces

from fifteen thousand, to eighteen thousand cubic

feet of gas, whilst ten thousand cubic feet of gas

can only be obtained from the same quantity of coal

in eight hours, by means of twenty cylindrical

retorts, attended by the same number of workmen.

Saving of machinery.—When we compare the

original cost and wear and tear of the horizontal
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rotary retorts, with the cost and deterioration of a set

of cylindrical, parallelopipedal, ellipsoidal, or semi-

cylindrical retorts of an equal power, (that is to say

to produce a like quantity of gas, in a given time,)

a difference not less striking presents itself in

favour of the horizontal retort.

We have stated already, that cylindrical, ellipsoi-

dal, parallelopipedal, or semi-cylindrical retorts,

when constantly kept in action, and worked to the

greatest advantage, cannot be made to last longer

than six months.*

Only one-third part of the top and bottom plates

of the rotary retort being exposed to the action

of heat, are alone liable to deterioration. It is

only necessary therefore that these parts of the

vessel be renewed, while the other parts remain

uninjured for years. The new top and bottom

plates being rivetted to the old and undecay^d

part, without deranging the rest, the retort is

rendered as good as new.

* They are frequently rendered unfit for use in three months, and

at some works in two months, owing not less to the irregularity of

the temperature at which they are worked, than to the carelessness of

the workmen.
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Gain in the quantiti/ ofgas.—A large increase

in the quantity of gas obtained, is a natural conse-

quence of the mode in which the decomposition of

coal is effected by means of the horizontal rotary

retort.

Every body knows that coal, when decomposed

slowly, affords a larger quantity of tar and animo-

niacal liquor, but a less quantity of gas than when

decomposed rapidly.

In the former case, the formation of the proxi-

mate products which coal is capable of furnishing

is effected properly ; the bituminous part of the

coal is developed under the most favourable cir-

cumstances.

But when coal, after being previously deprived

of moisture, is very suddenly heated to a high tem-

perature, in thin sti^ta, and small portions at a time,

so that the vaporous products instead of becoming

condensed, are made to come into contact with a

substance (which in this case is the roof ofthe retort,)

kept constantly at a temperature rather higher

than that at which gold, silver, and copper melts,

(32°, Wedgwood, or 5237^ Fahrenheit,) a very

different arrangement of principles takes place,

K
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The greatest portion of tar whicli tlie coal is

capable of furnishing, instead of being produced in

a liquid form, becomes then decomposed into car-

buretted hydrogen, and olifiant gas. That portion

oftar which escapes decomposition, is condensed in

the perpendicular pipe H, fig. 2, plate II., or H,

fig. 2, plate VII., and falls back again into the

retort, where it is also decomposed when the coal

upon which it falls comes under the process of

decomposition.

Hence the quantity of tar obtained by means of

horizontal rotary retorts, is very small ; it seldom

exceeds the proportion mentioned page 123, when

the retort is worked to the greatest advantage. This

quantity is considerably diminished, when New-

castle coal, broken into pieces of the size of split

pease is decomposed in strata, not exceeding two

inches in thickness. The quantity of tar afforded by

a chaldron of coal then amounts to thirty pounds,

whilst at the same time the quality of the g*as

is improved ; because coal tar furnishes olifiant

gas, which the coal alone, when distilled by

means of cylindrical or other shaped cast-iron

retorts of the usual form, cannot produce, or at
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least but in a small quantity. One gallon of coal tar

yields 15 cubic feet of olifiant gas, m hich greatly

increases the illuminating power of the carburetted

hydrogen

.

From what has been so far stated, it will be

understood why one chaldron of iVewcastle coal,

when decomposed by the new process, may

readily be made to produce from 15,000 to 18,000

cubic feet of gas and upwards, whereas the same

quantity of coal, if decompoed by the old method,

yields only upon an average 10,000 cubic feet ofgas.*

In the former case, the greater part of the essen-

tial oil and tar which the coal would have afforded

is decomposed, as stated already by virtue of the

high temperature to which' the vapourous tar is

suddenly exposed in the horizontal rotary retort,

which is not the case when coal is decomposed in

the retorts of the old construction.

Gain in the quantity of coke.—With the cylin-

drical or cast-iron retorts ofthe old shapes, the quan-

* The experimeuts exhibiting the maximum quantity of gas

obtainable from coal, see page 44, were made with the horizontal

rotary retorts at the Royal Mint. Similar results have also been ob-

tained at the Westminster Gas-Works.

k2
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tity of coke obtained from a g-iven quantity of coal

is npon an average 25 per cent, increase by

measure from the best kind of Newcastle and Sun-

derland coal, but taking- into account the Avaste

incurred in breaking- out and removing- the red hot

coke from the retort, which requires the applica-

tion of rakers and crow bars, a considerable

portion of it becomes reduced to dust or breeze,

and hence no more than bulk for bulk of the coal

decomposed can seldom be depended upon as the

ultimate saleable quantity of coke.*

In the new mode of carbonizing coal by means

of the horizontal rotary retorts, the increase of coke

is 150 per cent, by measure, so that one chaldron of

Newcastle coal produces two and a halt chaldron of

coke—this is the quantity produced upon an average.

But when the retort is worked at a temperature to

* There is a vast diflereuce with regard to the quality as well

as quantity of coke obtained from different kinds of coal. Some kinds

of coal produce a species of coke Which is so friable that it will hardly

bear being moved from place to place without crumbling into dust,

others produce coke in pieces of the size of small pebbles, while a

third sort affords coke of a stony hardness.
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produce at the rate of 18,000 cubic feet of gas from

the chaldron of coal, the increase of coke by mea-

sure is 175 percent.; in that case, the layers ofcoal in

the coal boxes must not exceed two inches in thick-

ness, so that the volume of coke is in the ratio of the

quantity of gas produced and the rapidity and

elevation of temperature at which the decomposi-

tion of the coal is effected.

The coke being withdrawn from the place where

it is formed by merely turning the boxes containing-

it, npside down, all waste is avoided.

With respect, again, to the quality of the coke, it

w ill be observed that when the coal is rapidly car-

bonized in thin layers, and has full liberty to

expand freely, as in the case of the horizontal

rotary retort, it affords a light and porous coke,

whereas in the cylindrical, paralellopipedal, semi-

c}lindrical, or ellipsoidal retorts, the coke being

compressed, the intense heat to which it is so long

and superfluously exposed, renders it extremely

dense, and of a stony hardness.

The latter sort of coke is unquestionably prefer-

able for the smelter, and all furnace operations,

standing the blast of the bellows Avell . But the coke
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produced in the new mode of operating, is better

suited for the great majority of domestic purposes,

kindling more readily, and making a more cheerful

fire. The combustion of the dense, or as it is now

called, cylinder coke, can be only kept up when

used in a common grate, by a strong draft of air,

and it is therefore not so well suited for fuel for

domestic purposes, to make a small fire ; but the

coke obtained by the horizontal rotaiy retort,

readily maintains its own combustion, even when

in small masses ; hence it may be used without

any trouble, either in the fire-place of the cottager,

or of the prince, and accordingly it bears a higher

price in the market.

Directions to workmen, with regard to the ma-

nagement ofHorizontal Rotary Retorts.

The circumstance most essential to the economi cal

application of the horizontal rotary retort, is, as has

been repeatedly stated, that the coal shall be spread

in thin layers in the boxes of the retort, not ex-

ceeding from two to four inches in thickness ; and

it may be laid down as a general rule, that the
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thinner the layers, and the higher the temperature,

the greater will be the proportion of gas, the greater

the bulk of coke, and the smaller the quantity of

tar.

The coal before it is submitted to the distillatory

process, should be as dry as possible, and the more

it is comminuted the better. The very refuse of the

coal called slacks provided it is perfectly free from

foreign matter, answers best. It should also be

spread in the trays, in even layers.

When the retort is in a good working state, the

temperature should be kept up by the application

of small quantities of fuel at a time. A prodigious

saving of fuel may be effected by attending the fire

properly, and it is this which distinguishes a care-

ful stoker from a bungler. For in the working of

this retort particularly, it is a wasteful process to

clog up the fire-place with a large quantity of fuel

injudiciously applied. The difference in this

respect, with regard to the economy of fuel is so

great, that an expert stoker will work the retort

with one-third less of fuel and half the labour

that would be employed by a negligent workman.

The quantity of gas produced from a chaldron of
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coal may be ascertained by the gas metre, or by the

gas holder, if the outlet valve of the latter be shut

during the distillatory process.

The heat at the same time employed for working

the retort, will be best defined for the stoker's

guide, by copying carefully on paper the red tint

of the retort, as seen through the sight hole, made

for that purpose in the brick-work directly over the

fire-place.

The first six feet of the perpendicular pipe H,fig.

1, plate II., which conveys the distillatory products

from the retort, should be well cleaned out once a

month, the bonnet at the bended part of the pipe

H, fig. 1, is provided for that purpose, as already

stated, page 119.

A\ hen the retort remains uncharged, the fire

must be kept low in order to prevent its getting

beyond the usual temperature, and the arms and

moveable axis should be turned occasionally, and

the door kept close.

The fire tiles which cover the flues under the

retort should be examined about once a fortnight,

and if a tile is melted or broken, it must be replaced
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by a new one, because the preservation of the retort

greatly depends upon this precaution.

All the parts of the arms composing- the move-

able disc within the retort, may be taken out of the

door of the retort, if they should require a repair,

first taking off the cap from the perpendicular pipe

E, fig. 1, plate II., surrounding the shaft of the

retort, then the centre piece, or rose centre, F, fig.

2, plate II., the shaft D, fig. 2, plate III., may be

drawn up through the pipe which surrounds it. ,

When the retort requires cleaning, which should

be done once every six or eight months, a screw may

be attached to the upper extremity of the shaft D,

which passes through the retort ; by this means, the

arms and rose centre within the retort can easily be

raised, to leave the bottom of the retort quite clear,

in order that the lumps of coke, that may be scat-

tered about, may be easily removed. And if an

incrustation of coke should happen to be attached

to the bottom of the retort, it may be readily de-

tached by a crow bar, or other suitable instrument.

The trays or coal boxes, fig. 12, plate II., may be

made by the stoker, of sheet iron, (called in com-

merce No. 16,) framed upon a wooden mould made

for the purpose.
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The temperature best suited for the decomposi-

tion of coal by means of the horizontal rotary retort

depends, as has been already stated in the case of

cylindrical cast-iron retorts, altogether on the price

of coal, and the price which can be obtained for

the coke.

In all places where the average price of coal,

equal in quality to (Bewick and Craister's Walls

End) Newcastle coal, or any other species of coal,

capable of producing from fifteen to eighteen thou-

sand feet of gas from one chaldron, is not less than

<^2.8s. the chaldron (27Cwt.) or upwards,and where

coke can be sold at the average price of £.1 the

chaldron, the horizontal rotary retort should be

worked at such a temperature, that when viewed

through the sight hole, it shall appear of a bright

cherry redness, and at which it produces from

15,000 to 16,000 cubic feet of gas, from a chaldron

of coal.

But in all other places where coal of the same

quality to (Bewick and Craister's Walls End)

Newcastle coal, may be purchased at £.1 8s. the

chaldron, or at a less price, it will be more advan-

tageous to the manufacturer, to work the horizontal
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rotary retort, at a lower temperature, so as to pro-

duce only at the rate of thirteen or fourteen thou-

sand cubic feet of gas from the chaldron of coal.

In the latter case the manufacturer expends coal

in order to save his retort, whereas in the former

case he economizes the fuel, as productive of a g^ain

more than commensui'ate for the waste of the retort.

\^ hen the supply ofgas required, happens at any

time to be less than the retort a^ hen in action is

capable of furnishing, the fire must then be kept

low, but the retort should never be suffered to ac-

cjuire a lower temperature, than that of a dull red

heat visible bv dav-lisht.



PART Vlll.

Purifying Apparatus, or Lime JUachine.

CvOAL g-as, even as obtained from the best species

of coal, must be rendered pure before it is fit for

the purpose of ilkimination. The gas in its crude

state always contains a portion of sulphuretted hy-

drogen and cai'bonic acid ; andwhen burnt, although

its illuminating pow er is greater in an impure than

in a pure state, it produces an oppressive and suffo-

cating odour, which is speedily perceptible in con-

fined places. The gaseous product evolved during

its combustion, blackens paint and tarnishes metallic

bodies ; an impure gas besides strongly acts upon

the copper branch pipes through which it is

conveyed.
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To obviate these defects the sulphuretted hydro-

gen and carbonic acid which are the cause of them

must be removed, and to effect this, no method

more economical and efficacious, has as yet been

discovered, than to bring the gas confined under a

pressure equal to a column of water, not less

than eight or ten inches in height, into contact with

quick-lime, diffused through water. Other means

have been tried, but all of them have failed to be

sufficiently efficacious or economical on a large

scale.

Lime Machine originally employed for the

PnriJicatio?i of Coal Gas.

In the lime-machine, until lately in use, the gas

was made to pass in the apparatus, through passages

which could not be guarded from being stopped up

in the course of time by the concretion of a cjuantity

of carbonate and hydro-sulphuret of lime, formed

during the purification of the gas, so that when the

stoppage occurred, a prodigious pressure was pro-

duced in the machine, in consequence of which, it

was either found impossible to keep the distillatory
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apparatus air-tight, or if this was accomplished, a

great part of the gas was forced through tlie purify-

ing apparatus, without coming in contact with the

lime, by driving the column ofmixture of lime and

water before it, and ofcourse without being rendered

fit for use, previous to its passing into the gas reser-

voir. This effect was unavoidable without the

precaution of employing a very dilute mixture of

quick-lime and water.

Numerous instances have also occurred Adhere

from the increased pressure which the gas exerted

in the lime apparatus, the tar from the hydraulic

main was driven up with a prodigious force

through the dip pipe, P, fig. 2, plate IV., into the

retort when the retortwas opened, where it took fire

to the imminent danger of the whole establishment.

The apparatus originally employed was com-

posed of a large vessel closed on all sides to

receive the gas ; within this was a smaller vessel

or lime trough open at top containing the quick-

lime and water ; and there was also a third vessel, or

inverted trough into which the gas was received.

This inverted trough was open at bottom, and

the edge of the open part was immersed beneath
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the surface of the mixture of lime and water con-

tained in the lime-trough, so that the gas which

was introduced in the last-mentioned inverted

troug-h could not escape therefrom, except rising

up through the lime and water. To facilitate this,

holes or openings were made in the inverted trough

near the bottom edge thereof, and beneath the sur-

face of the purify ing mixture, so that the bubbles of

gas were obliged to rise up through these openings.

From this construction ofthe machine the apertures

through which the gas had to pass, were extremely

liable to become stopped up, and dangerous conse-

quences ensued.

In order to remedy in some measure the evil,

a plan was adopted by Mr. Melam, for making the

gas to pass in thin strata underneath a series of

shelves, placed horizontally in the machine so as to

expose the g-as in as large a surface as possible to

the contact of the lime and water, and employing

the purifying mixture at the same time in a more

dilute state :—this arrangement is as follows.

Fig. 4; plate V., represents a vertical section of the

machine ; itism^e of cast-iron plates, rendered air-

tight by screws, bolts, and iron cement. Itconsists of
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three separate chambers, a, a, a, destined to contain

the mixture of quick-hme and water. At the under

side of each chamber, is bolted a cylinder, h, 7i, /«,

the lower extremity of which is furnished with a

large flanch, extending nearly to within the whole

inner diameter ofthe machine.

From the bottom of each of the chambers, a, a, a,

proceeds a pipe curved upwards, and communicating

with a circular vessel, C, C, C, which serve for

the purpose pf charging the chambers, a, a, o, with

the mixture of quick-lime and water, and regulating

the level of the fluid within the chambers. The

curved pipe likewise prevents the escape of the gas

when the contents of the chambers a, a, a, are dis-

charged.

The vessels, C, C, C, are provided with a waste

pipe and stop-cock, as shown in the sketch, for

discharging the contents of one chamber into the

chamber placed below it, and lastly into the reser-

voir e.

b 6, are pipes which convey the gas into the

chambers, one extremity of each pipe communicates

with the cylinders h, h, A, and the other witlT the

chamber below it, and the lower pipe communi-
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cates with the valve M, so that by this means a com-

munication is formed from the lower cylinder /i, to

the middle cylinder ^, and from the middle to the

uppermost cylinder. K, is the exit pipe which

conveys the purified gas from the uppermost cham-

ber into the reservoir destined to receive it. Through

the centi'e of the machine passes a ^^Tought-iron

shaft, furnished with agitators or arms, to stir up

the mixture of quick-lime and water. The arms

are not immediately connected with the shaft,

but proceed from cast-iron hydraulic cups, of the

usual construction, by this means the escape of the

gas is prevented, nor can the fluid pass from one

chamber into another. The axis is put in motion,

by wheel-work as shown in the design e, the handle

for turning the shaft.

g, is a receiver to collect the condensible pro-

ducts. The contents of this vessel may be dis-

charged by a hand pump being attached to the upper

extremity of the pipejT, after the cap with which it

is closed is removed.

The operation of this lime machine is obvious.

The gas first passes into the lowermost chamber

of the cylinder h, where it comes in contact

L
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with the purifying mixture and passes through

the fluid to the top of the same chamber, and

thence through the pipe 6, into the cylinder above

it which communicates with the lower chamber,

where it is acted on again by the lime and water,

and bubbles up through the fluid to the top of the

chamber. From tljis compartment the gas passes

into the third cylinder, where it bubbles up and

passes through the linie and water ; and lastly it

makes its exit through the pipe K, into the gas-

holder or vessel destined to receive it.

When the mixture of quick-lime and water in the

compartments «, «, a, ofthe machine, requires to be

renewed, it is let ofl" by the stop-cock at the bottom

of the lowermost vessel into the reservoir e. The

fluid contained in the upper chamber may be

discharged into the chamber below it, and so on

with the chambers below it, care being taken to

close the stop-cock of the lower vessel. The ma-

chine may be recharged at the uppermost chamber

with the purifying mixture. Fig. 5, exhibits the

plan of the machine, h, b, 6, the tubes connecting

the chambers. B, the flanch of the cylinder k.

This machine has in part remedied the incon-
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veniences stated pages 141, 142, but the increase

in the quantity of the purifying materials which

the apparatus requires, is of itself productive of

most serious disadvantages.

The gi'eater accumulation of waste lime which

such a practice occasions, renders it necessary

that capacious reservoirs and sewers should be con-

structed to receive and carry ofFthe refuse materials,

and where an outlet by such means cannot be

obtained, the carting away the increased quantities

of waste matter adds greatly to the cost of the

g-as.

If attempts are made to convey the waste sub-

stances into the common sewers or drains of the

neighbourhood, the proprietors of gas works are

exposed to indictments for a nuisance at the

suit of the inhabitants, and when the near prox-

imity of any river or lake induces an attempt

to convey the waste materials thither, the most

serious injury may be done to the water, which be^

coming impregnated with hydrosulphuret of lime

is rendered unfit not only for domestic but for many

manufacturing purposes. The latter evil indeed

is one which operates also in a greater or lesser de«

l2
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gree, even m hen the foetid refuse or hydrosulphuret

is discharg-ed into the common sewers, all of

which ultimatel} empty themselves into some water

course, rivulet or lake. I would here beg to sug-

gest, that considering how rapidly the new mode of

procuring- light is extending throughout Britain,*

and how much the waters of the country are liable

to be contaminated, from discharging into them the

noxious refuse from the process of purifying coal

gas, so as to be rendered proportionably unfit for

the various purposes of domestic and manufacturing

economy, it is well deserving the attention of the

legislature, whether such contamination ought not

to be guarded against by prohibiting enactments.

It appears to me that it would be a wise exertion

of authority, to insert in every act of Parliament

gi'anted for incorporating Gas-light Companies, a

clause prohibiting the proprietors from ever con-

veying the waste material, or any other produce

from the manufacture of coal gas, either directly

* The Towns of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Liverpool, Bristol, Bath,

Cheltenham, Birmingham, Leeds, Manchester, Exeter, Macclesfield,

Kidderminster, Preston, Waterford, Rochester, Chatham and several

others, have betMi lighted Avith gas within these fo\v years.
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or indirectly into the common sewers, drains or

water courses, or into rivers and lakes adjacent.

The salubrity of the water we use is of as much

consequence to us, as any superior excellence or

saving- of cost in our light can possibly be, and we

ought to take care that in profiting b) an improve-

ment which science and art have discovered, we do

not unnecessarily depreciate one of those primary

blessings we oAve to the bounty of natui'c.

Li?ne Machine lately adopted.

In the improved purifying apparatus 'i* lately

brought into use, of which we shall now give an

account, a shaft or axis furnished with teeth or

claws, is applied within the interior of the

vessel, and made to act in such a manner as to scrape

out the openings or slits through which the gas has

to pass every time the axis is moved round, and by

which regular clearance all chance of stoppage is

* This machine has been adopted at the gas works at Chester,

Birmingham, Kidderminster, Bi-istol, and in m.any other provincial

Gas Establishments.
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avoided without any augmentation of the purifying

mixture.

The lime trough is also made moveable on a

centre or axis, in such a manner that it may readily

be inverted by a lever from the outside, for the

purpose of emptying its contents into the bottom

of an exterior vessel, from which the waste mate-

rials may be discharged at pleasure.

With this machine we are farther enabled to em-

ploy the purifying mixture in a semi-fluid state, and

consequently in a much less bulk ; and after having

suffered it to remain in the reservoir destined to

receive it, the waste substance speedily acquires

such a degree of solidity that it may be dug out

with a spade and carted away in a small compass.

The safety of the apparatus is therefore insured and

the construction of expensive drains and sewers is

rendered unnecessary. The following description

will render the construction of the improved appa-

ratus obvious.

A, A, fig. 2, plate II., is a rectangular four-sided

prism, made of cast-iron plates, screwed together

air-tight with bolts and cement. The base of the

prism terminates in a rectangular four-sided pyra-
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mid placed with its apex downwards. It is sur-

rounded by an iron stage, supported upon pillai-s,

as shown in the design.

Within this vessel, which in fact composes only

the outer case of the apparatus, is contained an

oblong trough B, fig. 2, plate II., (it is shown in

the design as if broken down), moveable upon an

horizontal axis, fixed to one of its longest sides,

so that by means of the wheel C, or lever communi-

cating with the axis, and applied on the outside of

the machine, the trough B, may be inverted, and

its contents discharged into the exteiior case, or

lower part A, A, of the machine. The part B, of

the machine is called the lime trough, because it is

destined to contain the quick-lime and water, by

means of which the crude coal g"as is purified.

Within this trough B, is inverted an oblong rectan-

gular box D, closed at top and open at bottom,

called the air-box, because it receives the gas to

be purified. ^~

In each of the longest sides of the box D, are

perpendicular openings or slits (as shown in the de-

sign) exactly opposite to each other. Through the

whole length of this box D, passes a horizoijtal axis

furnished with as many teeth or cla^vsas thereare up-
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right openings, through each side of the box.

Theseclaws extend a little way through the openings

so thatwhen the axis, which passes through a stuffing

box, is made to revolve by means ofthe handle X, the

ends of the claws pass through the openings and

scrape them out every time the axis is turned. The

claws operate first on the openings of one side ofthe

box and then on those on the opposite side. They

pass quite through and therefore keep them clear
;

those parts of the claws which enter into the open-

ings are narrow in the direction of their motion,

and that part of each claw which is nearest to the

centre, is broad and flat, hence they act as paddles

or rowers whilst they are in motion, to stir up the

quick-lime and water.

Fig. 10, plate III., represents a transverse section

of this part of the apparatus. B, B, is the lime

trough ; D, the air box inverted into the lime

trough ; the dotted circle shows the sweep of the

claws when the shaft is put in motion. The darts

show the course of the gas.

Fig. 10, plateVI., represents a plan of the machine.

G, shows the inverted air-trough with its axis, and

the claws or teeth fixed upon the axis. H, is the

lime trough. A, the outer case of the machine; R,
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R, the axis, to which is affixed the wheel or lever, for

inverting the trough H. L, the axis and handle to

give motion to the shaft upon which the claws

are fixed, for stirring up the contents of the lime

trough.

The inverted air-box D, fig. 2, plate II., is sup-

ported within the outer case of the machine A, A,

fig. 2, plate II., by cross bars, and the axis is put in

motion by the handle X, on the outside of the ma-

chine. It is rendered air-tight by a stuffing box, and

is provided with wheel-work, as shewn in the design,

fig. 2, plate II., to communicate the motion to the

axis.

The gas is brought into the air box by the pipe

N, fig. 3, which proceeds from the tar vessel, fig.

3, plate II. The gas cannot escape out of the ma-

chine without displacing the column of fluid in the

lime trough, in order to make its way through the

openings or upright slits in the side of the air box

D, and thus bubbling up through the mixture of

quick-lime and water, the depth of which is one

foot. The sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid

being thus made to combine with the lime, the

carburetted hydrogen is left more or less pure, it
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is conveyed into the gas metre, by the pipe V,

where it is to be measured, and from thence by the

pipe W, fig. 4, into the gas-holder.

When the purifying mixture is to be removed,

the workman unbolts the wheel C, fig. 2, and turns

it half way round
;

(if the emptying of the hme

trough requires more power than can conveniently

be applied by means of the wheel, the axis of the

trough may be worked with a tooth and pinion, a

small wheel being attached to the axis of the pinion

as a perpetual handle ;) this motion inverts theUme

trough B, and its contents become discharged into

the outer case forming the inverted pyramid of

the apparatus, whence the waste materials may be

conveyed into the reservoir or pit Q, by drawing

open the sliding valve o, fig. 2, plate II., or o, fig. 3,

plate VII., added for that purpose to the discharging

pipe P, fig. 2, plate II., o\*p, fig. 3, plate VII. To

prevent the air entering into the machine when the

waste liine is discharged, the lower extremity of the

outlet pipe P, dips into the basin Q, fig. 2, plate

II., which always contains a portion of the waste

fluid and thus seals the extremity of the pipe P.

One side of the lime-machine is provided with
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tMO large lenses, to admit light into the interior of

the apparatus, so that by means of an eye-glass fixed

in a proper place, the workman is enabled to see

into the interior of the apparatus. And Avhen

the machine requires to be cleaned out, the man-

hole as it is called, is opened for the workmen to

enter into the apparatus to remove any solid incrus-

tation of carbonate of lime, or hydrosulphuret of

lime that may happen to be formed in the lime

trough, or any other part of the apparatus.

The wheel C, is loaded with a counter-weight,

to balance the weight ofthe lime trough . To bring

the lime trough again into a proper position, to be

re-charged with a fresh portion of the purifying-

mixture, the workman turns the wheel C half round,

the contrary way to that which caused the trough to

be turned topside-down, and the trough may then be

re-tilled with a fresh portion of lime and water from

the reservoir R, fig. 2, plate II., (or R, fig. 3, plate

VTI.,) containing the mixture ready prepared. Y,

is a pipe to bring water fi'om a cistern into the lime

reservoir R. The prepared lime which is to supply

the machine is put into the vessel R, and a sufti-
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ciency of water being mixed with it, the mixture is

stirred up to the consistence of a semi-fluid mass.

T, shows the pipe furnished with a sliding

valve S, for conveying the purifying mixture of

quicklime and water into the lime trough from the

reservoir R, which is furnished with an agitator to

stir up its contents.

To give motion to the shaft for stirring up the

contents of the lime trough D, the inventor of this

machine (Mr. Clegg,) has happily applied the gas,

to act as a power for that purpose. This operation

will be explained hereafter in describing the gas

metre.

The pipe N, which conveys away the purified

gas, proceeds from an hydraulic valve, to cut oft' the

communication between the g^as holder and the

lime machine, if occasion should require it, and to

prevent the gas from passing back from the gas

holder into the lime machine.

It consists of a box containing Avater into which

dips a small pipe, by means of which the gas passes

out of the lime machine, and from thence into the

pipe V, communicating with the gas metre. The
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box is furnished with a tube curved upwards to

discharge the water when it accumulates above the

required height, and to prevent any quantity being

thrown out ofthe hydraulic valve, by the concussion

of the fluid in the lime trough.

One cubic foot capacity of the lime trough is

sufficient to purify 1000 cubic feet of gas obtained

from Newcastle coal in twent} -four hours.

Test Apparatus, for certifying the purity of

coal gas, and the proper manner of icorking

the Lime Machine.

The proper purification of the g^as being a

matter of essential importance, as already illustrated

page 140, it becomes of great consequence to have

some ready means of ascertaining whether the

workman does his duty in this respect, by keeping

the lime trough D, fig. 2, plate II., properly

charged with the requisite quantity of lime and

water necessary for the purification of the gas.

For this purpose an apparatus has been adapted

by Mr. Clegg to the lime machine, which serves

not only to indicate the quantity of fluid con-
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tained in the machine when gas is manufactured,

but which also enables the w orkmen to appreciate

the quantity of quick-lime necessary for the puri-

fication of the g"as, and to ascertain its purity.

The apparatus consists of a closed cup C, fig. 23,

plate IV., partly filled with any coloured liquid. Into

this cup is cemented, air-tight, a straight glass tube

a, about 2^ feet long and a i of an inch in the bore ;

the lower extremity of the tube nearly touches the

bottom of the cup, and is therefore sealed by the

fluid. (/, d, is a small copper tube, which forms a

communication between the air confined above the

surface of the fluid in the guage cup C, and the

gas which is proceeding into the lime-trough.

The communication may be established at any

part of the pipe which conveys the g"as into

the lime machine. When the connection is

made, the fluid in the guage cup C, will be

driven up into the perpendicular measuring tube

a, by the pressure of the gas, to an altitude

equal to a column of liquid containeti in the

lime-trough. It is essential that the tube a, be

at least 2t feet in height, if the depth of the lime-

trouah is one foot, for without this precaution, the
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fluid will rise out of the tube in consequence of

the oscillation which it suffers. By this means the

overseer of the ^vorks will be enabled, by mere

inspection, to kno\v whether the workmen have

charged the lime trough with the mixture of

quick-lime and water to the requisite height,

which should never be less than from ten to

fifteen inches. Because the abstraction of the sul-

phuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid gas, from

the carburetted hydrogen with which it is com-

bined, is greatly facilitated by pressure, and there

is no inconvenience whatever in operating under

a pressure of a column of fluid of even double the

height that has been stated, provided the apparatus

is properly constructed. From experiments made

on this subject, I am justified in stating that

one half of the quantity of quick-lime that is re-

quired for the purification of coal gas in the

ordinary way, is sufficient, if the column of the

liquid opposed to the gas is raised to twenty inches

high, nor is the evolution of the gas in any degree

retarded under such a pressure.

The curved tube d d, which is cemented air-tight

into the gauge cup c, has a free communication
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with the gas in the guage cup c. It serves to

enable the workmen to form some notion of the

chemical constitution of the crude g-as, before it

passes into the lime machine. For if the stop cock

e of the tube be opened, and the descending leg a

pf the bended tube d be immersed in a glass con-

taining a solution of super acetate of lead, some

notion may be formed by a little practice of the

quantity of lime requisite for the purification of

the gas, from the quantity of (black precipitate)

hydrosulphuret of lead produced. Two per cent of

quick-lime to the coal employed (ifNewcastle coal) is

usually sufficient for the complete abstraction of all

the sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid, con-

tained in the crude gas, provided the operation be

carried on under a pressure of not less than a

column of water twelve inches in height.

The test tube ^f, properly so called, may be

adapted to any part of the pipe which conveys the

purified gas to its place of destination. It serves to

ascertain the purity of the gas, after it has been acted

on by quick-lime, by suffering the gas to pass

from the tube into a solution of super acetate

of lead, which speedily becomes discoloured, if the
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gas contains sulphuretted hydrogen. The presence

of carbonic acid is rendered obvious, by a white

precipitate being produced when the gas is niade to

pass through barytic water. The precipitate, which

is carbonate of barytes, effervesces with acids.

It must be obvious that the apparatus which we

have now been describing does not require to be

placed in the immediate vicinity of the gas light

machinery. It may be arranged in the counting-

house of the overseer, who, by mere inspection, can

then at all times detect the slightest irregularity or

insufficiency in the process thus given to the gas

light manufacture, a degree of scientific controul

of which few arts can boast.

The following method has been found econo-

mical and convenient, for preserving quick-lime in

a ready state, fit for the purification of coal gas.

Take the lime as soon as possible after it is burnt

;

put it into a pit eight or ten feet long, five or six

wide,and five or six deep, constructed of brick-work

and level with the ground. By this pit set a wooden

trough about six feet long, three feet broad, and

two feet deep. The trough should have at one end

a hole about six inches square, covered with an iron

M
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grating", the l)ars of which are a quarter of an

inch distant. Let this grating be provided with a

shder, which can occasionally be drawn up to un-

cover, or pushed down to cover, the grating'. Put

three or four bushels of lime at a time into the

trough ; throw water on it, and mix it up into a

thick fluid mass with a hoe perforated with holes.

When there is a good quantity of liquid, draw up

the slider and let the slacked lime run into the pit.

Throw more water on the remaining unslacked

lime, and lastly reject those pieces which will not

slack. The trough should have a small inclina-

tion and project over the pit.

After the lime thus slacked has been five or six

hours in the pit, it will take the consistence of a

stiff* paste, which it retains for years. It should then

be kept covered to keep it clean and to exclude the

free contact of the air. For those who use larger

quantities of lime, several pits should be constructed

in preference to one larger reservoir. When the

lime is wanted for use it may be dug out with a

spade, and readily diluted with a sufficient quantity

of water.

The quick-lime thus prepared forms a perfect ho-
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mogeneous mixture. The practice of throwing lime

simply slackened into the lime cistern is a wasteful

and slovenly process, as will becomes obvious on

examining" the waste hydrosulphuret of lime dis-

charged from the machine, which will be found to

abound with lime in a concrete form, unacted on

by the substances with which it was intended to

combine.

m2



PART IX.

Gas Holder.

J. HE name of gas holder, or, as it is improperly

called, gasometer, is given to the vessel employed

for collecting the gas and storing it up for use. In

the principle and construction of this part of the

gas light machinery, peculiarly valuable improve-

ments have of late been made. They have contri-

buted to lessen the expence of the apparatus so

much, that a reservoir for storing up any quantity

of gas, may now be furnished for nearly one half

the sum which such a vessel cost as originally

constructed.
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In the infancy of the art of lighting with coal

gas, the reservoir was encumbered with a heavy ap-

pendage of chains, wheel-work and balance A^eights,

and from the construction of the machine, it was

necessary to guard it from the impulse of the wind,

the action of m hich on the gas holder, AAOuld have

rendered the lights which the machine supplied

with gas, unsteady.

Hence it was necessary to inclose the gas holder

in a building, called the gasometer house, which

formed one of the largest items of expenditure

which the proprieter of a gas light establishment

was called upon to defray.

Now, however, the whole of these expensive

appendages is dispensed with, nor is the gasometer

house to contain the gas holder any longer neces-

sary, and the machine as now constructed may be

fixed in the open air.

Gas Holder as originally employed.

The gas holder, of the original construction, con-

sists of two principal parts ; first, of a cistern or

re^eiToir of water, usually constructed of masonry,

or of cast-iron plates, bolted and screwed together
;
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and secondly, of an air-tight vessel which is closed at

top and open at bottom, inverted with its open end

downwards into the cistern of water. This vessel

is always made of sheet-iron plates rivetted together

air-tight, and was suspended by a chain or chains,

passing over wheels, supported by a frame work.

If the common air be allowed to escape from the

inner vessel, when its open end is under the edge

of the water in the outer cistern, it will freely de-

scend, and water will occupy the place of the air; but

if the avenue of the escape be stopped, and air be

made to pass through the water, the suspended

inverted vessel will rise to make room for the air.

And, again, if the suspended vessel be counterpoised

by a weight, so as to allow it to be a little heavier

than the quantity of water which it displaces, it

will descend, if, the entering gas be withdrawn

through an outlet made in the vessel to permit the

gas to escape. But if the outlet be stopped, and air

again be admitted under the vessel, it will rise again.

The apparatus, therefore, is not only a reservoir for

storing up the gas introduced into it, but serves to

expel the gas which it contains, when required.
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into the pipes and mains connected with this ma-

chine.

According to this construction of the apparatus

the interior inverted vessel forms strictly what is

termed the gas holder. It is suspended as already

stated in the outer cistern, by a chain or chains,

passing' over pullies, supported by blocks and frame

work, and to the chain there is affixed a counterpoise

balance, of such a relative weight, as to allow the

gas holder a slow descent into the water, in order

to propel the gas into the mains or vessel destined

to receive it, with a very small and uniform

weight.

It will be obvious, that when a gas holder of this

construction becomes immersed in the water, it

loses as much of its weight as is equal to the bulk

of water which it displaces, and hence to render its

descent uniform, and to preserve the gas within,

of an invariable density, at any degTce of immersion,

a greater counterpoise is required as the gas holder

rises out of the water.

Among various methods which have been

adopted to attain this object, the ends oi the chains

by which the gas holder is suspended, have been
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fastened in separate grooves, in the edge of a large

wheel or pullc} , of such a diameter, that the gas

holder rises to its full height, before the Mheel

makes one revolution.

In another groove in the edge of the same wheel,

\s-ds tixe;l the end of another chain, to which a

balance weight A\as suspended. This weight was

made nearly ecjual to the a\ eight of the gas holder.

To equalize the density cf the gas within the g'as

holder, at any degree of immersion of the vessel,

the weight chain was made to pass over a wheel,

furnished a\ ith a spiral groove, so as to make the

radii of the wheel, change reciprocally with the

relative weight of the gxis holder, and consequently

to render the pressure of the gas holder constant

and uniform.

Another and more elegant method of obtaining an

uniform elasticity of the gas AAithin the gas holder,

and which has been more generally adopted, con-

sists in passing the chain or chains by which the

g'as holder is suspended over a pully or wheels, and

making the weight of that poition of the chain,

which is equal to the depth of the g'as holder, or

that part of it which becomes immersed into the
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water, equal to one half of the weight of the specific

gravity of the gas holder.

It is obvious that before the purified gas can be

admitted into the gas holder, the vessel must be

allowed to descend to the bottom of the exterior

cistern, in order to get rid of the common air Mhich

it contains. This may be effected rapidly by open-

ing the Tnian hole at the top of the gas holder, to

cause the vessel to descend completely into the outer

cistern filled with A\ater. The man hole is then

screwed up again air-tight, and the machine is ready

to receive the gas. It is obvious that the operation

of opening the man hole for letting out the, common

air, requires only to be done once prior to the com-

mencing of the Avorking of tlie apparatus.

Gas Holder with Governor^ or Regulating

Gauge, lately brought into use.

It must be obvious that the gas holder, of which

a description has been given in the preceding page,

requires a machinery at once ponderous and very

delicate, qualities not easily reconciled in the

construction of such a machine. It is necessary
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that the specific gravity apparatus, or regulating

chain, wheel work and balance weight, should be

constructed so correctly as never to suffer the gas

within the vessel, to alter its elasticity. The ma-

chinery requires an expensive framing for its sup-

port, and independently of this, the gas holder

must be inclosed in a building, in order to protect

it from the impulse of the wind, the action of which

would render the lights supplied from the apparatus

unsteady, as already stated. The expensive and

cumbersome specific gravity apparatus has been

wholly superseded by an ingenious contrivance

called the regulator or governor. The action of this

machine, for which we are indebted to Mr. Clegg,

is, that it regulates the density of the gas prior to

its entering into the mains, to any required degree,

whatever its density may be in the gas holder.

To accomplish this object, the apparatus through

which the gas passes into the mains, is provided

with an aperture which is capable of being enlarged

or diminished by a very slight force. To effect

this object the gas is made to enter a small

vessel, and then to pass through a regulating aper-

ture, the capacity of which becomes enlarged or
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diminished by the velocity of the gas to a certain

standard. If the pressure of the g^as in the gas

holder becomes increased, the regulating aperture

through -w hich the gas passes into the mains, be-

comes diminished, in such a proportion, that the

velocity with which the gas issues into the mains,

remains constant and uniform. And on the other

hand, if the pressure of the gas in the gas holder

becomes diminished, the regulating aperture of the

governor becomes enlarged to effect the intended

regulation.

The following is a concise description of the

manner in which this instrument is constructed.

A,JB, C,D, fig. 9, pi. III. is a hollow cylindrical

vessel, or the outer case of the machine. It is made

of sheet iron or copper, japanned within and with-

out, closed at the top and bottom. It is placed

bet^^ een the gas holder and the mains, into which

the gas is to be conveyed, a, x, is a pipe which

proceeds from the outer vessel and branches up-

wards in the centre of the base of the outer vessel

A, B, C, D. It brings the purified gas into the

governor, b, T, is the outlet pipe which conveys the

gas from tlie governor into the mains. It is placed
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above the inlet pipe and communicates with the

interior vessel. G, H, a short projecting hollow

cylinder, ^hich proceeds downwards from the

centre of the base of the outer case of the

machine A, B, C, D. u, x, y, z, is the regulator,

properly so called ; it consists of a small conical

vessel, also made of sheet iron or copper, closed

at the top and open at bottom, japanned within

and witliout. This vessel rises and falls verti-

cally in the outer CAlindrical case. A, B, C, D,

of the machine, when the latter is filled with water,

it is kept steady in its motion by two slender guide

rods, as shewn in the sketch.

Between the inlet pipe which conveys the

gas into the governor, and the outlet pipe which

conveys the gas into the mains, is fixed horizon-

tally a partition plate, having a circular aperture

in the centre. This plate is seen between the

letters x, T.

Through this orifice passes a perpendicular axis

P, which is fixed at the top in the centre of the

regulator or interior floating vessel u, x, y, z.

The interior extremity of the axis P, is furnished

with a cone, having its base downwards, and pro-
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jecting beyond the pipe «, x, into the short

cylinder G, H. The base of this cone slightly

exceeds the diameter of the orifice .r, T, so as to

close up entirely, when the regulator is raised to

its greatest height in the outer vessel A, B, C, D.

But when the floating vessel u, .r, ?/, z, descends in

the outer vessel A, B, C, the vertex of the ad-

justing cone P, is just entering the aperture.

The regulator is conical, and its form is in exact

proportion to the loss of the weight of water which

it displaces ; so that the g"as conveyed into it always

retains an invariable density at whatever height the

regulator may be immersed in the water in the

outer vessel. If the outer vessel be filled with water

up to the top of the central branch pipe, the interior

vessel will float, and the water will stand in the

outer vessel at the same height as in the inside of

the regidator ; hence the density of the gas within

will be the same as the outer air. But the density

of the gas in the regulator may be increased at

pleasure by applying a weight to the top of the

regulator, the water will then stand higher on the

outside of the regulator than within, and this

adjustment will remain uniform, because the quan-
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tit}^ of matter of the regulator is in the ratio of its

specific gravity or loss of weight as it becomes

immersed in the water.

Let us suppose that the pipe above the parti-

tion plate be connected with a main, and thai

the outlet pipe below the partition plate be con-

nected with a g-as holder supplying gas into the

machine ; it will be evident that if the density of the

gas in the inletpipe becomes by any means increased,

a greater quantity of gas must pass betwixt the

sides of the adjusting cone and the aperture in the

partition plate, the consequence of which will be

that the floating regulator will rise, and therefore

contmct the area of the partition plate. And if,

on the contrary, the g"as in the inlet pipe decreases

in density the regulator will descend, so that what-

ever density the gas may at any time assume in

the gas holders or mains, its density in the floating

vessel M, X, y^ z, will remain uniform, and conse-

quently the velocity of the gas passing into the

mains will be regular.

For when the aperture of the partition plate

would admit more gas than what is necessary

for the density of the gass in the mains, the float-
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ing regulator rises, and by that means raises the

adjusting cone to diminish the aperture in the

partition plate, and when, on the contrary, the

aperture does not allow a sufficient quantity of gas

to come from the gas holders, the gas passes out of

the regulator into the mains, and in so doing the

regulator descends, and consequently the adjusting

cone increases the opening to admit the requisite

gas into the mains.

The further application of this machine, for

regulating the height of the gas flames issuing*

from burners or lamps of different kinds will be

shewn hereafter.

Gas Holder with Governor or Regulating

Guage at the Gas Works Chester.

Fig. 7, plate VI., exhibits a perpendicular sec-

tion of the gas holder at Chester. A, A, are wooden

beams or pillars fixed into sockets or shafts con-

structed on the outside of the brick-work, and

descending as seen in the design to the depth of

the tank. There are four of these pillars, three

only are seen in the section. B, B, are round iron
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guide rods rendered steady by stays at the upper

extremity of the rods.

To the upper and lower edges of the gas holder

are fastened eye bolts, C, C, through which the

guide rods, B, B, are inserted, so that the gas

holder must move steadily and firmly. D, E, are

the inlet and outlet pipes which convey the gas

into and out of the gas holder.

F, F, are diagonal stays for supporting the roof

of the gas holder, which has aslope often feet from

the centre to the circumference. G, is the wooden

curb at the lower margin of the machine.

This gas holder is circular. It measures forty-

eight feet in diameter, and thirteen feet in height

;

its weight is eight tons.

The regulator adapted to this gas holder, mea-

sures three feet across its base, and its height is

three feet three inches. The base of the regulating

cone is four inches, and its length two feet. The

machine is made of sheet iron japanned within and

without.
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GasHolder with Governor or Regulating Guage

at the Birmingham Gas Works.

The construction of this gxis holder, as exhibited

plate v., fig. 2, shows a perpendicular section, and

fig. 3, a plan of the machine; a, a, o, a, tig. 3,

are upright pillars, two of which B, B, are seen in

the section, fig. 2.

In the centre of the gas holder is fixed a pipe,

which allows the gas holder to slide on the central

guide rod G, made fast at the bottom ofthe cistern,

and at the top of the cross framing. C, C, are dia-

gonal stays; D, the inlet pipe which conreys the

gas into the g^as holder E ; the outlet pipe F, the

wooden curb.

The capacity of this g^as holder is 30,000 cubic

feet ; its regulator is precisely similar to that before

described . The weight ofthe gas holder, exclusive

of the wooden curbs at top and bottom, is between

eight and nine tons.^

The gas holder thus disencumbered of its specific

* The gas holder without specific gravit}' apparatus, at the Bristol

Gas Works, is constructed on a similar principle. Its capacity it

43,000 cubic feet. Its resfulator is like those already described.

X
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gravity apparatus, requires no building to enclose

it, it may" be erected in the open air, for the machine

cannot suffer from the rain or snow falling upon it,

nor can the action of the wind render the lights

unsteady

The saving- which has been effected by these im-

provements is very great. A gas holder without

balance weight and specific gravity apparatus, with

its governor, may be erected complete for action,

for little more than half the cost that would be re-

quired for the erection of an apparatus of the same

capacity constructed on the old plan.

The cheapest house constructed of sheet iron to

surround a circular gas holder of 15,000 cubic feet

capacity, supposing the surface of its cistern or

tank to be level with the ground, costs no less

than c£.320. The balance weights and chains

^.60, and the cast-iron framing for supporting the

specific gravity machinei'y <^.150.

The cost of a gas holder of the before-mentioned

capacity, will be c£.300, and a cast-iron tank

for it, J.800.—If the tank be constructed of

brick-work, it will cost about <£ .500, and if ofwood

(an iron-bound vat,) it will cost ,^.600.
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A governor or regulating guage adapted to a gas

holder of from 10,000 to 40,000 cubic feet capacity,

costs ^.50. In the construction of the gas holders,

as hitherto described, it is always advisable when

the situation will admit it, that the diameter to the

height of the machine should be in the proportion

as three to two. If these dimensions be observed,

and the gas holder is not burdened by iron stays,

it will not displace a column of water more than

one inch and a half in height. And by adapting

to the machine, a governor or regulating g*uage,

a considerable saving will be effected. The g-as

holder may then be constructed as shown fisr. 7,

plate VI., or fig. 2, plate V. A circular gas holder

of 30,000 cubic feet capacity, if properly con-

structed, weighs no more than eight or nine tons,

including its wooden curb at its lowest extremity,

and its diagonal stays.*

The roof of the machine ought to be constructed

of thicker sheet iron than those forming its sides.

* Mr. Lee of Manchester supplies his house, two miles distance

from the manufactory, by means of a portable gas holder.f A small

carriage upon springs conveys tvvo square close gas holders made of

t Henry's Experiments on the Gas from Coal, in the Memoirs of the Man-
Chester Literary and Philosophical Society, 1819.

n2
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The only object of the balance weight, is to counter-

poise the weight of the chain of the gas holder of

the old construction, so that when the gas holder

is wholly immersed in the cistern, the chain and

balance weight are in equilibrium, deducting the

required pressure with which the gas holder is

intended to act. And this ought never to exceed

from half an inch to an inch perpendicular head

of water.

The sheet iron best adapted for constructing gas

holders, is that known in commerce as No. 16,

wire guage."* Gas holders made of plates of iron of

this kind, have now been in use for upwards of nine

years, and are not in the least injured or decayed.

Self-interested views may sometimes lead unprin-

cipled workmen to make use of sheet iron plates

of a much greater thickness, but experience has

sufficiently shown that any greater thickness than

wrought iron plates, aud each containing fifty cubic feet of perfectly

purified gas, equivalent together to about six pounds of tallow.

Each gas holder weighs about 160 pounds ; and has a valve at the

bottom, which is opened by the upright main pipe, the moment the

gas holder is immersed in the pit. The strength of one man is

found sufficient for the labour of removing the gas holder from the

carriage to its place.

* A superficial foot weighs three pounds.
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what has been specified is w holly unnecessary, and

only serves as a drawback to the facility of the

general operation.

Revolving Gas Holder at the Westminster

Gas Works.

The revolving g"as holder is an ingenious con-

trivance invented by Mr. Clegg, for storing large

quantities of gas. A gas holder of this con-

struction may be erected with advantage in situa-

tions where the nature of the ground will not

admit of a deep cistern either above or below the

gTound being constructed, without aii enormous

expence.

The base which it occupies is no larger than

what would be required for a g-as holder of equal

capacity, built on the plan of the g'as holders of

which descriptions have been just given.

It regulates its own specific gravity. And though

more expensive in the construction, yet as it does

not require a deep cistern, like the machines already

described, it can be erected at the same cost. Th

revolving gas holder is exhibited, fig. 8, plate j._
"1.,

-le
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Its capacity is 15,000 cubic feet ; it weighs 12 tons.

Plate I., {on the title page,) exhibits a perpen-

dicular section of the gas holder.

On inspecting fig. 8, plate VI., it will be seen

that this machine is the segment of a hollow

cylinder, or broad wheel, formed by two concentric

cylindric surfaces of 250° each, revolving upon an

horizontal axis, and supported upon a wooden

frame or truss, in a brick cistern, I, K, L.

The extremity C, D, fig. 8, plate VI., or C,

plate I., of the segment of the cylinder, is open,

and the other extremity A, is closed. E, is a

balance pipe, which connects the closed with the

open extremity of the machine.

This pipe is made of such a weight as to counter-

poise the interval between the open and closed end

of the gas holder, so that the machine may move in

a segment of a circle equally, in whatever position

it may happen to be placed, and hence the gas will

be discharged from the gas holder with an uniform

velocity.

The balance pipe E, is closed at the part where

the letter E is placed ; H, is a straight pipe, which

fprms the communication between the balance
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pipeE, and the horizontal axis upon ^^hich the

machine moves. This axis is hollow: it is sup-

ported by stays and braces, as shown in the design

on the title page. The cistern in which the gas

holder moves is 74. feet deep. It must be evident

that the gas being conveyed into the open end of

the hollow axis, it will pass through the. pipe H,

into the balance pipe E, and this being stopped up

near E, the gas will proceed into the closed end

of the gas holder. The operation will therefore

be as follows

:

Let us suppose the closed extremity of the

machine to be at the surface of the water in the

cistern, and the gas flowing through the axis as

described, the extremity of the machine will begin

to fill, and consequently to ascend ; the gas holder

will therefore continue to move upon its axis until

the open end C, D, fig. 8, plate VI., or C, plate I.,

comes nearly to the surface of the water, and when

the gas is required to be discharged, it will return

through the same channel by which it entered. A
sufficient pressure is given to this gas holder for dis-

charging the gas at the velocity required, by means

of a weight suspended to one extremity of a chain,
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passing over a pulley, whilst the other end is

fastened into the groove ofa small circle attached to

the stays of the machine, as shown in the designs.

The circle is graduated to express the capacity of

the machine. Thus any degree ofpressure may be

given to the gas, and the gas holder will retrog'ade

in an arc describing 270° of a circle, as the gas

becomes discharged, until the end A, again arrives

at the surface of the water.

The small curved pipe T, plate I., serves to let

the common air escape out ofthe angular extremity

of the machine, whilst filling with gas, when the

margin of this part of the machine becomes im-

mersed in the w ater, and to let the common air

enter again, when the gas holder is discharging

its contents.

S, plate I., is a friction sector, upon which the

axis of the machine revolves. The advantage of

this contrivance is, that the friction is very much

diminished. The length of the friction sector is

eight feet, the diameter of the gudgeon or axis four

inches ; therefore the space described by its outer

circumference and its centre is in the proportion

of96 to 4.
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Rule for finding the capacity of a Revolving

Gas Holder ofgiven dimensions.

To find the capacity of a revolving gas holder,

of given dimensions, take the area of the whole

diameter, then the area of the inner cylinder, mul-

tiply the difference by the length, and from this

deduct one-fourth.

Collapsing Gas Holder.

The collapsing gas holder is a still farther im-

provement by Mr. Clegg, on this part of the gas

light apparatus, and certainly of all the contrivances

which have been invented for collecting and storing

up large quantities of gas, this machine must be

pronounced to be by far the most simple, economical,

and efficient. The striking advantage of the re-

volving gas holder which we have just been describ-

ing is, that it enables the dimensions of the tank to

be very much diminished, where the nature of the

ground will not admit of a cistern of great depth

being sunk, except at an extraordinary expence

;

but the still superior feature of the collapsing gas

holder which we now come to describe, is, that it
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may be constructed of any required capacity, and

adapted to a tank or cistern of such diminished

depth, as scarcely to deserve that name. It requires

a sheet of water no more than 18 inches in height,

so that it may be constructed in or upon ground of

all descriptions, not only with every possiblefacility,

but at an immense saving of expence.

Fig. 1, plate VII., exhibits a perspective view of

this gas holder. It is composed of^ two quadran-

gular side plates joined to two end plates, meeting-

together at top in a ridge, like the roof of a house.

The side and end plates are united together by

air tight hinges, and the joints are covered with

leather, to allow the side plates to fold together

and to open in the manner of a portfolio. The

bottom edges of the gas holder are immersed in a

shallow cistern ofwater, to confine the gas. By the

opening out or closing up of the sides and ends of

the gas holder, its internal capacity is enlarged or

diminished, and this variation of capacity is effected

without a deep tank of water to imniierse the whole

* From Mr. Clejifg's specification—the same letters of reference

indicate the same parts in all tlie designs
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gas holder in, as required in the ordinary construc-

tion of rising and falling gas holders. The col-

lapsing gas holder requires therefore only a very

shallow trough of water to immerse the bottom

edges of the gas holder to prevent the escaj>e of the

gas introduced into it. The lower edges ofthe gas

Irolder which dip in water are made to move in an

horizontal plane or nearly so, when they are opened,

so that they dip very little deeper in the water when

shut or folded together, than when opened out.

For this purpose the top or ridge joints which

unite the two sides of the gas holder, are slightly

i-aised up when the sides close or approach together,

or slightly depressed when the sides open out or

recede from each other. To guide the whole gas

holder in this movement, two perpendicular rods

rise from the bottom of the shallow tank ^ hich pass

through sockets in the ridge joints at the upper part

ofthe g'as holder. These sockets are secured by col-

lars of leather round the shafts or rods, to prevent

the escape of the gas, and they ai'e braced by chains

proceeding from their upper extremities and fast-

ened at the ground on each side of the tank.

The weight of the gas holder is balanced by levers
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bent in the form of the letter L, and placed inside

ofthegas holder. These levers move on centre pins

fixed at the bottom of the shallow trough, which

pass through the angles of the L levers. The per-

pendicular arms of the levers are jointed at their

upper extremities to the sides of the gas holder,

nearly in the middle. At the ends of the horizontal

arms of the L levers, are weights to counterbalance

the weights of the gas holder, and both sides of the

gasholder are provided with these kind of levers,

which at the same time that they balance its weight

cause the ridge joint of the machine to rise and fall,

as before described, so that the under edges of the

gasholder, which are immersed in the water to

confine the gas, must move in an horizontal plane

instead ofdescribidg an arc ofa circle as they would

do if the ridge joint was a fixed centre of motion.

When the gas holder is closed the perpendicular

arms of the levers stand nearly in a perpendicular

position, but when the gas holder is opened out the

levers become inclined. And as they move upon a

fixed fulcrum at their lower extremities, and are

jointed to the sides of thegas holder at their upper

extremities, they allow the whole of the gas holder
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to descend gmdually upon the guide rods, nearly in

the same degree as the lower edges would rise up

if the ridge joint was stable, and if the sides de-

scribed an are of a circle.

It is obvious, however, that the latter movement is

not very essential, but it is covenient and necessaiy

to make a very inconsiderable depth of water in the

trough or tank serve the purpose it is intended. It

may be also observed that the sides ofthe collapsing

gas holder may be made to unfold or open on a

fixed rigde point as a centre of motion, but it will

then require a considerable depth of water in the

tank to keep the lower edges of the sides and ends

of the machine always beneath the surface of the

water, because the sides of the gas holder then de-

scribe an arc of a circle when they are open. Fig.

1, plate VII., is a perspective view of the appara-

tus, as it appears when partly filled with gas. Fig*.

2, plate VI., exhibits a perpendicular longitu-

dinal section made through the middle of the gas

holder and tank; fig. 3, plate VI., represents a

transverse section ; fig. 4, plate VI., is an end view

of the machine, and fig. 5, exhibits an horizontal

plan or section of part of the gas holder, or one
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of its ends, to show how the end plates are jointed

tog-ether, and the leather applied to prevent the

escape of the gas.

A, fig. 2, is the inlet pipe which conveys the

gas into the machine, it rises up perpendicularly

through the water in the tank, high enough to

prevent the water entering it. B, is the exit

pipe for discharging the gas into the mains

from the gas holder. It rises up nearly to the top

of the machine. C, C, are the guide rods, they are

firmly fixed at their lower extremities into a cast-

iron framing D, D, beneath the bottom of the

tank. The upper ends of these rods are kept

steady by chains E, E, fig. 3, and fig. 4, decend-

ing on each side of the gas holder, and fastened

at bottom to D, D, part of the same iron fra-

ming. F, G, K, K, are the balance (or L) levers

which suspend or bear up the gas holders ; they

move on fixed centre pins supported in pieces

«, a, fig. 2, and 3, of the framing D. The upper

end of the perpendicular arms are jointed to the

iron bars H, H, H, see fig. 2, which are riveted

to the side plates of the gas holder ; they are

united by knuckle joints W, fig. 6, which allow
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the sides of the machine to approach each other

till they come together. The arms i, i, of the

bent levers F, G, K, K, fig". 4, are placed nearly at

right angles to the other arms F, G, fig. 3, and the

extremities of the arms i, i, are loaded with coun-

terpoise weights K, K, which always tend to

bring the arms F, G, into a vertical position, and

consequently to close up the sides of the gas

holder, in order to expel the gas through the exit

pipe B, fig. 2.

Three pairs of the above mentioned L level's are

represented in fig. 2, in the length of the gas holder

to support it in different parts and to prevent it

altering its figure. The A^eight that must be

used is according to the magnitude of the ma-

chine. The pairs of levers F, G, K, K, fig. 3, are

placed side by side on the same centre pins,

and cross each other. K, K, are counterpoises at

the ends of the arms i, 2, they are long pieces of

iron extending from one lever K, to the next

lever. The tank is furnished at the bottom

with a recess, as seen in fig. 3, and 4, to allow the

arms i, i, and counterpoises K, K, to descend

beneath the edges of the gas holder. In the
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course of the movement of the machine, the sides

of the gas holder are shorter at the top or ridge

oints than at the bottom edges, as seen in fig. 2,

in order that the under edges of the folding

ends can move in an horizontal plane. Each of

the folding ends is made of two triangular plates,

connected together by an air tight joint, and each

plate is again jointed to its respective side plate,

and they are made tight by introducing a piece of

leather or oil-cloth, or any other flexible substance

impervious to air in the angle at the joint.

Fig. 5, represents the end plates of the gas

holder when nearly extended, but w hen it is closed

up, the two parts N, O, of the end assume the

position as shewn by dotted lines. L, M, fig. 5,

shews how the ends of the two side plates are

turned outwards at 6, to render them stiff and

firm. As all the flexible joints are made strong

by metallic joints or hinges, the leather has no

stress to bear bnt only to prevent the escape of the

gas ; R, R, fig. 2, are the collars of leather to pre-

vent the escape of the gas at the openings in the

top or ridge joint where the guide rods c, c, pass

through.
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The tank must be filled with water to such a

level that the under edges of the sides and ends

of the gas holder will be a few inches immersed

in the water. The counterpoises K, K, fig. 3,

tend to close the sides of the machine together,

and expel the gas from the gas holder through

the pipe B, fig. 2. The counterpoises are so ad-

justed in weight as to force out the gas with the

requisite pressure.

If more gas be introduced by the pipe A, it dis-

tends the sides of the machine and moves them

outwards upon the ridge joint. A man hole, as

seen at S, fig. 2, is made in each side of the gas

holder, to give entrance when any repairs are

necessary, or to oil or examine the joining leathers.

It is scarcely necessary to add that the form and

dimensions of this gas holder, and the materials

of which it can be made may be varied without any

deviation from its essential properties as they have

been now described. For instance, the ends of

the gas holder may be formed of more than two

folding plates, united together, if it is judged

necessary, and the levers F, G, may be varied in

number, form, or proportion, provided they balance

o
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the weight of the sides and cause the lower edges

of the gas holder to move nearly in an horizontal

plane. Or the balance levers may be laid aside en-

tirely, and the g"as holder may be suspended from

the upper part of the guide rods C, C, without

moving up and down thereon. But in this case it

will require more water in the tank to keep the

open end of the gas holder always immersed in the

water ; the weight of the sides of the gas holder

will then tend more to bring them together and to

expel the gas.

In proportion as the quantity of water sufficient

for the tank of the collapsing gas holder is less than

that required for the tanks of other gas holders, it is

attended with this further advantage, that the water

can be let off or removed without any expence when

repairs are necessary. If the repairs indeed are

trivial, they can be made without letting off the

water at all, the depth being no more than one

foot. In the case, on the contrary, of the gas

holder, with or without specific gravity apparatus,

the quantity of water is so considerable, that the

means provided for carrying it off must always be

attended with great difficulty and expence ; and
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yet it is a provision which is in all cases indis-

pensable, no matter however difficult or expensive,

for no material repair to the interior of the apparatus

can be otherwise effected.

With regard to the best size of a gas holder

adapted to a certain number of retorts, it may be

stated, that this machine should be of a sufficient

capacity to hold the whole quantity of gas that is

required for the supply of the lights during one

night, exclusive of ^^ hat may be furnished by the

retorts during that time.

Hide for finding the capacity of a Collapsing

Gas Holder of given dimensions.

The bulk of gas which a collapsing gas holder

of given dimensions will contain, may be found,

by multiplying the area of the triangle contained

between the side plates when at their greatest ex-

tent, and the surface of the water, by the mean

length of the side plate. For example, suppose

the base of the triangular end plate be 30 feet long,

o2
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and 30 feet high, and that the length of the side

plate at the top be 40 feet, and at the bottom 60 feet,

30 X 15=450 area of end plate,

450 X 50= mean length of end plate,

=22,000 cnbic feet capacity.*

ReciprQcating Safety Valve.

It must be sufficiently obvious that when the

g^s holder is full, and the distillation of the gas

continues going on, that unless a provision is made

for conveying' away the surplus gas, it must escape

by bubbling up from underneath the g"as holder.

And should the gas holder happen to be enclosed

within walls, the gas may by chance accumulate,

so as to give rise to serious accidents.

As a remedy for this evil the manufacturers of

coal gas have until very lately contented themselves

with what is called a safety tube., adapted to the

* A collapsing gas holder of 22,000 cubic feet capacity, costs about

<£.800, it weighs eight tons; a collapsing gas holder containing 15,000

cubic feet, which Aveighs seven tons, costs about £. 700, and a ditto

containing 30,000 cubic feet costs about £. 1000. The depth of the

cistern for either! s one foot.
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gas holder, by which, all the superfluous gas was

carried away into the open air ; or by leaving large

apertures in the roof or upper part of the building,

for the ready escape of the gas. By either of these

devices the danger from the accumulation of waste

gas, v»as in part only avoided, and instances might

be named where dangerous consequences ensued

from an accumulation of g-as, in a confined at-

mosphere, in the vicinity of the upper part of the

gas holder.

In some instances, indeed, recourse was had to the

establishment of a communication between all

the reservoirs and an auxiliary gas holder or gas

holders, by means of a pipe furnished with an

hydraulic valve ; but this was an expensive arrange-

ment which required personal superintendance, and

depended, of course, for its efficiency on the in-

tegrity and good conduct of the servant employed.

]Mr. Clegg has now, however, invented what has

been termed the Reciprocating Safety Valve, which

has a self-acting operation, and by which an exit

for the surplus gas of any number of gas holders

that may be in action is provided to an unlimited

extent. A communication is established between
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all the gas holders and a ^vaste pipe, ^\ hich com-

munication opens or closes by the action of the g-as,

as occasion requires, and which may be extended

to any number of gas holders at a trifling' cost.

The apparatus has now been adopted at the

greater number of gas light establishments, and

has been uniformly found most efticient in its ope-

ration. Fig. 9, plate VI., presents a perpendicular

section of the apparatus; A, /«, A, /«, is a small

vessel made of sheet iron, about eighteen inches in

diameter, and twenty inches deep, closed at top

and open at bottom. It is inverted into an outer

air tight vessel, i, ?*, i, i, of double the height and

rather greater diameter, w hich is filled with water

to a certain height ; D, is a pipe communicating

with the gas holders that are in action ; this pipe

branches upwards through the bottom of the outer

vessel, ?', i, i, i, and reaches a little above the sur-

face of the water in the outer vessel. E, is a small

pipe, the upper extremity of which is sealed by

means of an inverted sheet iron cup G, the edge of

which is submersed under the surface of the water

in the outer vessel, i, i, i, i. This pipe conveys

the waste g-as into the upper part of any chimney.
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For let us suppose that the gas holders become

overcharged ; the gas must then acquire an increased

density before the wooden curb of the gas holder

G, fig. 7, plate VI.,* at the lower extremity of

the overcharged gas holder can begin to rise out of

the water. But when the elasticity of the gas is

thus far increasing, and before the curb can wholly

emerge out of the water, the small vessel /i, /«, ^, h,

of the reciprocating safety valve, ascends, and con-

sequently establishes a communication between the

overcharged gas holder and the pipe D, of the

reciprocating safety valve. The surplus gas thus

passes into the waste pipe E, E, which had been

before sealed by the inverted cup G, and is hence

conveyed into the upper part of the chimney

where it terminates, so that no accumulation of gas

can ever take place above, or in the vicinity of any

gas holder.

It must be obvious on the other hand, that when

the gas in any of the gas holders has recovered its

original density, the reciprocating safety valve will

again be closed by the descending of the cup G.

* Every gas holder ought to have a wooden curb at the bottom.



PART X.

Gas Metre, or Self-acting Guage, which

measures and registers, in the absence of the

observer, the quantity of Gas produced in a

given time, from any given quantity of coal,

or consumed during a given period, by any

number of burners or lamps.

r OR the invention of this machine we are indebted

to the ingenuity and talents of Mr. Clegg, and

undoubtedly, of all the improvements with which

the new art of procuring light has been recently

enriched, there is none which has been attended

with results more beneficial to the interest both

of the manufacturer and consumer of coal gas.
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III this machine we see combined a standard

or check on the conduct of the workmen, which

enables the manufacturer of coal gas to assure him-

self of obtaining at all times the greatest possible

produce from his establishment ; a measure by

which he can deal the gas out to his customers in

whatever quantities they may require it, and an

index which registers the exact quantities furnished,

and thus serves as an infallible account of debtor and

creditor between the seller and purchaser of gas.

This machine, therefore, performs at once all the

duties of an overseer, meter, and book-keeper, and

performs them all so much more effectually, that its

operation is not dependant on matters so uncertain

as the care or integrity of servants, but on unerring

principles which are fixed and incapable of any

hidden misapplication.

The view in which this machine naturally de-

mands our particular attention is that in which as

a standard of the work which ought to be per-

formed, it enables the manufacturer to make sure of

obtaining the greatest possible produce from his

establishment.

The gas metre serves this purpose in the first
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place by enabling- the proprietors of gas works to

know M hat is the utmost possible quantity of gas

which can economically be obtained from any

given portion of coal, with a given portion of

fuel, in any given time.

It is necessaiy, in every gas light establishment,

in order to know whether as much gas is obtained

as might and ought to be produced, that it be pre-

viously ascertained by a series of expeiiments

how much g-as the species of coal used at the works

is capable, on an average, of producing^ and such

data it is obvious, can only be obtained by means of

an apparatus, which, like this gas metre, shall take

measure of the quantities of gas supplied by the ma-

nufactorj^ at all times, and under all circumstances.

It may, perhaps, be imagined, that assays sufficient

for that purpose might be made by means of a

few retorts, or small experimental apparatus, or by

noting down the quantity of gas produced at the

works during the time the valves w hich convey the

gas into the street mains are shut, and during which

time the capacity of the gas holders may afford a

rule for ascertaining the quantity produced. But

nothing can be further from the truth ; assays of
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tbis description to be practically useful and to serve

as a basis for the operations of a large establish-

ment, must be made on a scale of magnitude and

be continued for a considerable period of time as

well as under every variety of circumstances.

The quantity of gas obtained from any given

quantity of coal, varies so much with the degTee of

heat applied, and the circumstances under Avhich

the decomposition of the coal is effected, that the

solitary product of any one period of time can

afford no positive criterion for the product of

any other period. A correct general conclusion,

in short, can only be drawn from the result of

experiments carried on uninterruptedly through

a succession of days and nights, and such a con-

tinuit}^ of experiments could, previous to the in-

vention of the gas metre, only be affected by means

of two separate gas holders, one for measuring

the gas as it is produced, and the other for re-

ceiving the g'as after it is thus measured, in order

to its being transferred into the mains. By the

aid of a single g^as holder, an admeasurement could

obviously be effected only during the time the valves

which transmit the gas into the street mains are
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shut, and this, when the days are short, as in the

winter season, the most productive period of the

whole year, is only about eight hours out of

the twenty-four, leaving- nearly two-thirds of each

day, during- which, no account could be taken of

the quantity of gas produced at the works.

It deserves further to be observed, that when two

gas holders are employed, the utmost that can be

effected by them, is the admeasurement of the gas

produced, while the distinguishing feature of the

metre is, that it not only measures, but by its own

action registers the quantity of gas produced, or

expended, in any given time.

Nor does the whole merit of this machine, in an

economical point of view, consist in its thus fur-

nishing the manufacturer with an infallible cri-

terion of the quantity of gas which ought at all times

to be produced ; for, in the second place, it enables

him by the several experiments which have supplied

that criterion, to ascertain at what least possible

expenditure of fuel, and in what space of time the

greatest possible quantity of gas can be produced.

The advantage of the gas metre, in these addi-

tional respects, will be sufficiently demonstrated
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by attending for a moment to the situation of the

manufacturer of coal gas, when without any such

protecting register. Suppose, for example, that

the manufacturer desires to know whether his

workmen have made during a given time, (say

during the night), the quantity of gas which

they ought to have produced from a given cjuan-

tity of coal, or whether they have consumed no

greater proportion of fuel for its production

than was absolutely necessary. He ma}, upon

examination, find all the retorts in an excellent

working state, but whether they have been so

during the whole of the night, or whether the

requisite c|uantity of gas has been really produced

during the time that the valves which convey

the gas into the mains have been open, is to him

a matter of uncertainty. The workman may, as

has been too often the case, have neglected the fire

during the night, and on every such occasion,

in order to bring back again the retorts to a

proper working state, as well as to redeem the

time lost, he may have urged the heat to a degree

of intensity much exceeding the temparature best

suited for the most economical production of
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the gas. And however injurious such irregular

modes of operating- may be for the masters in-

terest they are altogether shrouded from his ob-

servation. It deserves also to be noticed that the

loss occasioned by this irregularity of operating

is not merely a loss of fuel, for in consequence of

it the retorts, (particularly if cast-iron retorts of the

usual fonns,) are liable to more injury in one day

than they would be during a whole week, if pro-

perly attended.

When the proprietor of the establishment, on

the contrary, has recourse to the gas metre, not

one of all these evils can occur without being

liable to certain and instant detection. From

the data which preceding experiments on the pro-

ductiveness of the species of coal used at the esta-

blishment have furnished, the overseer of the works

is always enabled to determine, from the portion

of coal he finds used, how much gas ought to have

been manufactured during any space of time that

has elapsed, and also the portion of carbonizing

fuel A\diich was necessary for the production of

that quantity of gas ; and comparing these data

with the quantity of gas which the index of the gas
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metre announces has been produced, he is enabled

to determine by mere inspection, in an unerring

manner, whether the workman has acted with

that sedulous attention to his duty which the

economy of the establishment demands.

The many important advantages in short which

the manufacturer of coal gas derives from this

machine, considered as a standard or check on

the conduct of the workmen, may be summed up

in this—that while, without the aid of the gas

metre, no establishment can be possibly more ex-

posed to suffer from the ignorance of managers or

the %vant of fidelity in servants, than a gas manu-

factory, there is none which is more independent

of either than a gas manufactory, possessed of this

important apparatus. Nor can the amount of that

possible loss be regarded as otherwise than ex-

tremely serious, when attention is paid to the

difference in profit and loss between conducting

the process of manufacturing coal gas on a system

founded on the deductions of experience, and an

assiduous attention to keeping up a regularly sus-

tained temperature ; and conducting the process

on a system of random calculation and irregular
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working-,—a difference, which as appears from the

details ah'eady laid before the reader, amounts in

respect to the quantity of gas produced, to from fifty

to one hundred per cent. ; in respect to the waste of

machinery, to upwards of eighty per cent. ; and in

respect to the consumption of fuel and time to a

sum in the ratio of the loss experienced under both

these other heads.

The Second General Point of View in which the

gas metre claims our attention, is, its excellence as

a standard of fair dealing between the seller and

consumer of gas, by enabling the former to supply

the gas in whatever quantities it may be required,

and serving, at the same time, as a self-acting re-

gister of the quantities furnished. It is for this

purpose merely necessary to connect the gas metre

with the pipe of supply, which conveys the gas to

any burner, or number of burners, or lamps, and

the index of the instrument will regularly announce

the precise quantity ofgas which has passed through

the machine during any period of time, from one

day to a number of years, without requiring any

particular sort of care whatever. Every person

must have noticed how shamefully many indivi-
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duals disregard the terms on ^A hich they have con-

tracted for a supply of gas, some by means of the

excessive flame they keep up, and others suffering

the lights to burn hours beyond the time stipulated

and contracted with the g-as light company which

supplies them. The latter have officers, it is true,

whose duty it is to check such abuses as far as is

in their power, but having no right of access to the

premises of individuals, their vigilance can only

extend to shops and places open to public view

and of general access ; and to these, of course,

but occasionall) . In short in every place Mhere

gas is supplied on contracts to pay for burning it

a limited time, by means of certain sized burners

or lamps, instead of according to the quantity

actually furnished, the seller must always be in a

greater or less degTee, and in some cases wholly

dependent on the care and honesty of the pur-

chaser for the protection of his commodity from

waste and depredation. But when on the contrary

the seller possesses, as he now does, by means of

the gas metre, an infallible check of the exact

quantity of g^as consumed in a certain time, and

the purchaser is bound to pay for as much as he

p
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uses, the former is relieved from every apprehen-

sion or chance of being defrauded, and the hitter is

furnished with the same motives for economizing

gas as he would have for economizing oil and

candles.

The manufacturer is certain of obtaining what

he has a just right to, value for the whole quantity

of gas supplied, and the consumer is assured that

if he wastes the gas unnecessarily, he must as he

ought, pay the price of his own carelessness or

profusion. Equal justice is done both to the con-

sumer and seller, and the public at large are at the

same time most materially benefited, in as much

as they are saved from paying for the expence of

that waste of gas by a few, Avhich from the former

impossibility of tracing it to the offending parties,

was necessarily added to the whole cost of the gas,

and equally partitioned upon all the individuals

who made use of it. The waste being now trans*-

ferred to those who occasioning the waste and ought

alone in justice to bear it, the price of the gas

to the equitable and honest consumer, is thus re-

duced to an equitable and correct measure of value.

The benefits of this invention have a yet widsir
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range ; not only does it secure full value for the

whole of the gas manufactured, but it tends to

make the gas a greatly more marketable article.

For in the system of charging for the supply of

gas by the year, half year, or quarter, and at one

common rate, many individuals ^iho are only

occasionally in want of gas lights, or whose de-

mand is irregular and uncertain, such as the

proprietors of public rooms, theatres, &c. are

debarred of availing themselves of this kind of

illumination, except at an expence quite dispropor-

tioned to what other more regular customers pay,

and out of all proportion of the value of the quan-

tity of gas consumed by them. The gas light

under such circumstances is not as it ought to be,

a light for all. It is not as oil and candle are, a

benefit which every one may obtain who is in

need of it, and in such quantities as ma}' best suit

his nieans and convenience. One of the capital

advantages, of the gas metre, however, is, that it

makes gias a substitute for oil and candles, ap-

licable under all circuinstances, and that it enables

the manufacturer without the least prejudice or

chance of prejudice to his interest, to supply gas

p2
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in whatever quantities it may be demanded, and

at a fair proportioned price.

In speaking thus of the influence which the gxis

metre must have in attending* the beneficial appli-

cation of the new lights, we are not unaware that

situations may present itself where the action of

the metre might be impeded from the want of a

sufficient pressure of the gas in the pipe of supply

connected with it. But this can never be the case

except where the pressure of the gas in the pipe of

supply is so low as three-eighths of an inch of a

column of water, and in all such cases it is only

necessary to give a greater capacity to the wheel of

the machine, than would be necessary under other

circumstances, and this will at once make up for

the inferiority of pressure. In point of fact, there-

fore, no situation can occur, where the application

of the machine may not be rendered available.*

Nor do the various advantages which have now

been detailed, form all the good that this important

machine is capable of furnishing. The gas metre

furnishes at its axis a power which has been in-

• See directions to workmen, for adapting gas metres, p. 229-
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geniously applied to put in motion the shaft of the

lime machine, employed for purifying the g-as, see

fig. 3, plate VII.* The importance of a power

thus certain in its operation, and obtained free of

expence, must at once be obvious, when it is

considered that upon whatever plan the purifying

apparatus or lime machine may be constructed,

it is absolutely essential, that its contents be kept

constantly in motion, in order to produce the

desired effect upon the crude g-as, which would

otherwise pass away in an impure state.

When the charge of keeping the agitating shaft

of the lime machine in action, is intrusted to a

workman, there is no positive security against his

occasionally neglecting his duty, whereas by ap-

plying the gas metre to that purpose, the manu-

facturer is assured beyond the possibility of decep-

tion, that when gas is produced, that g-as is as cer-

tainly purified, and a saving is effected in point

of labour of the expence of two men, one during

the day, and one during the night.

* The upper axis communicates with the agitating shaft of the

lime machine, and the lower axis is a continuation of the shaft of the

gas metre. The two pullies are connected by a strap.
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Description of the Gas Metre at the Royal

JUbtt Gas Works.

Fig. 4, plate II., represents a perpendicular

section of the gas metre. It is placed between the

purifying- apparatus or lime machine, and the gas

holder fig. 8, plate III., exhibits a front elevation
;

fig. 1, plate III., a perspective view, and fig. 6,

plate III., a transverse section of the machine.

It consists of a hollow wheel or cylinder, made

of thin iron plate, revolving upon an horizontal

axis, in the manner of a grindstone ; this wheel is

enclosed in a cast iron air tight case containing

water.

The cylinder or wheel, is composed of two

circular channels, 1 and 2, fig. 4, plate II., con-

centric to each other. The larger or outer chan-

nel 1, is divided into three equal compartments,

by partition plates, marked a, as shewn in the

design. The compartments are provided with

hydraulic ducts or valves, made at the upper part

of every partition plate a, a, «, and by means
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of fhem a communication is formed between the

larger concentric channel 1, and the outer case in

which the wheel revolves.

Similar valv€s are also placed at the foot of each

partition plate, they are seen near the letters a,

«, a, and by this means, a communication is esta-

blished, between each compartment or chamber of

the larger concentric channel 1, and the smaller

interior circle 2, of the wheel.

On inspecting the design, it mW\ be seen fhat

the valves are situated in opposite directions to

each other, hence there can be no communication

either between the inner smaller concentric chan-

nel 2, and the larger compartment of the wheel 1,

nor between the latter compartment, and tbe ex-

terior case, in which the Avheel revolves, except,

through the valves a, a, a, which form the com-

municating ducts. It will be seen also, that

these valves are carried from one chamber of the

machine into another, but in opposite directions
;

the entry into one chamber, being in the opposite

direction to the hydraulic duct, placed in the other

chamber.
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From these particulars the action of the machine

will be obvious.

Let us suppose that the outer case (which is

marked in the sketch by a black tint,) in which

the wheel revolves, be filled with water, to about

an inch above the axis of the wheel, and that gas is

conveyed into the interior small channel, by a pipe,

passing along the axis, so as to allow the wheel to

turn freely round, and that the pipe is turned up

at right angles in the inner chamber, and projects

a little way above the surface of the water, as

shewn in the design. The gas then must enter

into the interior chamber of the wheel above the

surface of the water, and must press against the

adjacent partition ; it w ill therefore cause the

wheel to turn round, and in consequence of this

motion, the next partition plate will press the gas

against the surface of tlie water, and cause it to

pass through the hydraulic opening, in an equal

quantity to that, which is introduced into the

exterior chamber.

This alternate filling, and discharging, of the

contents of each chamber, will take place once
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during every revolution of the wheel, and hence

the number of times each particular chamber has

been filled, and emptied of gas, may be known.

In fact this machine performs the office of three

revolving gas holders, fixed on an horizontal axis,

and moving in a cistern, which is the outer case of

themachine. One gasholder, or one compartment of

the machine, is always in the act of becoming filled

with gas, another is emptying its contents into the

outer case, from which it passes into the reservoir,

where it is to be stored up, or to the lamps, where

it is to be burned, and the third compartment is sta-

tionary, or in an equilibrium. The wheel in any

situation will therefore always have one of its re-

ceiving, and one of its discharging valves open, and

consequently it will revolve.

Now to ascertain the quantity of gas discharged

by one revolution of the wheel , we need only to know

the capacity of the chambers, and add them together.

Let us for example suppose, that each chamber

contains 576 cubic inches, then one revolution

of the wheel, discharges a cubic foot of gas. To

register the total number of revolutions which

the wheel makes in a certain time, a train of wheel-
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work IS connected with the axis of the metre, see

fig*. 8, plate III. ; it consists of apinionimpeUinga

common train of wheel-work, composed of any

number of wheels. The pinion on the axis of one

wheel, acts into the circumference of the next wheel,

and the circumference of the wheel being as ten

to one, it is obvious whilst the metre makes

10,00,000 revolutions, if the series consists of six

wheels, the last wheel of the series, will only have

made one revolution. Each axis of the wheels is

provided with a finger and dial plate, divided into

ten parts, therefore any number of revolutions may

be read off at any time by inspection betwixt

10,000,000 and one.

The velocity Avith which the metre acts, is of

course in proportion to the quantity of gas passing

through it. Thus suppose there is a burner or gas

lamp connected with the machine, of one foot capa-

city lighted, which consumes four cubic feet of gas

in an hour, the gas metre performs four revolutions

per hour, and so on for every number of burners or

lamps, not exceeding the number which the ma-

chine is calculated to supply.

To render the construction of the gras metre
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more obvious, we have at fig. 6, plate III., exhibited

a transverse section of the machine; a, is the

outer case of the machine in which the wheel re-

volves. B, B, the outer or larger concentric cham-

ber, (marked 1, in fig. 4, plate II.) L, the inner or

smaller concentric chamber, (marked 2, in fig. 4,

plate II.) c?, the index on the axis which passes

through a stuffing box in front ofthe machine. 5,5,5,

5, are stays or braces for supporting the wheel ; they

are likewise seen in fig. 4, plate II. A, is the inlet

pipe for the gas to enter into the machine. The

gas passes through the pipe A, and from thence into

the curved pipe i, into the interior chamber L, of

the metre. The pipe h, is surrounded by a second

pipe K, which has a small aperture at x, the office of

which is, to act as a siphon, in order to preserve the

proper level of the water in the machine. The

water is poured into the machine, through the small

funnel at the back of the entrance pipe A. ?/, is a

float, which stops the performance of the metre

altogether, if a fraudulent attempt should be made,

to stop the registering of the metre, by drawing off

the water with which it is charged. In fig. 1,

plate III., o, is the inlet pipe ; 6, the outlet pipe
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of the o-as ; and fig. 2, shows the interior cham-

ber.

The registering wheel work, may be adapted to

any part of the machine, and the motion may be

communicated by a mitre wheel, from the shaft

of the machine to the index.

The gas metre at the Royal Mint measures

and registers 30,000 cubic feet of gas every twenty-

four hours .^

Rule for calculating the weight, which a Gas

J\Ietre of given dimensions, will raise to a

given height, in a given time.

The following calculation will exemplify the

power produced by a gas metre constructed to

register 60,000 cubic feet of gas, in a day. The

diameter of such a metre would be six feet, its

depth three feet, and the depth of its rim eighteen

inches.

* The gas metre at the Bristol gas works registers 60,000 cubic

feet of gas ever}' tweuty-four hours. The metre at the Chester gas

works registers 40,000 cubic feet every twenty-four hours.—One of

the metres at the Birmingham gas works registers 40,000 cubic feet,

and the other (now erecting) will register 100,000 cubic feet every

twentv-four liours.
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The section of the rim would therefore contain

648 square inches, and supposing the pressure of

the g^as passing into the machine to be equal to

a column of water two inches high, its buoyant

power would then be equal to 1296 cubic inches

of water, or forty pounds and a half weight. The

mean diameter of the metre is 4 feet 6 inches, which

multiplied by three, gives the perpendicular height

that forty pounds and a half weight, Avould be raised

by each revolution of the metre. The number of

revolutions, in one hour w hich the metre makes, is

40, they would raise forty pounds and a half, 540

feet high in one hour.

Such a power is more therefore than sufficient to

keep in motion the shaft of the lime machine.

Gas Holder Valve,—Siphoti, or Water

Reservoir.

This name is given to the principal hydraulic

valve, by means of which a communication is

established between the gas holder or gas holders,

and the principal pipe, leading to the mains.

Fig. 7, plate III., exhibits a section of this valve.
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It is composed of an air tight box, A, A, A, A, con-

taining" a portion of tar, or water ; c?, is the inlet

pipe which communicates with the gas holder,

B the outlet pipe, which conveys the gas into the

mains. C, C, is an inverted cup, furnished with a

sliding rod, passing through a stuffing box, so that

by means of the rod, the cup may be raised or

depressed. For it is obvious that a communication

will be established between the inlet pipe c?, and

the outlet _B, when the cup is raised above the

surface of the tar or water in the box A ; and that

the communication will be cut off when the ctfp

is depressed into the tar. In the latter position the

cup is shewn in the design. The sliding rod which

raises and depresses the cup, passes through a

frame E, E, affixed to the upper part of the box

A, and which serves as a guard for the rod, so that

it may be locked by means of a cutter passing

through the sliding rod, and the frame of the box.

Fig. 3, plate III., exhibits a similar valve, which

at the same time may be used as a water reservoir^

commonly called a siphon^ for collecting the water

that may happen to accumulate in the main^,

a provision which it is essential should be made
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at the lowest place, where two or more pipes incline

towards each other. For it is obvious, that

if a fluid should happen to accumulate in the

angular part, where two descending pipes meet, to a

height sufficient to fill the angular point, the com-

munication between the two pipes would be com-

pletely cut off, so that the gas could not pass, x, x,

Xy X, fig. 3, is the reservoir ; A, the inlet pipe ; B,

the outlet pipe ; 6, a short cylinder communicating

with the exit pipe B, it is open at bottom and

closed at top. D, d, the hydraulic cup which,

when raised by means of the spindle e, closes the

exit pipe B, by the open end of the cylinder b,

becoming immei'sed in the tar or water contained

in the cup D, d. The darts show the course of the

gas when the valve is open : y* is a small pipe fur-

nished at top with a screw and covered with a

cap ; by attaching a hand pump to this pipe, the

superfluous portion of fluid that may have accu-

mulated in the reservoir, may be removed, c, c,

is the equilibrium pipe, it connects the exit pipe B

with the inlet pipe A, when the stop-cock with

which it is furnished is opened. This pipe prevents

the tar or water from being blown out of the
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h}draulic valves that may be interposed bet\veeii

the different descending- mains of a district, as

would otherwise happen, in consequence of the

sudden concussion that takes place when the main

or gas holder valves are opened . Because the gas in

the mains, and the gas in the gas holders, are not

in equilibrium. But by means of the small pipe

c, c, the equilibrium is obtained when the stop-

cock of the pipe c, c, is opened, and this should

always be done before the main or gas holder

valves are opened. For by neglecting this condi-

tion, the water or tar is liable to be blown out of

all the hydraulic valves, that may happen to be

interposed in the system of the pipes for con-

veying the gas, and communications are thus

opened, which were intended to be shut.
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Governor or Regulaling Guage.

-1 HE governor or regulating guage, the construc-

tion of which has already been detailed, page

171, we shall here consider as an instrument bv

means of which the gas flames of lamps and bur-

ners are kept of one steady and uniform magni-

tude.

The velocity of the gas in the mains and pipes

of supply, is in the first instance as various as there

are differences in the altitude and extent of the

mains and pipes of supply. A main, at one place

will furnish with a certain pressure of gas, a flame

one inch high, while at a different altitude it will

furnish a flame double that height.

Q
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If again the direction of the pipe has jnany

turns or angles, and contractions, the velocity of

the g"as will be different on that account, than if

it were direct and uniform. And if the pipe is

of any great length, and of an uniform bore, but

unequally furnished with veins or branch pipes

at certain parts, the burners will be very unequally

supplied with gas, those which are near its head

will be supplied with a fuller stream of gas, than

those which are situated towards its termination.

And independent of these differences thus arising

from diversity of local positions, there will always

be one grand A-ariety in the velocity of the gas,

occasioned by the variety of periods during which

lights are required by different individuals sup-

plied from the same main or system of pipes, as

for example : w hen a certain number of burners are

to be supplied, and it happens that one half of

these burners are shut sooner than the rest, then

in consequence of this, the velocity of the gas in

the mains will be materially altered.

The inequality thus occasioned, may be seen

particularly exemplified in the case of houses

situated in the vicinity of any large establishment.
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such as either of the great theatres of the metro-

polis, and supplied with gas from the same mains.

While the theatres are open, the lights in the ad-

jacent houses are low and feeble, often too much so

for the necessaiy purposes of the consumer, but

the moment the theatres are shut, the great quan-

tity of gas which the} previously carried off, being

transferred to such of the private houses as con-

tinue to be lighted, the gas flames at the latter are

raised to an extravagant height, and burn with an

intensity which makes the gas light partake more

of the character of a nuisance than of a benefit.

It may be necessary for the better appreciation of

the extent of this nuisance to observe, that it does

not arise merely from the excess of light produced,

but from the imperfect combustion of the gas, and

hence a disagreeable odour is produced . When the

flame is suffered to rise beyond the standard height,

the combustion of the gas becomes imperfect, part

of the gas passes through the flame unburn t, and

occasions the source of the oftensive odour alluded

to, which the g'as lights never produce when the

combustion of the gas is complete. The remedy

for all these inconveniences thus resulting from

q2
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the various degrees of velocity of the gas in the

mains, is to be found in the instrument now under

description.

The effect of this machine, as already mentioned,

is, that it causes the gas to issue from the aperture

of the burners or lamps with one uniform velocity,

whatever may be the variations which take place

in the pressure ^a hich urges the gas to pass through

the pipes of supply. And such is the efficiency of

the operation of the machine, that it regiilates the

flow of the gas through any burner, tube, or open-

ing, with a greater degree of exactness, than the

centrifugal apparatus, regulates the action of the

steam engine.

The construction of the regulator to effect this

purpose is precisely similar to the apparatus

already described, page 171. \S hen applied for re-

gulating the magnitude of the gas flames, it is of

course usually made much smaller, of iron plates,
*

japanned within and without. Fig. 4, plate III., ex-

hibits a perspective view of the machine ; a, is the

inlet pipe, 6, the outlet pipe ; P, is the regulating

cone, passing through the regulating aperture x, T.

The floating vessel u, x,^, z, receives the gas intro-
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duced into the machine ; A, B, C, D, is the outer

air tight case of the regulator.

Directions to Workmen for fixing the Governor

and Gas J\Ietre.^

The governor must be fixed perpendicularly^

so as to admit its floating vessel u^ x, t/, ;::. Fig. 4,

plate III., or fig. 9, plate III., to be taken out of

the outer case of the machine if occasion should

recjuire it.

The gas enters into the machine from the street

mains at the lowest branch a, and passes out of the

machine by its highest branch b.

In connecting the pipes of supply, particular

care must be taken that the work is not bou?id, or

the governor by any means rendered leaky. It

must be filled with water to the top of the central

tube.

Examine the workmanship of the machine to

see that it is perfect, and that the regulating cone

* Copied from Messrs. Clegg's and Crossley's printed directions to

workmen, for fixing governors and gas metres.
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P, is firmly secured to the top of the floating- vessel

and well centered. The floating vessels ?/, x, y, z^

should clear the sides of the outer case of the ap-

paratus by a quarter of an inch ; and when sunk

down, it should rest even upon the top of the central

pipe, which conducts the gas into, and out of, the

machine. The aperture in which the cone moves

will then be at its widest opening, and when the

floating vessel m, x, y, z^ has risen to its highest

elevation, the regulating aperture x, T, will be

closed.

In this situation particular attention must be

paid, that the regulating cone does not stick or

rub in any part, but that it descends freely.

To the lower extremity of the floating vessel

M, a:, I/, Zy may be adapted an air vessel for the pur-

pose of reducing the pressure of the gas.

The governor must be so fixed, that the water

which may condense in the pipes leading to the

burners shall drain back to the street mains, in

order that it may not accumulate in the machine

so as to impede its operations ; for this purpose

the gas pipes should have a fall of half an inch in

three or four feet.
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When the locality of situation will not admit of

the Mater that may accumulate in the pipes falling-

back to the mains, its accumulation within the

governor above the proper level of the water is

prevented by an inverted siphon affixed to the

machine, which allows the water to drain off with-

out any escape of the g^as.

The governor must be firmly fixed to the nearest

beam or wall, as the least vibration m ill render the

lights connected with it unsteady.

AA hen a situation cannot be obtained sufficiently

warm to prevent the water from freezing, the ma-

chine must then be wrapped round with woollen

cloth, or any other bad conductor of heat. The

cellar where the gas enters the house, has generally

been found the most convenient situation.

For supplying any deficiency of water which the

governor may recjuire ; a small funnel w ith a

curved tube is placed for this purpose at the top

of the governor. When the governor is filled to

its proper height, the water will begin to run out

of the siphon.

The mode of regulating the height of the flames

will be stated presently.
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' Fig. 11, plate IIL, exhibits a portable governor

or regulating guage, combined with a gas metre

in one case. A, is the inlet pipe which conveys the

gas into the machine, and B, is the pipe leading

from the governor to the lamps or burners. D, a

label expressing the quantity of gas discharged by

one revolution of the wheel, and the number of

lights which the metre is capable of supplying

w hen the pressure of the gas in the inlet pipe is of

a density sufficient to support a column of water of

half an inch in height.

In those situations where the pressure of the g-as

is equal in density to support only a column of

water one-quarter of an inch in height, a metre of

a larger capacity must be adopted for supplying the

same number of lights ; and if the pressure of the

gas be equal only to support a column of water

one-eighth of an inch in height, the capacity of the

metre must be still larger, and thus the capacity

may be increased so as to equal every pressure

that may occur. The index which registers the

number of revolutions, and consequently the quan-

tity of gas which passes through the metre, is shut

up in the projecting case, near H, furnished with

a lock and kev.
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Previously to the gas metre being filled ^ith

water, ascertain that the regTilating cone is screwed

perfectly air tight into the top of the floating vessel

which receives the gas, and that the regulating

aperture in which the cone moves, together a\ ith

its spindle and guide rods, work perfectly free and

without friction. Raise the floating vessel to its

highest elevation, thereby closing the regulating

aperture suddenly with the cone ; in this situation

it must not rub when turned and tried on every

side, but descend with the least friction.

The gas meti'e and regulator being thus ex-

amined and fixed, the machine may be supplied

with the requisite quantity of MSdier in the follow-

ing manner :

Open the stop-cock which admits the gas into

the machine ; open also the aperture E, a\ hich

serves to show the pressure of the gas in the

machine, and likewise the opening G, which lets

out the air whilst water is poured in at the aperture

H. The superfluous quantity- of water Avill run out

by the siphon tube at K.

Pour water also into the governor until it runs

out at the aperture at M ; and when this has been
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accomplished, till the gas metre with water at the

opening' H, until it overflows at the aperture K,

when the surface of the water will appear at the

cypher line on the scale board. The apertures F, G,

H, K, and M, may then be closed, and the machine

is read}^ for action.

Near to N, is an aperture communicating with

the stuffing box in which the axis of the machine

moves, and through which it should occasionally

be supplied with a small portion of melted tallow.

To adjust the height of the gas flames of the

burners, so that they be all uniform, open the

stop-cock ^vhich admits the gas into the metre, and

open also the stop-cocks of the burners, and as soon

as the air has become discharged by means of one or

two revolutions of the metre, light all the burners.

Adjust the height of the flames in the first in-

stance by their stop-cocks, that they become all of

an equal height, which should be about double

the diameter of the flame ; if any of the flames be

too low when the stop-cock is fully open, a small

weight must be placed upon the top of the floating-

vessel of the regulator, sufficient to produce the

required flame at the burner, and then again adjust
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the remaining lights by their stop-cocks as before

stated ; this being done, the aperture to which

each burner is screwed must be sufficiently nar-

rowed, that it will admit no more gas than is

requisite for the required height of the flame,

when the stop-cock is fully open. The diminution

of the aperture of the stop-cock may be effected by

a brass plug fitted into it, with a hole in its centre,

which must be gradually widened with a drill

until the flame has required the proper height.

It is recommended, instead of adding weight to the

floating vessel of the regulator, that the tubes

which supply the gas be sufficiently capacious to

render the weight unnecessary.

The burners should also be examined from time

to time. Observe that the plugs, sockets, and every

other part of the gas metre and regulator be air

tight, and that there be no escape of water or gas.

An escape of gas, either from the metre or from

any of the tubes or burners, will be discovered by

looking at the index of the metre, as the wheel

cannot fail to move whenever there is an escape of

gas, if the stop-cock is open which supplies the

gas to the metre. The place where the gas escapes
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will be found in the usual way, either by the odour

which the gas produces, or by passing- a lighted

taper over the apertures and connections of the

metre, and along the tubes leading to the bui'ners,

which will cause the gas to take fire at the place

where the leak happens to l^e.

The following remarks will assist the workmen

in correcting; any irregularities which may occur in

the lights connected with the apparatus.

A diminution, or extinction of the lights, may

be occasioned by a dejficiency of water in the gas

metre or regulator ; when this occurs the necessary

quantity oY Mater must be supplied as before

directed up to the cypher line on the scale board

E, of the metre, and opening' the aperture M,

where it may be seen when the water has risen to

the proper height in the governor.

A diminution of light may also be occasioned

by some obstruction or contraction of the tubes

which supply the gas, or by a diminution of the

pressure of the gas in the mains, to which the metre

was originally adjusted.

When the lights increase above their standard

height, and are variable with the changes in the
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pressure or velocity of the gas in the mains or

tubes of supply ^vithin the house or place, lighted,

there is then reason to believe that the governor

is not performing, which may arise from the fol-

lowing causes. Its floating vessel ?^, a", y^ z, may

have become fast by the friction of the spindle or

guide rod, recpiiring cleaning, or by an accumu-

lation of water in the air-vessel of the floating

vessel u, x, y. z. The water may be drained oflTat

a small plug by taking out the floating vessel. The

same inconvenience would arise from a diminu-

tion in the proper level of the water.

In order to ascertain that the governor performs

correctly, obsei-ve at the time of lighting or ex-

tinguishing any of the burners connected with it,

that its floating vessel rises and falls every time the

stop-cock is opened, and that the lights do not

suffer any material change.

An instantaneous starting or dancing of the

lights, is generally occasioned by an accumulation

of water in the tubes through which the gas

passes ; if this should happen in the vicinity of the

metre and governor, it may be di'ained off" at the

aperture K. A provision for a like purpose is also
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made at the bottom of the governor when detached

from the metre.

In order at any time to ascertain the pressure of

the gas in the metre, close the stop-cock which

admits the gas, and open the aperture G and F,

which will shew the level of the water on the scale

board E. This being first observed, close the

aperture G, and open the stop-cock, and the pres-

sure of the gas in the metre will be indicated by

the rise of the water on the scale board E, above

its original height.
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Gas 3Iains, and Branch Pipes.

1 HE name of mains^ is given in the strictest sense

ofthe word, to the cast-iron pipes from two inches

in diameter and upwards, placed under ground,

for conveying the gas into smaller branch pipes
;

but in a more extended sense, the term is applied

to every pipe from which smaller ramifications

or branch pipes proceed.

All mains destined to convey coal gas should be

proved, they should be submitted to the trial of

sustaining a column of water 300 feet high, and the

pipe should be rejected if the least moisture ap-

pears on any part of the side of the pipe whilst sub-
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mitted to this trial. For although such a pipe

may remain impervious to gas for some time, the '

imperfection or fissure which permits the water

to issue through under such a pressure, speedily

increases, in consequence of the moisture to which

the main under ground must necessarily be ex-

posed. A skilful workman who is in the habit of

proving pipes will distinguish, with an astonishing

degree of correctness, a faulty pipe, by the sound

produced by blows of the hammer upon the pipe.

The faulty part, when struck upon, produces a

jarring sound very different from the clear sound

which a blow of the hammer produces when the

pipe is in a perfect state. By this means the work-

man also detects, by the ear, inequalities in the

thickness of the metal of the pipe.

Fig. 14, plate ^ ., represents a longitudinal sec-

tion of two fianch pipes, and the mode of connect-

ing them . a, and 6, are the pipes with their fianches

connected ; they are joined together, and rendered

air-tight, by first interposing between the flanches

a coat of iron cement, and then screwing up the

faces of the flanches by means of screw bolts and

nuts.
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The composition of the cement is as follows :

Take four ounces of flour of sulphur, and two

of muriate of ammonia, and mix them intimately

together. When the cement is wanted, take five

ounces of the above mixture, and add to it six

pounds of cast iron borings, and blend them inti-

mately together in a mortar ; wet the mixture with

water, and when brought to a pixjper consistence,

apply it to the joints with a wooden or blunt

iron spatula.

A degree of action takes place among the ingre-

dients and the iron surfaces to which it is applied,

which at last causes the whole to unite into one

mass. In fact, after a time, the mixture and the

surfaces of the flanches become a species of pyrites

(containing a very large proportion of iron) all the

parts of which cohere strongly together, and form

one mass. It is essential that no larger cjuantity of

the ingredients of the cement should be mixed

up Avith water, than is required for immediate

use.

Fig. 15, plate V., represents a longitudinal sec-

tion of a spigot and faucet pipe. These pipes

are most commonly used as gas mains, a. is

R
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called the spigot, b, the faucet. The cavity be-

tween the inside of one, and the outside of the

other, is partly filled with rope yarn, or oakum,

and a good fitting- of the two pipes being thus

effected, melted lead is poured into the cavity,

which when set, is hammered in by the end of a

punch.
^^

^

The inner parts of the faucet of these pipes

ought to be no larger in diameter than just to fit

the spigot. This supports the pipe, independently

of the interposed lead and rope yarn, and prevents

the risk of hurting the joint from any external

stress. The inner faucet is commonly made about

two and a half inches deep, and has the spigot

inserted one and a half inch into it. The practice

of some manufacturers is to make the outer faucet,

or that which contains the lead six inches deep, for

all pipes above six inches in diameter ; and to make

the faucets of all pipes below six inches, the same

depth as the diameter of the pipes. It is usual to

make the space for the oakum and lead all round

the spigot, from one inch to one and a quarter inch ;

that width is required, in order that the lead may

be firmly driven into the joint. When the space
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is very narrow, this cannot be done. On the

other hand, when too wide, there is a Avaste of

lead, and a risk of injury from the unequal expan-

sion of the two metals.

All gas mains laid in public streets should be

placed at least eighteen inches below the surface

of the ground, to secure them from being disturbed

by carriages, or interfering" with the paving of the

street ; they should be placed perfectly firm, so

that they may not easily give way.

The course of all gas mains should be rectilinear,

with a dip of about one inch, in every ten feet

distance.

In all wide streets, where the number of houses

on both sides of the streets, to be supplied with

gas, is numerous, it is more economical to em-

ploy a separate gas main for each side of the

street, than to make use of one larger main for

both sides ; because smaller mains may then be

employed, and the collateral branch pipes leading

into the houses are shorter ; these circumstances

amply compensate for the additional main. All

branch pipes proceeding from a main, should have

a dip of about one inch in ten feet, towards the

r2
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main from which they proceed, so that any fluid

that may happen to collect in these pipes must run

into the mains.

All small wrought iron branch pipes proceeding

from the mains into the houses or places to be

lighted with gas, should be covered with a thick

coat of coal tar, before they are laid down into

the ground ; this may easily be done by heating

the pipe, and laying on the boiled tar with a

brush.

Every separate length of branch pipe should be

tried by condensing the pipe under water, in order

to be certain that the pipe is sound. The junc-

tures of these pipes should be made by dipping

the male screw of the pipe into a mixture of white

lead and linseed oil, before they are screwed to-

gether.

Notwithstanding the usual care which can be

taken in proving pipes, before the gas is admitted

into them, a slight leakage may be sometimes sub-

sequently detected.

Therefore, before the gas is suffered to enter

the mains, they should be again proved, in order

to be certain that all the junctures are air tight.
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The most convenient manner of proving the mains

when laid, is by means of a small portable g-as

holder filled with common air, and connected by

means of a small pipe, with the system of the

mains to be tried. This g^as holder should be

made to act with a pressure at least four times

greater than the pressure which the pipes will have

to sustain by the gas they are to convey. If the

mains are air tight, the g^as holder will remain

stationary, but if they are not sound, the gas holder

will descend, in proportion to the leak of the

mains, the quantity of gas lost may be thus ascer-

tained.

Every quarter of a mile of pipe should thus be

tried separately. In this manner we become also

enabled to detect instantly, whether any collateral

branch pipe has been left open by the workmen,

a neglect by no means uncommon in this depart-

ment of the gas light business.

In order to guard against the danger of Mater

entering from the external surface into the pipes,

a reservoir should always be placed at the lowest

point, where two or more descending mains meet

and form an angle, so as to receive the water
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that may happen to collect at this angular point,

an accumulation of which would cut off the com-

munication between the two pipes ; this reservoir

is usually called a siphon, see page 221. It ought

to be at least twice the diameter of the bore of

the mains, between which it is interposed, and four

times that diameter in depth. These reservoirs

afford the best indication to show the sound or

leaky state of the system of the mains. In all in-

stances where the pipes are perfectly sound, obser-

vation has shown, that half a mile of gas mains,

three inches in the bore, does not deposit more

than a quart of water in a year ; on the other hand,

if the mains are leaky, the water of the reservoir

requires to be pumped out, sometimes as frequently

as every fortnight, and during wet weather, much

oftener. The loss of gas by such leakage is much

greater than is generally imagined. Instances

might be mentioned where, in order to keep the

common air out of a system of faulty pipes, a con-

stant influx of gas which a pipe two inches in

diameter can supply has been found necessary,

and this of course is just so much gas lost to the

economy of the establishment.
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With regard to the diameter of the mains, no

general loile can be given. It must vary according

to the number of branch pipes and lamps which the

main has to supply within a given distance,—the

angular direction of the mains,—the pressure of the

gas holder, and above all, with the relative altitude

of the place where the gas holder is situated, and

the place at which the gas is to be supplied, or

where the lamps are placed. Indeed this is one

of the most important considerations with regard

to the economical distribution of gas mains, and

by attending to this circumstance, a prodigious

saving may be effected.

If the g*as flows through a main placed at an

altitude of the g^as holder, and with a pressure to

support a column of water half an inch high, this

gas at an altitude of 100 feet, will support a column

of water H inch high, and as the velocity of the gas

is as the ^ a/ of the height, or pressure, the quantity

of gas which will flow through a given opening at

an elevation of 100 feet, will be very nearly in the

proportion of two to three. Hence if a g'as burner,

or gas lamp, produces a flame two inches high, at

a place situated on a level with the base of the gas
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holder, the lamp, if supplied by the same main,

but situated 100 feet higher, will burn with a

flame three inches high.

This important fact may be rendered obvious

in the following simple manner :

Take a tube ten or fifteen feet long, and one

inch in diameter, place it horizontally ; let one

end of the tube be open, and close the other with

a plate pierced with a hole, of about -^ of an

inch in diameter, and then fill the tube with gas.

If a lighted taper be applied to the hole, when the

tube is lying horizontally, the gas will not take

fire; but on raising the end of the tube where

the small aperture is, the gas will take fire, and the

magnitude of the flame will become enlarged in

proportion as the tube approaches towards the

perpendicular.

Hence the diameter of gas mains must be varied,

according to the altitude of the place to be supplied

with gas. And it is in consequence of neglecting

this principle that we observe so frequently certain

parts of large towns scantily supplied with gas,

whilst other parts furnished from the same mains,

situated considerably above the level of the gas
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holder, have the gas in the greatest profusion, but

at the expense of those places situated at a lower

level. And so true is this, that if a main were to

descend 100 feet below the base of the gas holder,

and if the pressure of the gas in the main was only

equal to sustain a column of water half an inch in

height, the gas lamps could not be lighted at all, at

a point so low, because the pressure of the gas is

then in an equilibrium with the pressure of the

atmosphere. Hence in lighting a town or district

with coal gas, the best situation for the gas appa-

ratus, as far at least as it regards the ecpnomy of the

mains for distributing the gas, is the lowest part of

the town or district. For if the mains are placed

at an elevated situation, they require to be propor-

tionally larger, and if situated at a lower place than

the level of the gas holder, they must be smaller

;

but in either case the mains must bear a proper

proportion to each other, according to the condi-

tions and circumstances already stated, and it is

here, where the skill of the gas light engineer

becomes conspicuous, for the saving that may thus

be effected in the lighting of a district or town with

gas, is very considerable.
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The requisite pressure of the gas for different

situations with regard to the altitude of the place

to be lighted, may be readily known by ascer-

taining the altitude of the place by means of the

mountain barometer. The Englefield mountain

barometer is most commodious and suitable for

that purpose. This instrument is not liable to

be out of order, it may be used by a single

observer, and affords an easy method of ascer-

taining' the elevations and depressions of the sur-

faces of the earth with the greatest facility, and

to a degree of precision, that may vie with

trigonometrical mensuration. Thus supposing

the pressure of the gas at the level of the gas

holder to be equal to a column of water half

an inch high, by inspecting the height of the

barometer, the requisite pressure of the gas at that

place may readily be found.

That part of a gas main which does not supply

any gas to a branch pipe or lamps, as it proceeds in

its course need only be a quarter of the capacity

which is necessary at the part where the branch

pipe or pipes commence. For no inconvenience

can arise from the increased velocity which the
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gas must assume in proportion to the diminution

of the bore of the main, provided that the velocity

of the gas is lessened by passing into a main of a

greater bore, prior to it being conveyed into the

pipe or pipes immediately connected with or sup-

plying the lamps. The enlargement of the pipes

should be in the proportion to the diameter of the

two pipes, as four to one.

Weight of cast iron Gas Mains of different

lengths and bores.

In order to avoid that the gas mains deposited

under ground in public streets or other places^

may not be on the one hand superfluously heavy,

or as it is called thick in the metal, and conse-

quently unnecessarily expensive, and on the other

hand not too light, or too thin in the metal, so

as to be liable to become injured, we shall ex-

hibit the weight of gas mains of different bores

and lengths best suited for conveying gas, now
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employed at the best regulated gas works in the

metropolis.*

Bore of cast iron pipes.

INCHES.

2

21

3

4

5

6

7

Length ofpipe.



PART XIII.

Gas Lamps, and Burners.

The lamps or burners for the combustion of

coal gas, may be infinitely and tastefully varied.

The varieties commonly employed, are the Argand

burner, the Cockspur burner, and the Bat^s Wing

burner.

The Argand burner, fig. 10, and 11, plate V.,

consists of two concentric brass tubes, about one

and a half inch long, and seven-eighths of an inch

in diameter, (the largest size burner employed.)

The interval between the two tubes is closed at top

and bottom. The upper part is closed with a ring
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of steel, it is perforated with fifteen or eighteen

holes To of an inch in diameter. The gas enters

into the cavity between the two tubes, and issues

from the circular row^ of apertures in the steel ring

at the top of the burner where it is burnt. A double

supply of air within and Avithout the flame is effected

by means of the glass which surrounds the flame.

The combustion of the gas is perfect when the

admission of air is in due proportion to the mag-

nitude of the flame. The height of the gas flame

should never exceed three times the diameter of

the flame. ^\hen the flame is too large, the light

is less brilliant, and it then produces an odour

because the combustion is imperfect.

The best shape of the glass for surrounding the

gas flame of the Argand lamp, is a straight tube,

shown fig. 8, plate V., or a tube enlarged at the

base, shown fig. 9, plate V. Fig. 10, plate V.,

is called a crutched argand gas burner, it is used

for pillar lamps ; fig. 11, is called a branch argand

burner.

It is essential that the apertures for the emission

of the gas of the argand gas lamp, "be perfectly

round and of an uniform size, without this con-
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dition the flame of the lamp is ragged, and not

well defined.

Fig. 15, plate III., exhibits a swing bracket,

furnished with a cockspur burner. The bm'ner

consists of a hollow flattened globe, about half

an inch in diameter, pierced laterally with three

or more holes, of about to of an inch in diameter ;

out of these holes the gas flame issues in sti-eams as

shown in the sketch. AVith this burner the com-

bustion of the o-as is imperfect, and it is a wasteful

mode of burning coal gas. The surrounding holes

of the cockspur burner, was it not for the upward

current of air, would give flames mdiating in

sti-aight lines from the centime of the burner, but

the ascending current of heated air, causes them to

curve upwards like the spur of a game cock, and

hence the name cockspur burner.

If the gas be made to burn from a series of holes

made in the latteral circumference of a hollow flat

cylinder, it will produce a circular horizontal

series of flames curving upwards.

Fig-, 12. plate v., is called a bat^s wing burner;

it consists of a small pear-shaped steel burner, about

iT of an inch in diameter, having a perpendicular
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slit at its upper extremity, about to of an inch in

diameter. This burner exhibits a tulip-shaped

flame, as shown fig. 13, plate V., it is well adapted

for street gas lamps.

The stop-cock for admitting gas into gas burners

should always be placed at least six inches from

the burner. The stop-cock in the brackets, fig. 8,

or 9, plate V., is placed at a. Pendant gas lamps,

into which the gas is conveyed from a pipe above,

through the ceiling, should be provided with a

mercurial joint, or ball and socket joint. The

former contrivance is preferable, because it can

never leak ;^ but the latter requires occasional re-

pairs. Fig. 14, plate III., shews the mercurial

joint, a, is the pipe which brings the gas ; it ter-

minates in a sheet iron cup open at bottom, but

closed air tight at the top ; this cup is inverted into

a small iron bason, containing mercury. D the

iron tube which communicates with the gas lamp

or burner, and the upper extremity of which pro-

jects above the surface of the mercury in the iron

* This contrivance has been adopted throughout the fitting up of

the gas lights at the Royal Mint-
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bason, whilst the other extremity proceeds to the

burners or lamps.

Swing bracket burners, fig. 13, plate 111.,

should have the axis of motion at the joints A, A,

A, perforated at right angles to each other, so as

to admit the moveable joints at A, to be left open,

without obstructing' the passage of the gas when

the bracket assumes different angular positions.

All swing brackets ought to have a double, and not

a single joint, because the latter soon wears oval in

the two opposite edges ; this is prevented by the

double joint having an uniform bearing at top and

bottom, it therefore can never leak.

Fig. 11, plate VI., exhibits the arrangement

usual!} adopted for a pendant perpendicular

sliding lamp, or chandelier, which requires to be

raised or depressed. This contrivance is conve-

nient for lighting theatres, or public buildings, by

means of a large central gas light chandelier, that

may be raised or depressed at pleasure.

The gas enters into the tube D, which is firmly

fixed in the ceiling, as sho^vn in the sketch ;

it passes through a hole near E, into a smaller

tube ;. which slides perpendicularly within the
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tube D. This sliding tube is made air tight by

means of two stuffing boxes filled with oil, placed

near B, and C. The sliding tube j, together

with the chandelier suspended to it, is counter-

balanced by a weight concealed in a box W, con-

nected with pullies in the usual manner, as shown

in the sketch, so that the chandelier may be raised

or lowered at pleasure.

Directions to Workmen, for adapting Gas

Pipes to the interior of houses.

The adapting gas pipes to the interior of houses,

for the supply of gas, simple and easy as it may

appear, has been the means of not a little con-

tributing to bring the gas light illumination, on

many occasions, into disrepute. It has required

years to enable workmen of the best intention to

acquire sufficient practical skill in the proper

execution of a business, which must be pro-

nounced to constitute an art entirely new, and in

Avhich no progress could be made, but after having

committed many errors. A house neatly and judi-
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ciously fitted up with g-as pipes, displays to a

person experienced in this art, a skill and judg-

ment, equal to what is established in any other

branch of mechanical employment. It must be ob-

vious, that the art of arranging the pipes and adapt-

ing them, is one of that class of operations in

which it is a real saving to employ the best materials

and skilful workmen, to avoid repairs and sub-

sequent alterations and derangements of the work.

The supply and distribution of the pipes, or the

fitting up, as it is called by the workmen, may be

done almost at any price with regard to work-

manship and materials, and to bargain for

cheapness in the execution of it, with a faithful,

honest, and skilful workman, must naturally be a

losing concern to the person for whom the work

is done. The cost of furnishing and adapting the

pipes to one place, cannot serve as a standard for

any other place, every separate place may present

difficulties which could not be foreseen at the

commencement of the work.

The stopping- up and corrosion of the gas pipes,

which at the commencement of the introduction

of the new lights was complained of in many
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places, it is now sufficiently established, originated

entirely from the impurity of the gas, together

with a faulty arrangement of the pipes, in con-

sequence of which, the water of condensation

accumulating in certain parts, exercised a strong-

chemical action on the copper pipes, and if the

gas was not very pure, ultimately corroded the

pipe. These objections do no longer exist, and it

may safely be pronounced, that pure coal gas pro-

duces no action whatever on the copper tubes

through which it is conveyed. In proof of this

statement, we need only refer to the several dis-

tricts of the metropolis, fitted up with gas pipes

at the first introduction of the new lights, (1809,)

all of which are still in perfect preservation.

It is perhaps unnecessary to add, that no pipe

capable of being melted by a gas flame, should

ever be employed for conveying or distributing gas

through the interior of houses, because the facility

with which such pipes might be perforated, could

lead to serious consequences, if the gas issuing from

the aperture of the pipe were lighted, the flame in

that case would follow the melted part, through

the whole extent of the pipe, and the hazard by
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fire would be considerably increased. Therefore,

pewter, lead, and tin pipes, are very improper for

distributing- gas through the interior of houses,

and should never be used for that purpose. Hence

copper, and iron pipes, are universally em-

ployed.

In order that the pipes for conveying" the gas

from the mains, and distributing it through the

houses or other buildings to be lighted with g^as,

may in the first place not be unnecessarily large,

or too small, the following rule may serve as a

guide to workmen :

One gas lamp,—consuming four cubic feet of

gas in an hour, if situated twenty feet distance from

the main which supplies the gas, requires a tube

not less than a quarter of an inch in the bore.

Two lamps,—30 feet distance from the main, re-

quire a tube T of an inch in the bore.

Three lamps,—30 feet distance from the main,

require a tube I of an inch in the bore.

Four lamps,—40 feet distance from the main, re-

quire a tube T inch in the bore.

Six lamps,—50 feet distance from the main, re-

quire a tube T of an inch in the bore.
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Ten lamps,—100 feet distance from the main,

require a tube i of an inch in the bore.

Fifteen lamps,—130 feet distance from the main,

require a tube 1 inch in the bore.

Twenty lamps,—150 feet distance from the main,

require a tube li inch in the bore.

Twenty-five lamps,—180 feet distance from the

main, require a tube It of an inch in the bore.

Thirty lamps,—200 feet distance from the main,

require a tube li inch in the bore.

Thirty-five lamps,—250 feet distance from the

main, require a tube 11 of an inch in the bore.

All copper pipes employed to convey g-as through

the interior of houses should be of the following-

weight, with regard to a given length of the pipe
;

Bore of the pipe. Weight perfoot.

PARTS OF AN INCH. OUNCES.

7

it

3

5

6

8

10
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No coppered pipes should be used but such as

have wrapt over and brazed joints. They should

be well annealed, to render them pliable without

being liable to break.

Ail the bends for connecting pipes must be cir-

cular, see fig. 22, plate ^ .

No branch pipe ought to proceed from a pipe of

a quarter ofan inch in the bore, and no more than

ttfo branch pipes should proceed from a pipe

three-eighths of an inch in the bore.

All branch pipes before they are fixed for con-

veying gas, must be proved by condensing air

into them by means of a condensing hand pump.

The pipe should be placed in a trough of water,

the leak will then be easily observed by the air

bubbles which rise through the water whilst the air

is condensed in the pipes.

All branch pipes should have a rectilinear

course
; pipes that are twisted have an unsightly

appearance.

All pipes should have a descent of no less than

a quarter of an inch in four feet.

The seams or brazed part of the pipes must

always be out most and not towards the wall

;
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because if a leak should happen to take place in

the brazed part of the pipe, it may then be easily

discovered and more readily repaired.

When all the pipes have been furnished to a

house or place intended to be lighted, the whole

system of the pipes should be examined with the

utmost rigour, to ascertain whether all the junc-

tures are air tight. This should be done by con-

densing air into the pipes by means of a conden-

sing syringe, and if the piston of the syringe lowers

after condensation, it is a sure indication that the

pipes are faulty, and consequently totally unfit for

receiving the gas. The leak may be detected by

passing a lighted taper carefully along the whole

extent of the pipe filled with condensed air, when

the flame of the taper will be affected as it passes

over the faulty place of the pipe.

The aperture from which the gas can escape

may however, be so small, as to render it a mat-

ter of difficulty to discover it in the manner

just stated ; but when the pipes are filled with

coal gas, the escape of it, when all the stop-cocks

of the lamps and burners are shut, will soon

become obvious, by the peculiar odour of the gas,
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if the apartment, or place, where the pipes are

placed, is suffered to be closed for about twenty-

four hours. The gas should not be introduced

into pipes in which any defect of this kind is

found, until it be completely removed. The most

severe trial to ascertain the air tightness of aay sys-

tem of pipes is, the trial by exhaustion, by means

of an air pump, for the guage of the pump will

discover the minutest leak, which the preceding

method of proving pipes can not discover.

All pipes after being proved should be painted

of the same colour as the surface to which they

are affixed.

The whole system of pipes should incline to one

or more places, so that any moisture that may

happen to accumulate in the pipes, may collect

at such places, whence it may be readily removed

by opening a screw plug adapted for that pur-

pose.

All the different junctures of mains and branch

pipes, should be effected by means of connecting

pieces, so that any part ofthe system ofthe pipes, or

any separate branch pipe may readily be detached,
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and put up again if occasion should require it;

fig. 19, pla,te v., exhibits this mode of connecting

gas pipes by means of union joints. A, B, C, D, E,

shows a gas pipe with its union or connecting"

joint, divided into its separate parts. Z), is a

collar of leather, which passes over the part C, of

the union joint, close up to the shoulder of the

joint ; the opposite extremity of the pipe may be

inserted into the socket jB, so that the shoulder C,

comes in contact with the fillet or rim in B, to pre-

vent it passing over the shoulder C, when B and E
are screwed together. The latter part of the pipe

is furnished with a male screw to correspond with

the thread in the collar B. The shoulder piece C,

is of rather a larger diameter than the bore of the

tube A, with which it is to be connected. The

short piece E, furnished with a male screw, is of the

same diameter as the part C. The pieces C, and E,

of the pipe are soft soldered, one to the tube A,

and the other to the tube E, but previous to

soldering on C, it is necessary that the socket

should be inserted into the tube A, it will then

be ready for connecting, as will become obvious by
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inspecting fig'. 20, which shows the various parts

of the union joint fitted for use. It is evident that

if the extremity D, in the pipe B, be brought close

to the pipe E, and if the socket C, be moved along

the pipe A,^ud screwed upon the male screw at D,

as far as it will go, the face of the part D, must

press close against the leather collar which is

placed on E, and render the joint gas tight. These

kind of joints are very convenient for circular

bends, fig. 22, and T, pieces, fig. 21. The T

pieces, fig. 21, are very useful for collateral branch

pipes, either for the same or of a less diameter as

the pipe, from which they proceed, so as to branch

oflf at right angles.

Fig. 22, is a quarter circular bend ; it is con-

venient for adapting tubes along the angular parts

of rooms, and to all such situations where the

tube is to have a sudden circular course. Small

copper tubes may be readily bent to the required

angle without breaking, but if a tube should

terminate in any angular part of a room, in that

case a circular bend furnished with a male and

female scre^ , is convenient ibr connecting the

pipes together.
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All pipes adapted to the exterior of buildings,

should be kept a little distance off from the wall,

to prevent the wet lodging between the pipe and

the surface to which they adapted.

Sheet iron mains for the interior of houses, are

preferable to copper mains, provided the course of

the main with regard to the position of the branch

pipes, does not require too many angular directions,

or circular bends.
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Illuminating power of Coal Gas, and qvantity

of Gas consumed in a given time, hy di^erent

kinds of Burners, and Gas Lamps.

A. HE illuminating poAver of coal gas, differs ac-

cording to the nature of the coal from which it is

obtained, and the manner in which it is purified,

together with the quantity of naptha or essential

oil chemically combined, or mechanically sus-

pended in the gas. For if the gas be strongly agi-

tated with water, its illuminating power is dimi-

nished. Coal gas, which abounds in olifiant gas

or supercarburetted hydrogen possesses the greatest

illuminating power, and hence carburetted hy-

drogen obtained from the decomposition of coal

tar possesses a greater illuminating power than the
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gas obtained from the coals which produced the

tar. The illuminating power of carburetted hy-

drogen obtained from coal tar when compared to

the gas obtained from the best Newcastle coal is in

the proportion as six to five. In fact the intensity

of light evolved during the combustion of ga-

zeous bodies composed of carbon, hydrogen, and

oxigen, is always in the ratio of the quantity of

carbon contained in equal quantities of the gazeous

compound, and hence the gas from animal oil which

is chiefly composed of supercarburetted hydrogen

or olifiantgas, surpasses in illuminating power the

gas obtained from coal.

Half a cubic foot of coal gas, obtained in the

ordinary way of manufacturing coal gas, from New-

castle coal, is equal in illuminating power and

duration of time, to the light produced by a tallow

candle six in the pound, burning for one hour,

and as such a tallow candle lasts five hours, there-

fore fifteen cubic feet of coal gas, are equal in

value with regard to illuminating power to one

pound of candles. And as 112 pounds of New-

castle coal produce by the new method of ma-

nufacturing coal gas, at least 550 ciibic feet of
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gas, therefore the quantity of gas produced from a

chaldron of Newcastle or Sunderland coal, (the

minimun weight of which is 27 cwt.) is equal

in illuminating power to 1000 pounds of tallow

candles.

The illuminating power of coal g"as may readily

be ascertained. Though the eye is not fitted to

judge of the proportional power of different

lights, it can distinguish in many cases with suffi-

cient precision where two similar surfaces are

equally illuminated. As the lucid particles emit-

ted from luminous bodies are darted in right

lines, they must spread unifonnly, and hence

their density diminishes in the duplicate ratio of

their distance. From the respective situations,

therefore, of the centres of divergency, when

the contrasted and illuminated surfaces become

equally bright, we ave enabled to compute their

relative degTees of intensity. And for this pur-

pose it is assumed as a principle, that the same

quantity of light, diverging in all directions from

a luminous body, remains undiminished in all dis-

tances from the centre of divergency.

Thus we must suppose, that the quantity of light
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falling- on every object, is the same as would have

fallen on the places occupied by the shadow ; and

if there were any doubt of the truth of the suppo-

sition, it might be confirmed by some simple expe-

riment.

Therefore, it follows, that, since the shadow of a

square inch of any surface occupies at twice the

distance of the surface from the luminous point the

space offour square inches, the intensity of the light

diminishes as the scjuare of the distance increases.

If, consequently, we remove the two sources of light

to such distances from an object that they may illu-

minate it in equal degrees, we are authorized to

conclude that their original intensities are inversely

as the squares of the distances.

Hence, if two lights of unequal illuminating

powers shine upon the same surface at equal obli-

quities, and au opaque body be interposed between

them and the illuminated surface, the two shadows

produced must difter in blackness or intensity in

the same degree. For the shadow formed by inter-

cepting the greater light, will be illuminated by

the smaller light only; and reversely, the other

shadow wili be illuminated by the greater light;
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that is to say, the stronger light will be attended

with the deeper shadow.

Now it is easy by removing the stronger light

to a greater distance, to make the shadow Avhich it

produces equal to that afforded by the less light.

Experiments of this kind may be made in the fol-

lowing manner

:

Fasten a sheet of white paper against the wall

of a room, and place the two lights intended to be

compared, so that the rays of light from each fall

with nearly the same angle of incidence upon the

middle of the paper. In this situation, if'a book

or other object be held to intercept part of the

light, which would have fallen on the paper, the

shadows may be made to appear as in this figure ;

where A represents the surface illuminated by

one of the lights only ; B, the surface illuminated

by the other light; C, the perfect shadow from

which both lights are excluded. It will easily be

understood that the lights about D and E, near the

angle F, will fall with equal incidences when the

T
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double shadow is made to occupy the middle of the

paper; and consequently, if one or both of the

lights be removed directly towards or from the

paper, as the appearances may require, until the

two shadows at E and D have the same intensity,

the quantities of light emitted by each, will be as

the squares of the distances from the paper.

By experiments of this kind, many useful parti-

culars may be shewn ; for, since the cost and dura-

tion of candles, and the consumption of coal gas, or

oil in lamps, are easily ascertainable, it may be shewn

whether more or less light is obtained at the same

expense during a given time, by burning a number

of small lights, instead of one or more of greater

intensities. And thus we may compare the power

of different kinds of lamps or candles, with g-as

lights of different intensities, so as to determine

the relative cost of each particulai* kind of the com-

bustible substance employed for furnishing light.

For example ; if a candle and a gas burner supplying

coal gas, adjusted by a stop-cock, produce the same

darkness of shadow, at the same distance from the

wall, the strength or intensity of light is the same.

An uniform degree of intensity of the gas light
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may readily be produced, by openicg or shutting

the stop-cock, if more or less light be required, and

the candle kept carefully snuffed to produce the

most regular and greatest quantity of light. The size

of the flame, in experiments of this kind, of course

becomes unnecessary, and will vary very much with

the quality or chemical constitution of the coal g^as.

The bulk of the gas consumed, and the weight of

tallow or oil used by weighing the candle or oil

before and after the experiment furnish the data

for calculating the relative cost of tallow, or oil

and g^as, when compared ^vith each other.

The following statement exhibits the quantity of

coal gas consumed in a given time, by different

kinds of argxmd lamps. An argand burner which

measures in the upper rim half an inch in diameter,

between the holes from which the gas issues,

when furnished with five apertures yV pj^''* of an

inch in diameter, consumes two cubic feet of gas

in an hour, when the gas flame is one and a half

inch high. The illuminating power produced by

this burner is equal to three tallow candles eight in

the pound.

An argand burner three quarters of an inch in

r2
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diameter between the holes in the upper rim, and

perforated with holes, Vo of an inch in diameter,

consumes three cubic feet of gas in an hour, when

the flame is two and a quarter inches high, and

produces a light equal in intensity to four tallow

candles, eight in a pound.

An arg-and burner seven-eighths of an inch in

diameter, perforated with eighteen holes -^ of an

inch in diameter, consumes when the flame of the

gas is three inches high, four cubic feet of gas in

an hour, and produces a light equal in intensity to

six tallow candles, eight in the pound.

^\ hen the flame obtained by these kind of bur-

ners rises to a greater height, than what has been

stated, the combustion of the gas is imperfect,

the intensity of the light becomes diminished, and

there is a waste of gxis. The same holds good with

regard to the size of the holes from ^^ hich the gas

issues ; if the holes be made larger than ^ part of

an inch in these kind of burners, the g'as is not

completely burnt, and its illuminating power

decreases.

The height of the glass which surrounds the

flame, should never be less than five inches, and
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the interval for the current of air within and with-

out the flame, ought to bear the usual proportion

adopted for the combustion of oil in the common

argand lamps of similar diameters.

Ventilation of Apartments lighted by Coal Gas,

Before means had been devised for the effectual

purification of coal gas, a disagreeable odour was

found to attend its combustion in an impure state,

and hence an opinion became prevalent, that the

benefit of this new species of illumination must be

confined to open places, and that it could not with

any regard to pleasure or salubrity, be adapted to

private dwellings.

The art of purifying coal g-as, has at length how-

ever, been carried to such a perfection, that every

possibility of a disagreeable odour arising from its

combustion has been wholly removed, in all cases

where attention is paid to the perfect combustion

of the gas, by keeping the flame of the same of a

proper magnitude.

And since this improvement, the use of coal gas,
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as a means of illumination has become as general,

and has been found attended with as superior advan-

tages within doors as without, and hence a vast

number of dwelling houses are now lighted through-

out with gas.

Although there is no occasion therefore, to make

provision for ventilating apartments where gas light

is employed, on account of any odour which it can

produce when honestly used, so that the combus-

tion is perfect, yet on other accounts such means

of ventilations are very salutary and necessary.

The flame of coal gas produces a degree of heat,*

which in some places, such as large public offices,

and warehouses of dry goods, is a strong additional

recommendation in favour of its use, (page 15,)

while in others, on the contrary, such as small

rooms numerously frequented, and shops contain-

ing commodities requiring to be kept cool, it can

only be used beneficially when means are provided

for conveying away the heated air.

* Mr. Dalton's method of ascertaining the comparative effect of

heat evolved during the combustion of inflammable gases, and other

substances capable of burning with flame, (Dalton's System of Che-

mistry, vol. I. p. 76,) is simple, easy, and accurate. It is as follows :
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The best method for this purpose is to make an

aperture of about two or three inches in diameter

into the chimney near the ceiling, and inserting

into it a tube bending upwards into the interior

of the chimney. A complete ventilation of the

room will thus be established, by producing an

extra vent which will be amply sufficient for car-

Take a bladder of any size, (let us suppose for the sake of illustra-

tion, the bladder to hold 30,000 grains of water,) and having furnished

it with a stop-cock and small jet pipe, fill it with the combustible gas

the heating power of which is to be tried. Take also a tinned iron

vessel with a concave bottom of the same capacitj-, pour into it as

much water as will make the vessel and water together equal to the

bulk of the water in the bladder, viz. 30,000 grains. Then set fire

to the gas at the orifice of the pipe, bring the point of the flame

under the bottom of the tinned vessel, and suffer it to burn there, by

squeezing the bladder till the whole of the gas is consumed. The
increase of temperature of the water in the turned vessel before and

after the experiment, expresses very accurately the heating.power of

the given bulk of the inflammable gas. It was thus proved that

—

Olifiant gas raises an equal volume of water - - . 14deg.

Carburetted hydrogen, or coal gas 10

Carbonic oxid gas - - -- - - - -4
Hydrogen gas.........5
Spermaceti oil, 10 grains burnt in a lamp raised 30,000

grains of water ...--...5
TaUow ,*.... 5

Wax 5,75

Oil of turpentine 3

Spirit of wine 2
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rying oft' the heated air. The aperture can easily

be masked with some ornamental open work, cor-

responding with the style of the room.

If there happens to be no chimney in the apart-

ment, the ventilator may be made in the ceiling, and

the tube may be carried between the ceiling and the

floor above, into the open air. The mode ofventila-

tion now suggested, has been uniformly found most

efficient, and has, under existing circumstances, a

decided superiority over another method, which

we see in some instances adopted. This method

consists in enclosing the gas burner in a bell-

shaped glass, from the upper part of which a large

copper tube proceeds, and leads out into the open

air. It is certain that by this means not only the

heated air is carried off*, and the possibility of any

waste gas escaping into the apartment is also com-

pletely prevented. But at the same time, by taking

away all occasion for a prudent limitation in the

use of the gas, it exposes it to a degi'ee of impro-

vident waste, in the hands of dishonest and careless

individuals, which must prove ruinous to the

manufacturer. The mode of regulating the light

of the flames by means of the governor, of which
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a description has been given, page 232, indeed

provides a check against such waste, and there

can be no doubt that in proportion as this instru-

ment gets into general use, the objection on this

score must of course fall to the ground ; but under

any, circumstances the inelegance of the contrivance

of such an object in a chamber, as the large

branching tube, must always induce a preference,

for the more simple, and for all necessary purposes,

equally efficient method, of the ventilator before

described.



PART XV.

Gas from Coal Tar.

Although the tar which forms one of the pro-

ducts obtained from the decomposition of pit coal,

in the manufacture of coal gas, has become an

article of commerce, being found applicable to

most of those purposes to which vegetable tar has

hitherto been used, it appears from experiments

made on a large scale, that instead of thus dis-

posing of the coal tar, it is more profitable, under

certain circumstances, to submit this substance to

a destructive distillation, for the purpose of obtain-

ing from it carburetted hydrogen gas, which it is
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capable of afFordiHg, not only iii abundance, but of

a superior quality.

The chief circumstances which must determine

the manufacturer of coal gas in this respect, is the

price at which he can sell the coke produced in his

establishment. If the price of this article is high,

if he finds a ready market for coke, there is every

reason to believe, that the manufacturer will find

it more to his advantage to dispose of the tar, and

to manufacture g-as from coal alone, in ordei' to

increase his store of coke. But if coke happens to

be at a low price, and not disposable with advan-

tage, the manufacturer will do well to make the

coal go as far as possible in the production of gas,

and under such circumstances he will keep and

convert the tar into gas, thus consuming less coal

and having less of the burdensome article, coke,

to dispose of.

The profit however, to be gained from the sale

of coke, must be both certain and considerable, to

induce a preference for the former course ; because

the decomposition of coal tar, besides superseding

a proportionate quantitj^of coal, is attended with

several other very tempting advantages.
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From experiments lately made in the metro-

polis on this subject, in which I have been en-

gaged, it appears that in all large gas light esta-

blishments, where the quantity of coal tar rapidly

accumulates, and must be got rid of, and in all places

where the tar cannot be sold for more than four

shillings the hundred weight, it will be certainly

advantageous to the manufacturer to decompose

the tar for the production of carburetted hydro-

gen gas.

The price of coal cannot effect the operation,

because where coal bears a high price, ftie manu-

facturer of the tar gas, will diminish the quantity of

coal which he would otherwise be called upon to

employ for the production of the requisite quantity

of gas. And in places where coal is cheap, the

decomposition of the tar will be attended with

less expence.

The carburetted hydrogen gas produced from

coal tar, possesses a greater illuminating power

than the gas obtained from coal.* It consists

chiefly of supercarburetted hydrogen or olifiant

* Vegetable tar, also affords carburetted hydrogen gas in abundance,

and this no doubt might be employed to great advantage for the
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gas, and a less quantity of it is of course suffi-

cient.

The g-as thus obtained, is purified likewise with

far greater facility, taking only one hundred and

twentieth part of the quantity of quicklime which

is required for the purification of carburetted

hydrogen obtained from pit coal. The apparatus

for the production of carburetted hydrogen from

coal tar, is moreover less bulky, less expensive,

and less complicated ; and it can be managed by

fewer workmen. And as the combined result of

these several advantages, it is obvious, that by the

substitution of coal tar, the new mode of lighting

by gas can be pursued on a smaller scale ; which

it can never be with any profit, where coal itself is

immediately employed for the production of the

gas.

The apparatus employed by Mr. Clegg, for the

distillation of tar, is extremely simple. It consists

of two hollow cast iron cvlinders, twelve inches

production of artificial light in places where it is cheap. 212 pounds

of the most viscid Swedish tar, produce 1484 cubic feet of carbii-

retted hydrogen, (or seven cubic feet to one pound of tar,) the illu-

minating power of this gas is equal to the gas obtained from pit coal.
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in diameter, and nine feet long, furnished with

moveable lids or mouth pieces, and joined together

at the extremity opposite to the mouth piece.

These cylinders are fixed in a brick furnace, so

that each inclines eleven degrees, one above and

the other below the horizontal base of the furnace.

When the apparatus has acquired a dull red

heat, the coal tar is suffered to flow into the upper

cylinder, by small portions at a time.

The tar is contained in a closed vessel, situated

at any convenient place above the apparatus.

It has a small aperture for the admission of air.

But as a sufficient small quantity of viscid tar

does not flow freely in a thin stream, a larger

portion than is wanted, is made to flow first into a

a small box, upon the apex of a pyramid which

divides the stream, so that the excess runs off by

a waste pipe, whilst a due quantity only is con-

veyed into the retort where it is decomposed.

This apparatus * therefore differs only from the

apparatus described in the Journal of Science and

the Arts, 1816, No. II., p. 282 ; that the cylinders

* Now erecting at Birmingham.
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may be detached, for cleaning them out more con-

veniently.

The following' statement exhibits the result of a

series of experiments, made (1816,) at the West-

minster Chartered Gas Light Establishment,* for

the purpose of ascertaining how far, and under

what circumstances the decomposition of coal tar

is a measure of economy.

Two tar retorts worked seven hours, produced

3054 cubic feet of gas. The quantity of tar

decomposed, amounted to 354tb. therefore

8 cubic feet of g^as, (omitting fractions), were

obtained from lib. of tar.

Two tar retorts, worked nine hours, produced 4591

cubic feet of gas. The quantity of tar decom-

posed, was 5251t>. Hence lib. of tar yielded

nearly 81 cubic feet of gas.

Fifteen cwt. 16ib. of tar, produced 16,112 cubic

feet of gas,=9Y cubic feet of gas, to IJb. of tar.

Five cwt. 3 quarters, 22tb. of tar, produced 6660

cubic feet of gas,z=10 cubic feet of gas to lib.

of tar.

Communicated by Mr. T. S. Pecksto*.
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Five cwt. 171b. of tar, produced 5193 cubic feet

of gas,=9 cubic feet of gas to l!b. of tar.

One cwt. 81tb. of tar, produced 1737 cubic feet of

gas,=9 cubic feet of gas to lib. of tar.

One cwt. 301b. of tar, produced 13131 cubic feet

of gas,=8 cubic feet of gas to lib. of tar.

Five cwt. of tar, produced 5880 cubic feet of gas,

=10i cubic feet of gas to lib. of tar.

Two cwt. of tar, produced 2072 cubic feet of gas,

=94^ cubic feet of gas to lib. of tar.

Three cwt. 181b. of tar, produced 3717 cubic feet

of gas, =104^ cubic feet of gas to lib. of tar.

Two cwt. 61b. of tar, produced 22421^ cubic feet of

gas, =91: cubic feet of gas to lib. of tar.

From the preceding operations it becomes ob-

vious, that 9i cubic feet of gas, were obtained in

the large way from lib. of tar. But this propor-

tion appears evidently too small, our own operations

assign fifteen cubic feet of gas to one pound of tar.

Professor Brande, obtained eighteen cubic feet*

from the same quantity of tar.

• Journal of Science and the Arts, 1816, No. II. p. 282.
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Gasfrom Oil.

" Messrs. J. and P. Taylor* are the first persons

who have resorted to oil as a substance from which

gas for illumination could be easily and cheaply

prepared ; and in the construction of a convenient

apparatus for the decomposition of this body, they

have fully shewn its numerous advantages over

coal, while they have afforded the means of pro-

ducing the most pure and brilliant flame from the

inferior and cheap oils, which could not be used in

lamps. The apparatus for the purpose is much

smaller, much simpler, and yet equally effectual,

with the best coal gas apparatus. The retort is a

bent cast iron tube, which is heated red by a small

convenient furnace, and into which oil is allowed

to drop by a very ingenious apparatus; the oil is

immediately volatilized, and the vapour in tra-

versing the tube becomes perfectly decomposed.

A mixture of inflammable gases, which contains a

great proportion of olifiaut gas passes off; it is

* Copied from the Journal of Science and the Arts, Vol VI. p. lOi^.

U
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waslied b}' l>eing passed through a a essel of \\ ater

(which dissolves a little sebacic acid, and which

seldom requires changing) , and is then conducted

into the g*asometer."

" The facility and cleanliness with which gas is

prepared from oil in the above manner, may be

conceived from the description of the process. A
small furnace is lighted, and a sufficient quantity

of the commonest oil is put into a small iron vessel,

a cock is turned, and the gas after passing through

water in the washing vessel, goes into the gaso-

meter. The operation may be stopped by shutting

off the oil, or, to a certain extent, hastened by

letting it on more freely ; the small cjuantity of

charcoal deposited in the retort is drawn out by a

small rake, and the water of the washer is very

rarely changed."

" The gas prepared from oil is very superior in

quality to that from coal ; it cannot possibly contain

sulphuretted hydrogen, or any extraneous sub-

stance ; it gives a much brighter and denser flame ;

and it is also more effectual, i. e. a lesser quantity

will supply the burner with fuel. These peculi-

arities are occasioned, in the first place, by the
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absence of sulphur froin oil, and then by the sras

containing more carbon in solution. As the pro-

portion of light given out by the flame ofa gaseous

compound of carbon and hydrogen, is in common

circumstances in proportion to the quantity of

carbon present ; it is evident that the gas which

contains a greater proportion of olifiant g'as, or

supercarburetted hydrogen than coal g-as, will yield

a better and brighter light on combustion. '^

"It is necessary, in consequence of the abundance

of charcoal in solution, to supply the gas when

burning with plenty of atmospheric air, for as there

is more combustible matter in a certain volume of

it, than in an equal volume of coal gas, it of neces-

sity must have more oxigen for its consumption.*

The consequence is, that less gas must be burnt in

a flame of equal size, which will still possess supe-

* Dr. W. Henry's experiments gave the following result :—100

cubic inches of carburetted hydrogen from coal, require, for burning,

220 cubic inches of oxigen, and produce 100 cubic inches of carbonic

acid—100 cubic inches of carburetted hydrogen gas procured from

lamp oil, require 190 cubic inches of oxigen, and produce 124 cubic

inches of carbonic acid,—100 cubic inches of carburetted hydrogen

obtained from wax, require 2S0 cubic inches of oxigen, and produce

137 cubic inches of carbonic acid.

u2
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rior brilliancy ; that less is necessary for the same

purpose of illumination ; and that less heat will be

occasioned. From five and a half to six cubical

feet of coal gas are required to supply an Argand

burner for an hour ; two cubical feet to two and a

half of that from oil, are abundantly sufficient for

the same purpose."

" One important advantage gained by the cir-

cumstance, that so small a quantity of this g-as is

necessary for burners is, that the gasometer re-

quired may be small in proportion. The gaso-

meter is the most bulky part of a gas apparatus,

and that least capable of concentration ; and where-

ever it is placed, it occupies room to the exclusion

of every thing else. Some very ingenious at-

tempts have been made to diminish its size and

weight, as in the double gasometer,* and others,

but without remarkable success. Here, however.

• This contrivauoe is more expensive and complicated than any of

the gas holders of which a description has been given ; nor is it safe,

for if the slightest leak should happen in the interior vessel of the

double gas holder, an explosive mixture would be formed, and

dreadful consequences might follow ; this can never be the case with

any of the machines now in use.

—

X'tte of the Author.
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where the room required to contain the gas is

directly diminished, the object is so far obtained
;

and when that takes place to one half, or even

one third, it is of very great importance. It in

a gTcat number of cases brings the size of the

apparatus within what can be allowed in private

houses; and in consequence of the rapidity with

which the retort can be worked, the gasometer may

again be reduced to a still smaller size.

" Another advantage gained by the small cjuantity

of gas required for a flame, is the proportionate

diminution of heat arising from the lights. The

quantities of heat and light produced by the com-

bustion of inflammable gases are by no means in

the same constant relation to each other ; one fre-

quently increases, whilst the other diminishes; and

this is eminently the case when coal gas and oil gas

are burned against each other. The quantity of

heat liberated is, speaking generally, as the quan-

tity of gas consumed, and this is greatest with the

coal gas; but the quantity of light is nearly as the

quantity of carbon that is well burnt in the flame,

and this is greatest in the oil gas.^'

" The very compact state in which the apparatus
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necessary for the decomposition of oil can be placed,

the slight degree of attention required, its certainty

of action, its cleanliness, and the numerous appli-

cations which it admits of in the use of its furnace

for other convenient or economical purposes, ren-

der it not only unobjectionable, but useful in

manufactories and establishments ; and these favour-

able circumstances are accompanied, not from any

inferiority in the flame or increased expense, but

by an improved state of the first, and saving in the

latter."

" Messrs. Taylor have shewn great ingenuity in

the construction of their whole apparatus, but the

washer and gasometer deserve particular notice for

their remarkable simplicity also. In the washer,

two planes are fixed in a box or cistern, in a direc-

tion not quite horizontal, but inclined a little in

opposite directions ; the planes are traversed nearly

across by slips of wood or metal, fixed in an in-

clined position on the under surface, and which

alternately touch one side of the cistern, leaving

the other open and free. These planes being im-

mersed in water, the gas is thrown in under the

lowest ridge, and by its ascending power is made
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to traverse backward and forward along the ridges

fixed on the planes, until it escapes at the highest

part of the uppermost ridge. Thus, with a pres-

sure of five or six inches of water only, it is made

to pass through a distance of fourteen or sixteen

feet under the surface of the fluid, and becomes well

washed."

" The smaller gasometers are made of thin plate

iron, and being placed in a frame of light iron

work, look more like ornamental stoves than the

bulky appendages to a gas apparatus, which they

supply. The larger ones are made very light, and

when in pieces very portable, by being constructed

of a frame of wood work, in the edges of which are

deep narroAv grooves
;
plates of iron fit into these

grooves, Avhicli being caulked in and painted over,

make a light and tight apparatus. These are

easily put together in any place, and may therefore

be introduced into a small apartment, or other

confined space, where a gasometer already made

up would not enter."

For the following additional information on this

subject, I am indebted to Messrs. J. and P. Taylor.

" The economy of obtaining gas for the produc-
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tion of light from oil, may be judged of from the

following data.'^

" One gallon of common whale oil, produces

about ninety cubic feet of gas.* An argand bur-

ner required a cubic foot and a half of gas per

hour
; and consequently a gallon of oil when con-

verted into gas, will supply the same bui^ner for

sixty hours. The expence of the gas at a mode-

rate price of oil, w ill be, allowing for coals, labour,

&c. for producing the gas, three farthings per

hour, and such a burner will give a light, equal

in intensity, to two argand lamps, or ten mould

candles."

" The expence of an argand oil lamp, is usually

admitted to be, about three halfpence per hour.

Now supposing ten candles to be burning, four

to the pound (two pound and a half,) they will cost

25. lldf. of which one-tenth part w ill be consumed

in each hour. The cost of the tallow light is then

three pence halfpenny per hour."

If wax candles be employed, the expence of the

light equal to an oil gas burner for one hour, by

* Our experiments produced 105 cubic feet, from one gallon of

common whale oil.

—

No/e of (he Author.
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the same mode of reckoning, allowing the candle

to burn ten hours, and taking the price of the

wax candles, at 45. 6d. per pound, will be

about 14c/."

" The comparative account v/ill therefore stand

thus

:

PENCE.

Cost of an Argand burner, supplied

with oil g£is, per hour .... i

Ditto of an Argand lamp, burning sper-

maceti oil 3

Ditto of Tallow^ mould candles . ..31
Wax candles 14

" These calculations on the cost of light from

oil gas, are taken at the usual price of good whale

oil, but cheaper oils Avill answer the purpose

nearly as well, and as many of these are often to

be procured, the whole expence becomes materially

reduced by their use."



PART XVI.

Other products obtainablefrom Coal, namely

:

—Coal Tar—Pitch—Coal Oil—Ammoniacal

Liquor^ and conversion of the latter into

Carbonate, and Jlluriate oj"Ammonia.

Coal Tar.

The coal tar is so called from its resembling com-

mon tar in its appearance, and most of its qualities.

This substance is deposited in the purification

of the coal g-as, in a separate vessel destined to

receive it. See fig. 3, plate I.

In the year 1665, Becher, a German chemist,

brought to England his discovery for extracting tar
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from coal, this distillation he performed in close

vessels. It is not mentioned in the records of the

time, whether Becher obtained, or rather collected,

any other articles than the tar.

Several works have been, at different times,

erected both in England and on the continent, to

procure from coal a substitute for tar; but they

have turned out unprofitable speculations.

In 1781, the Earl of Dundonald invented a

mode of distilling coal in the large way, which

enabled him not only to form the coke, but, at

the same time, to save and collect the tar. Even

this process, however, for which a patent was

taken out, gained very little ground. Its object

was too limited; for though some of the prox-

imate constituent parts of coal were procured, they

were obtained at an expence that nearly balanced

the profits ; and no attention whatever was paid to

the coal gas, which constitutes by far the most valu-

able part obtainable from pit coal.

Coal tar is now used with advantage largely in

the Royal Navy, and also for painting and securing

wood that is exposed to the action of air. The

wood being warmed, the tar is applied cold, and
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penetrating into the pores, gives the timber an un-

common degree of hardness and durability.

The quantity of tar obtainable from a given

quantity of coal, varies according to the manner

in which the decomposition of the coal is affected.

See page 122.

The tar obtained from Newcastle coal is speci-

fically heavier than that produced from cannel coal

;

hence it sinks in w^ter, whereas the latter swims

on the surface of that fluid.

To render coal tar fit for use, it requires to be

evaporated to give it a sufficient consistence. If

this process be performed in close vessels, a portion

of an essential oil is obtained, which is known by

the name of

Coal Oil.

To obtain this oil, a common still is charged

with coal tar, and, being properly luted, the fire is

kindled and kept up very moderate, for the tar is

very apt to boil up in the early part of the process.

The first product that distils over is principally a
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brown ammoniacal fluid, mixed with a good deal

of oil. As the process advances, and the heat is in-

creased, the quantity of ammoniacal liquor lessens,

and that of oil increases, and towards the end of the

distillation the product is chiefly oil.

The oil and ammoniacal water which distil over

do not mix, so that they may be Ccisily separated by

decantation. The oil is a yellowish inferior kind

of naptha, which is very useful in painting ships,

and for making common varnishes. It has lately

been employed as a substitute for whale oil, to be

burnt in out door lamps.

The conti'ivance by means of which this oil is

burnt in lamps* consists of a fountain reservoir to

supply and preserve a constant level. The burner

with its wick is placed in the axis of the lamp, and

supplied with the oil from the fountain reservoir,

placed on the outside of the lamp. The air is ad-

mitted by an aperture at the bottom of the lamp.

The current of air in passing through the lamp en-

velopes the burner and urges the flame, which is

• All the lamps on Waterloo Bridge, and the streets adjoining the

bridge are lighted by means of tar oil.
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extremely bright ; ])iit it is essential that the flame

should be small. The draught tube proceeding

from the centre of the reflector above the flame

carries away the smoke.

1430 pounds of coal tar, produce 360 pounds of

essential oil. The residue left after the distilla-

tion is

Pitch.

If the coal tar is wanted to be converted into

pitch, without obtaining the oil which it is capable

of furnishing, the evaporation of it may be per-

formed in a common boiler; but as it is extremely

liable to boil over, the greatest precaution is neces-

sary in conducting the evaporation. A spout or

rim is added to the common boiler into which the

tar spreads itself as it rises, and by this means

becomes cooled, and the boiling over is checked.

1430 pounds of coal tar produce 9 cwt. of pitch.

A subsequent evaporation with a gentle heat,

converts the coal pitch into a substance greatly re-

sembling asphaltum.
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Manufacture of Carbonate of Ammonia from

the Atnmoniacal Liquor of Pit Coal.

The ammoniacal liquor obtained in the gas light

manufacture, is employed for the production of

carbonate of ammonia. The average quantity of

this liquor, obtainable from a chaldron, (27 cwt.)

of Newcastle, or Sunderland coal, amounts to

from 180 to 220 pounds. It is chiefly composed

of carbonate and sulphate of ammonia. The quan-

tity of ammonia contained in it, varies considerably.

The strongest liquor is obtained from coal that

readily cake, (page 45) ; a gallon (or eight and a

half pounds weight) of ammoniacal liquor usually

requires for saturation, from fifteen to sixteen

ounces of sulphuric acid of a specific gravity 1,84.

The weakest ammoniacal licjuor is obtained from

those species of coal which do not cake, and which

by a single combustion are reduced to light ashes.

It requires only from eight to ten ounces of sul-

phuric acid, of the before mentioned specific

gravity for its saturation.

The following process is employed in the large
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way, for obtaining carbonate of ammonia from the

ammoniacal liquor. To 108 gallons* of the liquor

contained in a cask, are added 125 pounds f of

finely ground sulphate of lime, which has been

previously deprived of moisture by heat. The cask

is bunged up, and the mixture after being stirred

together for a few minutes, is left undisturbed for

three or four hours. Sixteen ounces of sulphuric

acid are then added, the mixture is again agitated,

and is again suffered to stand undisturbed for four

or six hours. If the liquor be now examined, it

will turn blue litmus, paper red.

In this operation a double decomposition takes

place, the sulphate of lime yields part of its sul-

phuric acid, to the carbonate of ammonia of the

liquor, to form sulphate of ammonia, and the

carbonic acid of the ammonia, combines with the

lime of the sulphate of lime, to form carbonate of

lime, which falls to the bottom, the supernatant

fluid contains in solution, sulphate of ammonia.

* One gallon of the strongest ammoniacal liquor, weighs eight and

a half pounds.

t This quantity is e^-idently too large, but the workmen assert, that

an excess of sulphate of lime causes the carbonate of lime which is

formed, to subside more readily, and the excess of sulphate of lime

can do no injury.
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When the liquor has become clear, it is pumped

out of the barrel into shallow cast iron boilers,

where it is evaporated slowly. During' this pro-

cess, a portion of sulphate of lime is deposited

which is removed, and as the liquor becomes more

concentrated, part of the sulphate of ammonia

begins to crystallize and falls to the bottom. It

is shovelled out from time to time into wicker

baskets, placed slanting over the rim of the boiler,

that the liquor which drains off from the crystals

may not be lost, and lastly the whole fluid is eva-

porated to dryness.

108 gallons of ammoniacal liquor from Newcastle

coal, produce upon an average, one and a half cwt.

of dry sulphate of ammonia. To decompose it,

one cwt. is mixt with one quarter of a cwt. of finely

ground chalk, previously deprived of moisture by

heat. The mixture is introduced (as expeditiously

as possible) into cast iron retorts,'^ heated nearly

to a dull redness, and when the lid of the retorts

have been rendered air tight, the fire is raised gra-

dually till the retorts are of a strong red heat.

* Of the usual fxrin anil i.liiueusioiis, desonbed page oS.

X
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The carbonate of ammonia developed from the

eontentg of the retorts, is made to sublime into a

leaden barrel-shaped receiver, connected with the

retorts, by means of a pipe four inches in diameter,

proceeding from the upper extremity of each retort,

and opposite to the mouth piece. The leaden re-

ceiver is furnished with a leaden cover, fitting into

a groove, where it is made air tight by lute. The

receiver which is suppouted upon a stand is pro-

vided at its base, with a small pipe, furnished with

a stopper. This pipe is left open till the liquid

products are got rid of during the sublimatory pro-

cess. In the centre of the cover, or at any other

convenient part of the apparatus, is made a small

hole, slightly stopped with a wooden peg, to give

vent to the elastic fluid that becomes evolved during

the process.

The time requisite for the operation depends on

the mode in which the retorts are set, the tempera-

ture kept up and other practical circumstances. A
charge of 120 pounds of the mixture of sulphate

of ammonia and chalk in one retort, is usually

decomposed in twenty-four hours. When the

operation is at an end, and the receiver having
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become cold, the cover is taken off, and the sublimed

carbonate of ammonia adhering to the sides of the

receiver is detached by a chissel and mallet, and

after being freed from any casual impurities, is

packed up in stone jars for sale.

One cwt. of dry sulphate of ammonia, produces

from sixty pounds, to sixty-five pounds, of pure car-

bonate of ammonia. In some establishments, the

carbonate of ammonia is subjected to a second sub-

limation by means of a gentle heat ; but this is

quite unnecessary if the process has been con-

ducted carefullv.

JManufacture of Muriate ofAmmonia from the

^mmoniacal Liquor of Coal.

It must be obvious that the ammoniacal liquor

may be employed with great advantage for the

production ofmuriate of ammonia. For ifthe solu-

tion of sulphate of ammonia obtained froui the

ammoniacal liquor by means of sulphate of lime,

as before stated, be mixed with common salt, (or

any other muriate) another decomposition takes

x2
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place. The muriatic acid of the common salt,

unites to the ammonia of the sulphate of ammonia,

and produces muriate of ammonia, and the sul-

phuric acid of the sulphate of ammonia, combines

with the soda of the common salt, and produces

sulphate of soda, or glauber salt.

The liquor containing these two salts being

evaporated, the glauber salt begins to crystallize,

and is removed from time to time. The evapo-

ration is continued till as much as possible of the

glauber salt has been separated, and the muriate

of ammonia begins to crystallize on the surface of

the fluid in the form of a feathered star. The

remaining fluid is then run oft' into coolers, and

deposits little else than muriate of ammonia, till

it gets below the temperature of 76° Fahr. at

which time the crystals are to be removed, lest

they should be mixed with glauber's salt which

now begins to be again deposited. After the mu-

riate of ammonia has been suffered to drain in

baskets, it is heated in shallow pans to drive off* as

much water of crystallization as possible. It is

then removed whilst still hot, into earthenware

jars, glazed within, and fitted with a cover, (having
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a hole of about half an inch in diameter in its

centre,) luted on with clay. The jars are put

in a cast iron pot over a strong fire, in a furnace

capable of containing from six to eighteen jars,

surrounded with sand up to the edge of the pot,

and also having about two and a half inches of

sand on the cover, confined by an iron ring about

three inches deep, and two inches less in diameter

than the cover, in order that if the luting should

give way in any part, it may be repaired without

suffering the covers (which should be kept during

the sublimation at about 320° Fahr.) to be cooled

by the removal of a large portion of the sand.

These earthen jars may be filled to within two

inches of the top, with the dried salt gently pressed

in, but not rammed close ; and the fire which has

been lighted some time before, is now to be raised

gradually till the iron pots are of a pretty strong

red heat all round, being so placed by mean of

flues in the furnace that the upper part may be

first heated, the bottom resting on solid brick

work.

During the first impression of the heat, a por-

tion of the salt carrying with it a quantity of
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watery vapour not separated during the drying of

the salt, will escape through the hole in the cover,

which must be left open till all the aqueous part is

exhaled : this is known by bringing a piece of

cold smooth iron plate near the hole, in order to

condense the sublimate, which becoming more and

more dry, at length attaches itself firmly to the

plate, in the form of a dry semi-transparent crust.

At this time the hole is to be stopped with lute,

more sand is to be put on the cover, and the heat

continued till it is judged that nearly the whole of

the muriate of ammonia is sublimed. The time

requisite for this purpose depends on the construc-

tion of the furnace, the size of the pots, the brisk-

ness of the fire, and other circumstances only

to be learnt by experience.

The process should be stopped before the subli-

mation has entirely ceased, as the heat in some parts

of the jar may be too great when it is nearly empty,

and either by volatilizing a part of the salt itself, or

elevating a portion of foreign matter from which it

can never be kept wholly free, and thus giving

the cake a yellow tinge, and a scorched, opake,

crackled appearance.
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The same defects are likely to happen, when any

part of the luting' having given way, is obliged to

be repaired by wet lute, when the sublimation is

pretty far advanced : consequently glass vessels are

preferable, except on account of the expence, as

they must always be broken to pieces in order to

get out the cake : the earthenware jars on the con-

trary will serve for several sublimations, even the

covers, if well glazed, will last two operations. The

sublimation being finished and the apparatus having

become sufficiently cool, the tops of the jars are to

be taken off, and the cakes of sal-ammoniac that

are found adhering to them are to be separated,

and placed for a day or two in a damp atmosphere,

which softens their surface a little, and thus faci-

litates the removal of any superficial impurities.

Lastly, the cakes are packed up in casks for

sale.

The excise laws have hitherto operated strongly

against the establishment of manufactories of mu-

riate of ammonia in England. Hence an immense

quantity of sulphate of ammonia obtained from the

gas light ammoniacal liquor, is exported fi*om this

country to the continent, solely from the extreme
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rigour of the excise relating to the use of com-

mon salt, and it is only this that has hitherto pre-

vented the establishment of manufactories of sal-

ammonia from the ammoniacal liquor of the gas

light process upon a large scale.

Chemical manufactories, of all others, will least

bear excise, because many of them are worked

according to secret processes, which, if made

public, must pass into other countries ; and the

greatest part of the profit ceases together with the

export. The vexatious introduction of excise

officers into manufacturing laboratories, it is evi-

dent, puts an end to all secrecy of operation. There

are several chemical processes which interruption

will extremely injure, and others which it totally

destroys, and as on the whole they in general are

of a nature in which interference of others is most

peculiarly vexatious, in all probability, if the excise

be extended to manufactures of this nature, it will

eventually put a stop to most of them, and greatly

injure the revenue by causing thereby to cease the

duties which at present arise from the exports and

imports to a large amount, now depending on the

chemical trade of Great Britain

.
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We have now gone through all the improve-

ments by which the g'as light manufacture has been

distinguished during the interval which has elapsed

since the publication of our former work^ on this

subject ; and perhaps the reader may be inclined

to think, from the extraordinary height to which

improvement has been carried in this art, that

little or nothing more remains to be desired with

regard to it. Let it be remembered, however,

that the mIioIc art is only in its infancy. There

is yet a wide field for improvement in the con-

struction of the apparatus. Ingenious men may

speculate from what has been done, to what re-

mains to be effected, which no doubt will lead to

objects of the greatest utility, and most extended

national importance.

* A practical treatise on gas light.
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213.) The small building- on the left hand side

of the Retort House, is a Smith's Shop. T,

shows the situation of the Main Gas Holder

Valve (page 221.)
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LONDON PRICE LIST

Of the most essential articles employed in the manufacture and

application of Coal Gas ; delivered free of expence at any ^Miarf be-

tiveen London and Vauxhall Bridge.

Cast iron Spigot and Faucit Pipes.

DIAMETER. THICKNESS IN THE METAL. PRICE PER YARD.

1 and a half inch

2 inches

2 and a half ditto

3 inches

4 ditto

5 ditto

6 ditto

7 ditto

8 ditto

9 ditto

10 ditto

5-sixths of an inch

3-eighths

ditto

7-sixteenths

half an inch

ditto

ditto

ditto

5-eighths
ditto

ditto

Cast iron Flanch Pipet.

1 and a half inch

2 inches

2 and a half inch

3 inches

4 ditto

5 ditto

Quadrant flanch pipes

Bend pipes of different radii, branch pipes and accommo
dating pipes

From eight to six inches 13*. 6d. from 5 to 3 inches

Two, and 1 and a half inch

Siphon, -water reservoir, or tar-well pipes, from 2 to 6
inches in diameter

Ditto, above 6 inches in diameter .

Gas holder, or hydraulic valve pipes, with boxes
Wrought iron work and screws to ditto

Retorts of best picked iron, from second process
Mouth pieces to ditto, ground and fitted

Wrought iron work and screws to ditto ,

Connecting and stride pipes, ground
Hydraulic cylinders

Tapering pipes

Outer fire doors

Inner ditto ....
Fire back, bearers, dead plates

Top, register, and slide dampers
Pullies, and friction sectors, turned and fitted

AVrought iron gudgeons for ditto, turned and fitted

s. d.
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£. s. d.

One inch bolts "%

Seven-eighths ditto > at . . . S^- lb.

Three-quarters ditto j
Five-eighths . . . .28
Half-inch . . . . . 1 18
Tar receivers and purifying vessels . . 14
Condensing pipes, and inlet and outlet pipes for tanks 14
Cast iron tanks put together complete, with bolts,

screws, cement, &c, . , . 16
Gas holders, original construction, erected complete

of sheet iron . . . . 60
Gasholder, collapsing ditto, complete, capacity 30,000

cubic feet .... 1000
Ditto ditto ditto ditto 15,000 ditto . 700
Ditto ditto ditto ditto 22,000 ditto . 800

gross.

gross.

cwt.

Wrought 'won Gas Tubes screwed and fitted, ivarranted to hear a

pressure equal to a column of water "i^^feet high.

BORE.
1 inch
7-eighths

3-quarters

5-eighths

PENCE PER FOOT.
10
8
7-i-'2
7

Half an inch and 3-eighths 6|-

Copper Tubes.

BORE OF TUBE. PRICE PER FOOT.
*. d.

4-I-

6
9

111
1 4

3-eighths of an inch copper tubes

Half ditto ditto

5-eighths ditto ditto

3-quarters ditto ditto

7-eighths ditto ditto

1 inch ditto . 1 8

1 and a half ditto ditto . 2 2
Union joints 3-eighths of an inch 8*. half an inch 9*.

5-eighths of an inch 10*. Qd. 3-quarters of an
inch . . . . 14

Union T sockets, 3-quarters of an inch 20*. half inch 14

Three-quarters of an inch main cocks . .04
per doz.

per doz.

6 each

Brazed sheet iron Tubes.

BORE OF TUBE.

3-eighths of an inch

Half an inch

5-eighths of an inch

3-quarters

1 inch

1 and a quarter

1 and a half

PRICE PER FOOT.
*. d.

3|
4:\
5

64
7-I-

10

1 3
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£. s. d.

Ornamental gas lamp posts, and columns, fitted com-
plete -with York lamps oflazed, tube, branches,

cocks, and burners, ready for lighting . £. 6 6 each

Or castings for ditto . . . . 13 cwt.

Wrought iron work for ditto , . . 7-|- lb.

Argand burners complete, from 2s. 6rf. to . 5 each

Iron roofs for retort and gas holder houses, erected

complete, at £.6 6 per square of 100 feet,

superficial measure.

Cost of laying cast iron Gas mains in London. To take up the s^round,

to fill in, hut not to re-pave the ground, and to drive two and a half
inches of lead into thejoints of the pipes.

DLiMETER OF MAINS.

3 inches .

4 ditto

5 ditto

6 ditto

7 ditto

8 ditto

9 ditto

10 ditto

PER YARD.
s. d.

£.
Tapping tlie mains and laying gun barrel, or

branch pipes . . .01
Governor complete to regulate every 24 hours

30,000 cubic feet of gas . . 60
A lime machine, new construction, to purify

30,000 cubic feet of gas ever)- 24 hours . 220
A gas metre, to register 30,000 cubic feet of gas

ever)- 24 hours . . . 105
A gas light apparatus complete, capable of pro-

ducing 48,000 cubic feet of gas ever)- 24
hours, costs, if erected in London ' . SOOO

per )Td.

ESTI]MATE

la 0a0 ILigl^t Apparatus,
Capable of producing every 24 hours, a light equal to 21,330 tallow

candles, eight in the pound, burning for six hours.

£,
Five horizontal rotary retorts, 12 feet 6 inches in

diameter, complete for immediate use . 2320
Two lime machines, ditto ditto . . 536
Two collapsing gas holders, 30,000 cubic feet ca-

pacity each.... 2000

s. d.

Carried over 4866
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Brought over
A gas metre
A governor or regulating guage
Tar well .

Pumps
Connecting pipes .

Condensing pipes, between the retorts, tar well,

and lime machines
Retort house, with iron roof .

Lime machine house, with ditto ditto

Woi'kmen's tools and sundries

£. i. d.

4856
200
100
58
67

265

219 16

653 19

230
430

.€.7079 15

This apparatus is capable of producing every 24 hours, 66,000
cubic feet of gas.

THE END.

C. Green, Printer, 15, Leicester Street,

Leicester Square.



In the Press,

A DESCRIPTION OF THE CHEMICAL APPARATUS
AND INSTRUMENTS,

WITH FIFTEEN QUARTO COPPER PLATES,

BY FREDRICK ACCUM.

WORKS
LATELY PUBLISHED BY FREDRICK ACCUM.

A PRACTICAL ESSAY ON CHEMICAL RE-AGENTS
OR TESTS,

Exhibiting the general nature of Chemical Re-Agents or Tests—the

Effects which they produce upon different bodies—the Uses to which
they may be applied, and the Art of applying them successfully.

THE SECOND EDITION,

Illustrated by a Series of Experiments. Price 9s.

CHEMICAL AMUSEMENT,
Comprising a Series of curious and instructive Experiments in Che-
mistry, which are easily performed, and unattended by Danger.

T7ie Fourth Edition. Price 9s.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON GAS LIGHT,
WITT SEVEN COLOURED PLATES,

Exhibiting a summary description of the Apparatus and Machinery
best calculated for illuminating Streets, Houses, and IManufactories,

with Coal Gas ; with Remarks on the general nature of this new
branch of civil economy.

TTie Fourth Edition. Price \2s.

ELEMENTS OF CRYSTALLOGRAPHY,
After the Method of Haily,

WITH PLATES AND GRAPHIC DESIGNS,

Exhibiting the Forms of Crystals, their Geometrical Structure, and
general Laws, according to which the immense variety of actually

existing Crystals are produced.

Price 15*.



A MANUAL OF ANALYTICAL MINERALOGY,
Intended to facilitate the Practical Analysis of Minerals, by pointing
out to the Student concise directions for performing the Analysis of
Metallic Ores, Earths, and other Minerals.

Second Edition. 2 Fols. Price \bs.

A SYSTEM OF THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL
CHEMISTRY,

IN TWO VOLS. WITH PLATES.

Second Edition. Price \bs.

Directions to the Binder,

Plate II, to face Title Page.

Plate III, IV, V, VI, and VII, at the end of the Book.
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